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ABSTRACT

This dissertation aims to facilitate the process for generating system-level
simulations using new and existing product line engineering practices within a SysML
reference architecture of the simulation domain. The modern passenger vehicle is
becoming increasingly complex with the addition of more software-oriented features,
especially Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS), leading to higher numbers of
recalls. To mitigate this, the result of this research is the novel Vehicle Simulation
Architecture Framework (VSAF). This dissertation presents the VSAF, its innovations,
and a characterization of its scalability, applicability, and initial investment vs.
incremental cost tradeoffs as compared to those of current simulation practices.
The central component of the VSAF is a SysML reference architecture with two
distinct perspectives: a technology-agnostic Logical System Architecture and a
technology-dependent Simulation Reference Architecture. The SysML model also
includes custom profiles and mapping mechanisms to relate the two perspectives to each
other and to map simulation model components stored in a repository to the reference
architecture. Additionally, the VSAF employs novel modeling patterns and development
guidelines to direct the ideation and representation of new system features in a way that
facilitates integration with the rest of the system and creation of system-level simulations
at any point in the development process. Finally, the VSAF uses a formal ontology to
document existing simulation model components and to allow a user to query for models
that fit a desired context.
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The VSAF is found to have a higher initial investment than current practices due
to the setup and maintenance of the SysML reference architecture and model
documentation ontology; however, the tradeoff is a significantly lower incremental cost
for the generation of each simulation. Therefore, extended use of the VSAF will likely
result in lower overall costs for simulations which allows for system-level testing earlier
in the design process so engineers can uncover more issues earlier while they are less
costly to fix. Additionally, earlier simulation activities lead to a broader exploration of
system architectures so engineers can design more optimized systems. All of this
translates into economic competitive advantages for industry as well as safer and more
reliable systems for the consumer.
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CHAPTER ONE
1. INTRODUCTION

Motivation and Objective
The world is rushing headlong into the Fourth Industrial Revolution in which
smart technology, artificial intelligence, and the internet of things bring vastly different
technologies together to form complex and interconnected systems [1]. With this, system
engineers have set before them the challenge of designing, verifying, and validating such
systems to meet ever-increasing customer expectations [2]. However, not only do
customers expect a robust system that is safe, reliable, and full of features, but they also
value a system that can be customized to fit their specific needs. This practice is on full
display in the automotive industry where customers can select from a plethora of options,
such as engine size, transmission type, interior and exterior colors, and upholstery
material, along with technology-packed features like adaptive cruise control and
automatic parking. All of this must be available while also meeting modern standards for
safety and environmental impact. The development of complex product lines has pushed
current engineering practices to their limits. In the automotive domain, a worrying trend
of increasing numbers of recalls, and increasing numbers of vehicle included in those
recalls, has emerged, as shown in Figure 1.1 below [3].
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Figure 1.1. Vehicle recall summary by year [3]

Recalls, even ones resolved by simple ECU reflashes, are expensive for
companies, both in cost and customer satisfaction [4]. Both Ford Motor Company [5] and
NASA [6] have performed studies to trace the source of software bugs that cause issues
downstream. They found that approximately 40% of bugs originate from the
requirements phase of development, and 40% are related to system interactions. The
primary culprits were incomplete or erroneous requirements—subsystem requirements
that were incompatible with other subsystems’ requirements. These issues were not
discovered until later in the development process when multiple subsystems were brought
together for system-level testing. At this point, it is expensive to go back and fix the
necessary requirements and update the system’s design. Hence, there is motivation to
facilitate the employment of system-level simulations at all points in the development
process, not just in the later stages. Simulating and analyzing new developments early,
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often, and in the context of the entire system is crucial for catching design problems early
while they are still inexpensive to correct [7].
However, most organizations that develop complex cyber-physical systems deal
in product lines instead of individual products. A product line is a set of product variants
that are based on a shared platform and are assembled from a common set of artifacts [8].
In the automotive industry, each product line can have millions of variants [9] [10]. This
has led to the emergence of product line engineering practices and software such as PureSystems Pure::Variants [11] and BigLever Gears [12] to manage the development of
product lines. Current product line engineering methods are discussed in Chapter 2;
however, modern practices chiefly focus on managing variants in a description model,
particularly structural variations. Little attention has been devoted to managing variants
of simulation models. Therefore, the objective of this research is to critically evaluate the
merits of different modeling approaches for cataloging, contextualizing, and assembling
simulation model components in a way that is most valuable for configuring full virtual
vehicle simulations.
The scope of this research is limited to the automotive domain, but the
innovations presented in this dissertation are expected to reach beyond ground vehicles to
any cyber-physical system with distributed processing, including avionics, robotics, and
industrial control systems. The examples and case study in this dissertation are geared
towards the automotive domain because of the inherent complexities of the domain and
the interests of the author. But the same principles, patterns, and benefits can likely be
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realized in the development of any distributed processing cyber-physical system with the
appropriate modifications to the system models and reference architectures.
Research Context
In this dissertation, a distinction is drawn between simulation models and
simulation model components. A “simulation model” refers to a fully executable model,
or one whose boundary conditions have been sufficiently defined such that the simulation
can be executed. A “simulation model component” is a parametric or analysis model that
is used as part of a simulation but by itself is not executable. For example, an engine
model or even a vehicle model is not executable without also including the models for the
driver and the environment.
There is no single widely used process for generating simulations, but there are
some common steps and practices in industry that can be used to evaluate a typical
workflow for creating a simulation. Figure 1.2 below visualizes this typical workflow.

Figure 1.2. Typical workflow for creating simulations
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The overall process is characterized by static documentation, repetition, and slow,
unreliable, point-to-point communication among individuals. The process begins in the
upper left corner of Figure 1.2 with the determination of a simulation idea to assess the
performance of the system, a subsystem, or some variant of the system in a specific
context performing a certain behavior. Once the user has defined the desired simulation,
the next step is to dig into the documentation of existing models and see if any of them fit
the desired context. This is often static documentation that requires a high amount of
effort to maintain and is not formalized, which makes programmatically searching
through the documentation almost impossible. It can be laborious and unreliable for the
user to forage documentation for relevant models as some documentation may not exist,
may be incomplete, or may be inaccurate or out of date if a model has been modified and
not documented. These can all give the user a false idea of the models available. Another
option is to contact another person, typically a subject matter expert, to learn about
existing models. This, too, is not ideal as the other person may not have a full grasp on
the current models or be too busy to provide sufficient information. Next, the user can dig
into the model repository itself, represented in the bottom center of Figure 1.2, which is
often hosted by some version-control software such as Git [13]. Inspecting the source
code of models one-by-one is an inefficient and time-consuming process for narrowing
the repository down to models that fit the desired context.
Once the user has an idea of the existing model components he may be able to
reuse in his simulation, the next step is to consider what may be missing from the full
simulation. If the user is building a simulation of a ground vehicle and could not find an
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engine model that fits his desired analysis, then he needs to commission a new engine
model to be built that satisfies his specifications. Or if he found an engine model that is
close to what he needs, then he may need to ask for edits to be made to the model to work
with his simulation. However, without an overall architecture for the simulation, it can be
difficult to identify what may be missing from the simulation or to know how to specify
how a new model component should be built to interface with the existing components.
Since a ground vehicle is a distributed processing system, one of the tasks is to
determine how the various electronic control units (ECUs) will communicate with each
other on the controller area network (CAN). This is expressed in CAN database (DBC)
files that define the source of each signal as well as attributes about the signal such as
units and broadcast frequency. This requires the user to communicate with the network
engineers to configure the DBC files for the simulation, as represented in the upper right
corner of Figure 1.2. During these discussions, it is not uncommon to realize that more
edits need to be made to the simulation model components, which means the user goes
back to the simulation engineer to commission updates. This causes an iterative loop of
effort where simulation model components are edited, then the DBC files are updated to
reflect any changes to the models’ interfaces.
Eventually, the user identifies all the simulation model components needed for the
desired analysis, and the last step is to assemble them into a full simulation model. This
can be done by hand, having a user manually connect models to each other, or the process
can be automated. Some organizations have developed tools that can automatically
assemble a simulation out of components, such as the Ford Automated System
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Simulation Toolchain [14]. Once assembled, the simulation is ready to run and have the
results analyzed.
Research Questions
Clearly, the typical workflow for generating a simulation model is rife with timeconsuming, unreliable, and repetitive steps. A study of this workflow and the current
state-of-the-art in simulation modeling and variant management techniques, presented in
Chapter II, has led to four research questions.
1. Feature-Based Product Line Engineering (FBPLE) has been shown to be valuable for
managing variants in description models. How can the same benefits of FBPLE be
realized in the simulation domain in a way that lowers the overall cost of creating
simulations and enables system-level simulations earlier in the development process?
FBPLE is a variant modeling technique that has been developed for the purpose
of managing the variations of superset models of entire product lines. The history and
current practices of FBPLE are described in Chapter II. These practices have been shown
to provide numerous benefits when applied to description models, including promoting
reuse of model elements in such a way as to decrease the overall effort of creating
description models for each variant of a product line. These approaches and benefits have
been well studied and documented for system description models in languages like the
Systems Modeling Language (SysML) [15]. The primary research question driving this
dissertation considers if these same benefits can be realized by applying FBPLE practices
to simulation models, and, if so, what is a good approach for doing so to maximize the
benefits. The concern is that the simulation domain considers a number of models that is
orders of magnitude greater than in the description domain, challenging the scalability of
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FBPLE. This dissertation introduces a novel framework, called the Vehicle Simulation
Architecture Framework (VSAF), for cataloging, contextualizing, searching, building,
and assembling simulation model components into full simulations. The VSAF uses
reference architectures, new variant modeling patterns, and specialized processes to
reduce the overall cost—time, effort, or money—involved in creating system-level
simulations. The VSAF is described in Chapter III, and its components are defined in the
subsequent chapters.
2. How can parts of a product line that are functionally similar but have drastically
different implementations be modeled in a way that is more scalable than the current
150% approach?
The approach of the variant management techniques of FBPLE is to enable the
representation of a shared platform with various components in a single model that can be
configured to represent any variant of the product line. The greatest benefits are realized
when variants share the same architecture and many of their components because these
artifacts can be reused, eliminating duplication of work. However, a greater challenge
emerges when a product line can implement drastically different architectures to realize a
functionally similar solution. For example, every ground vehicle needs a powertrain to
generate and deliver motive force. For a standard internal combustion engine (ICE)
architecture, different engines, transmissions, and rear axles can be interchanged in a
modular fashion to specify and test different variants without refactoring the model’s
architecture. However, this becomes more difficult when other powertrain architectures
are considered. Switching to a battery electric vehicle (BEV) architecture is not as simple
as putting an electric motor where the ICE would normally go. Changes must be made to
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rest of the powertrain and beyond, including the chassis, electrical, and cooling systems
to house, control, and cool the batteries. These kinds of variations make it difficult to take
advantage of any common elements when so much of the system is unique.
A similar situation occurs in simulation models. The architecture and components
of a simulation vary not only when the subject variant changes but also when the goal of
the simulation changes. A simulation estimating the acceleration and braking
performance of a vehicle likely uses different simulation model components, and may
even have a different overall architecture, than a simulation intended to analyze the
vehicle’s handling characteristics. Managing these variations is a challenge with current
variant modeling techniques, and the benefits realized are limited. This dissertation
introduces a novel variant modeling pattern in Chapter V called the Encapsulation
pattern. This new approach provides a mechanism for representing variants that are
functionally similar but architecturally different in the same reference architecture while
mitigating the effects on the complexity of the reference architecture.
3. How can the development of new features be directed such that they are seamlessly
integrated with the rest of the system and facilitate system-level simulations?
Using the FBPLE definition, a feature is a set of coordinated behaviors a system
exhibits to provide the user with a specific experience. Features can range in complexity
and scope, from something simple like letting a user lock the vehicle from a phone app to
more complex like adaptive cruise control with lane keeping assist and automatic
braking. As a company develops a product line, they add new features to the products
over time, sometimes many years after the initial design of the system. Often, these new
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features implement some proprietary control algorithm that directs different parts of the
system to work together to achieve some desired behavior. As systems grow to be more
complex and provide more features, unforeseen issues can arise where new features
conflict with existing features and subsystem controls. The desired approach for
mitigating these issues is to conduct system-level simulations early in the development of
the new feature to try to uncover bugs early while they are inexpensive to fix. This
requires the new feature to be developed with the rest of the system in mind. The
question becomes, how can the development of a new feature be informed and directed in
a way that does not slow down the development process while also not significantly
increasing the complexity of the system or refactoring its controls? To accomplish this,
the VSAF employs a technology-agnostic service-oriented reference architecture of the
system, detailed in Chapter IV. The goal of this reference architecture is to abstract away
the implementation details of the system to allow developers to work in an environment
that considers communication and interfacing with other parts of the system without
worrying about exact technology solutions until later in the design process. However,
working in a technology-independent reference architecture creates a new problem,
which is the need to link information from this model to the simulation models that
analyze the system. This leads to the final research question of this dissertation.
4. How can artifacts in the description model be linked to simulation models for variant
configuration in a way that is reusable for any simulation of any variant in a product
line?
To allow for a single reference architecture to serve an entire product line in
which significant architectural variations occur, the VSAF employs an implementation-
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independent reference architecture. However, since a simulation necessarily takes
implementation details into account, there is a need to link the technology-abstract
elements to their simulation counterparts. To realize the most benefits, the solution must
allow for the reuse of logical elements in multiple variants and simulations where
possible. Additionally, the linking mechanism itself must be reusable and not add to the
overall cost of creating simulations. The VSAF accomplishes this by providing a
mechanism for allocating subsystem and feature controls to the ECUs that will execute
them, and it uses a similar method for mapping logical variables to CAN and hardware
signals. This approach allows upstream development efforts to feed downstream
simulations without requiring the logical models to be refactored for each variant of the
product line.
Challenges of Variant Management of Simulation Models
The driving hypothesis of this research is that applying FBPLE practices to the
management of simulation models will yield similar benefits as are shown when used
with description models of product lines. Modeling variants and capitalizing on the reuse
of elements, subsystems, and behaviors are essential for product line engineering as this
greatly reduces the amount of time and effort necessary to develop the system. However,
applying variant management techniques to the simulation domain is expected to have
unique challenges, which calls for the development and assessment of the new modeling
approaches presented in this dissertation. A key consideration is that 80% of modern
automotive innovations are based on software [16], so any solution must not only include
the vehicle hardware but also consider control algorithms.
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Additional Degrees of Complexity
Current product line engineering practices take into account two degrees of
complexity that are also associated with variant management of simulations. The first is
the number of variants within a product line. As has already been stated, the automotive
domain deals in the order of millions of variants for a product line [9] [10]. Even with the
removal of nonfunctional variations like exterior color and interior trim, there can still be
thousands of functional variants of a single vehicle product line. The second degree of
complexity is the number of subsystems in a product. From the simulation perspective,
this can be thought of as the number of individual models needed to assemble a full
virtual executable representation of the system. When combined with the first degree of
complexity, there are multiple variants of each subsystem that must be created and
maintained, and the different variants of the subsystems can be assembled to create
different variants of the system. In addition to these two degrees of complexity, there are
two more degrees of complexity unique to variant management of simulations that
current variant management techniques do not take into account.
The first is the number of simulation contexts. For verification and validation
activities, a single product variant will be put through any number of simulation analyses.
For example, a virtual vehicle can undergo acceleration tests, braking tests, and drive
cycle assessments. Each of these analyses require their own unique simulation context
and environment, adding to the complexity of the number of models that must be
managed. The final degree of complexity is the number of levels of fidelity. Fidelity can
be thought of as a measure of the abstractions, idealizations, and assumptions that are
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taken for a given simulation. The more idealizations that are made, the further the
simulation will be from representing a real-world test. Typically, as development of a
subsystem progresses, so does the level of fidelity of the associated simulation models of
that subsystem. For example, early in the development of an engine, the engineering team
may only know the basic performance parameters they are aiming for, so the only virtual
representation they can have for that engine is a lookup table based on those parameters.
But as development progresses and more of the engine’s design is determined, the team
can create higher fidelity simulation models such as mean value models and, eventually,
full combustion dynamics models. Each of these levels of fidelity may be best used in
different simulation analyses. For instance, a model that considers thermal effects is
useful for some drive cycle assessments but not necessary for a basic acceleration test.
Altogether, these four degrees of complexity associated with variant management of
simulation models—product variants, subsystem variants, simulation tests, and levels of
fidelity—imply that there are potentially hundreds of thousands of simulation models that
must be cataloged and maintained.
Shifts in Simulation Architecture
A closer look at the implications of different levels of fidelity for simulation
models reveals another challenge. While a description model of a system will maintain
and build upon a single architecture throughout development, the same is not true for
simulation models. Early in development of, say, an Advanced Driver Assistance System
(ADAS) feature for a vehicle, the developers will care more about the functionality of the
algorithms than the implementation details of the software and hardware. Because of this,
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early simulations tend to take on a functional-based architecture with a simplified plant
model connected to a single control model containing all the control algorithms. In
addition, the signals passed between the plant and controller will likely be idealized state
variables and command signals. However, at some point in development, the simulations
will migrate over to a network-based architecture that does take in account the
implementation details of the software. This architectural shift is illustrated in Figure 1.3
below.

Figure 1.3. Simulation architectural migration during development, from functional to physical

Several changes make it difficult to reuse models from earlier simulations. For
one, the control algorithms are now split among the multiple ECUs that implement them,
which changes the architecture and interfaces of the controls. Also, the control and plant
models are separated by a sensor and actuator layer, further changing the interfaces of
these models. Finally, in addition to architectural changes, the signals themselves have
changed. Functional-based simulations use idealized communications, but in
implementation-based simulations, more realistic signals are used, which requires not
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only interface changes but also the addition of signal processing and fusion activities.
From this, it becomes clear that increasing the fidelity of a simulation is not only a matter
of making a more accurate model, but changes to the architecture, interfaces, and data
flow of the simulation must also be considered. Solutions for simulation variant
management must take these challenges into account.
Overview of Research Results
Vehicle Simulation Architecture Framework
This section summarizes the results of the research behind this dissertation,
including the novel innovations, research contributions, and expected broader impacts on
society. The primary deliverable of this research is the Vehicle Simulation Architecture
Framework (VSAF) which aims to facilitate the development of ground vehicle systems
by reducing the cost of building system-level simulations at all points of the development
process. Figure 1.4 below shows a visual depiction of the novel framework.

Figure 1.4. Visualization of the Vehicle Simulation Architecture Framework
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When compared to Figure 1.2, the most obvious change to the typical workflow is
the utilization of a SysML reference architecture as the foundation of the framework.
This SysML model serves as a dynamic single-source-of-information (SSOI) regarding
an organization’s simulation domain. It provides a workspace for developers to see how
their new feature or subsystem fits with the rest of the vehicle, and it also defines a
common architecture for the assembly of simulation model components into a full virtual
vehicle. The reference architecture also interfaces with the other steps of generating a
simulation, including analysis ideation, model creation, DBC file configuration, and
simulation assembly. The goal of the SysML reference architecture is to alleviate the
bottlenecks and inefficiencies of the current process for creating simulations identified
earlier in this chapter.
Chapter II sets the background and discusses the related work that this dissertation
builds upon. Chapter III details the steps and innovations of the VSAF. Chapter IV
describes the SysML reference architecture at the heart of the VSAF. Chapter V defines
the new variant management patterns developed to mitigate the complexity of modeling
variants of simulation models. Chapter VI shows the custom SysML profiles used in the
reference architecture. Chapter VII discusses the use of a formal ontology to document
and search for simulation model components. Chapter VIII walks through a use case of
the VSAF. Chapter IX discusses the validation of this research. Chapter X summarizes
the research results and describes future work that could stem from this dissertation.
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Expected Research Contributions
The main intellectual pursuit of this research is to develop and validate a new
framework for the creation, maintenance, and testing of control algorithms and plant
models for a distributed-processing mechatronic system such as a ground vehicle. The
academic contributions are methodological in nature. Specifically, the following
intellectual contributions are expected: (1) a characterization of the attributes of the
VSAF in terms of scalability and applicability; (2) a characterization of the initial
investment vs. incremental cost trade-off of the VSAF; and (3) a demonstration of the
novel framework through a use case of modeling and simulating a feature of a vehicle
product line. The research furthers the community’s understanding of how variant
management techniques can be applied to the simulation space and the benefits of doing
so compared to traditional approaches to simulation management and configuration.
Expected Benefits and Broader Impacts
The results of this research are expected to have benefits in systems engineering
practice and research. First, this research should lead to improvements in the process of
simulation modeling with an overall reduction in cost of creating virtual prototypes of
systems. This will have the benefit of allowing for earlier simulation in the design
process so engineers can uncover more issues earlier when they are less costly to fix. It
will also allow for a broader exploration of system architectures so engineers can design
more optimized systems. Both of these translate into economic competitive advantages in
industry. Another expected impact is the enhanced well-being of individuals in society
due to the improvement of products available on the market. Reuse of verified control
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algorithms and increased testing within an organization leads to safer, more reliable
systems for the consumer.
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CHAPTER TWO
2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Systems Engineering
History of Systems Engineering
Systems engineering is the unification of the transdisciplinary processes used to
design, test, and verify a system [17]. The first recorded instance of systems engineering
was in 1937 when a British multidisciplinary team analyzed the United Kingdom’s air
defense system [18]. Decades later, systems engineering became a discipline and research
area with Arthur Hall’s 1962 paper, “A Methodology for Systems Engineering” [19]. The
1990s saw widespread research and industry adoption of systems engineering with the
establishment of the International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE) [18]. In
1989, Yourdon studied systems by looking at the relationships between the system of
interest and its environment [20]. In 1991, Klir introduced a systems methodology that
used abstraction and interpretation in problem solving [21]. In 1993, Wymore studied a
system’s flow of states to better understand emergent behaviors [22]. Today, systems
engineering is a profession that concentrates on the design and application of a system as
more than just a sum of its parts [23]; it’s an iterative process of top-down synthesis,
development, and operation of a system that satisfies specified requirements [24]; and it’s
a perspective of figuring out how to codify the customer’s needs into requirements and
use multiple engineering disciplines to efficiently and effectively design a solution that
satisfies those requirements [25].
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Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) aims to support systems engineering
activities in a model-driven context [26]. One of the main ways it does this is to replace
traditional document-based approaches with dynamic computer models that act at a
single source of information (SSOI) [27]. Model-based approaches have been used since
the 1980s with things like 2D and 3D computer-aided design tools for mechanical
engineering, automated schematic capture and circuit analysis for electrical engineering,
and graphical modeling of software abstraction levels for software engineering [22].
MBSE integrates all of these into a formalized process with many benefits, such as
enhanced communication, improved product quality, and increased productivity [22].
MBSE formalizes the application of modeling to support all the steps of the systems
engineering process, including requirements, design, analysis, verification, validation,
and manufacturing [28].
Systems Modeling Language (SysML)
MBSE is supported by system modeling languages, one of the most popular of
which is a graphical language called SysML [15]. SysML can describe a system’s
structure, behavior, requirements, and parametrics [29]. SysML facilitates MBSE by
enabling the creation of a cohesive and consistent model of the system which allows for
components to be designed using domain-specific tools and brought back together for
validation [27]. Cameo Systems Modeler by Dassault Systémes [30] and the Papyrus
Modeling Environment by the Eclipse Foundation [31] are tools that are often used to
implement SysML; this research used Cameo. The three SysML diagram types are
Structure, Behavior, and Requirements [32]. This dissertation focuses on the Structure
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and Behavior views since Requirements is a cross-cutting construct intended to derive
and relate text-based requirements to the model elements which satisfy them. While this
is an important part of the verification and validation of a system design, the VSAF does
not implement any new approaches to how requirements are modeled. The VSAF’s
reference architecture uses existing SysML constructs, but some extensions by use of
custom stereotypes and plugins are required to attain the intended functionality, as
described in subsequent chapters.
The structure of a system is the collection of physical or digital artifacts that
compose the system. For a vehicle, the structure can be decomposed by subsystems like
chassis and powertrain, to lower-level subsystems like engine and transmission, all the
way down to components like the engine block and crankshaft. Other parts of the
vehicle’s structure include the network of ECUs that control the vehicle’s actuators.
However, the software itself is often modeled as the behavior of the system because the
software most often dictates the actions of the vehicle.
SysML uses four diagram types to model the structure of a system: Package
Diagram (PKG), Block Definition Diagram (BDD), Internal Block Diagram (IBD), and
Parametric Diagram (PAR) [27]. The PKG is used to organize the model by grouping
model elements into appropriate namespaces. The BDD shows Blocks (the basic
structural element of SysML), their properties, and their relationships to other Blocks.
The BDD is where the structural hierarchical decomposition of a system is defined. The
IBD shows the Blocks’ ports and how they are connected to the other Blocks’ ports. IBDs
are where the system’s connectivity and mass and energy flows are defined. The PAR is
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used to express constraints among value properties. If the modeling tool has a
computational engine, PARs can be used to evaluate equations governing the system to
calculate properties like mass or cost. Using these four diagram types and their associated
constructs, the structure of the system can be defined and represented from several
viewpoints [27]. These viewpoints are most often used by mechanical, electrical, and
manufacturing engineers, but the information contained within is useful for nearly all
development activities.
Complimentary to the structural viewpoint, the behavior of the system describes
the functions and actions of the system. For a vehicle, the behavior can be common
procedures, like engine startup or backing out of a parking space. Other behavior can be
more focused on the control algorithms of the vehicle for Advanced Driver Assistance
Systems (ADAS), such as adaptive cruise control or automatic braking. Essentially, the
structure describes what the system is, and the behavior describes what the system does.
SysML uses four diagram types to model the behavior of a system: Activity
Diagram (ACT), Sequence Diagram (SD), State Machine Diagram (STM), and Use Case
Diagram (UC) [27]. The ACT specifies the transformation of inputs to outputs through a
controlled sequence of actions. This most commonly refers to, but is not restricted to,
software algorithms. Similar to Blocks in the structural view, Activities can be
decomposed hierarchically to define the actions of each Activity. The SD provides
representations of message-based behavior, such as showing the flow of control and the
interactions between parts. The STM represents event-based behavior. Typically, SDs
show synchronous behavior while STMs show asynchronous behavior. STMs are used to
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define the different states the system or its components can be in during their life cycle as
well as the different behaviors exhibited in each state. The UC helps describe the basic
functionality of the system in terms of usages of the system by actors. Typically, behavior
shown in UCs are elaborated further in other behavioral diagrams [27].
These four diagram types and their associated constructs are used to represent the
behavior of the system by describing the system’s series of actions and transitions among
states. However, unlike structure, system behavior is often refined in phases which
correspond to different levels of abstraction. While the specific levels of abstraction used
can differ by organization, many groups use some version of the “4+1” view model to
describe the architecture of software-intensive systems using multiple views [33]. The
VSAF’s SysML reference architecture has two viewpoints, the Logical System
Architecture and the Simulation Reference Architecture that describe the system in a
technology-abstract and technology-dependent manner, respectively.
Feature-Based Product Line Engineering
MBSE has stemmed several product line engineering methods. The inaugural
method was called the “clone-and-own” approach in which the first product in a family is
developed, then the design documents are copied and modified for subsequent products
[34]. While this works for a simple system consisting of only two or three variants, it has
proven to be inefficient when applied to larger product lines, causing significant amounts
of duplicated work and complicating traceability [34]. The first formalized variant
modeling method was developed by Carnegie Mellon University’s Software Engineering
Institute (SEI), which they called the Product Line Practice (PLP) [35]. PLP consists of
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domain engineering, application engineering, and the management of both [36]. Domain
engineering is the development of a shared platform for the implementation of a product
line, as well as the design of a common set of reusable artifacts that support the various
features of the product line [37]. Application engineering is the derivation of a product
variant from the set of artifacts and product line platform developed in the domain
engineering phase [37]. The goal of PLP is for the benefits of rapid product variant
development to outweigh the additional effort of creating and maintaining reusable
assets.
SEI also developed Feature-Oriented Domain Analysis (FODA) [38]. FODA
allows for variants in a product line to be described by their features, or the various
functions a product performs, regardless of the specific hardware or software that realizes
those functions. A feature model organizes features into hierarchies and uses symbols to
denote cardinality and relationships, such as mandatory or optional features [39].
Features from the feature model are connected to elements in the domain model; this
denotes which of the system’s elements implements each feature [40]. In later work, SEI
extended FODA into the Feature-Oriented Reuse Method (FORM) [41]. This method not
only supports architecture design and object-oriented component development, but it also
incorporates a marketing perspective, facilitating analysis and design problems from a
marketing standpoint [41]. This is important as marketing is the engineer’s connection to
the customer, and the customer ultimately decides which features a system should have,
thus dictating product line variants. The majority of SEI’s work in PLP, FODA, and
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FORM deals with the management of variations in a description model, specifically in
the structural perspective of the model.
A challenge with using PLP, FODA, and FORM is representing the variability
between core assets of the domain model and their applications in the variant model.
Other research describes four approaches to modeling variability: parameterization,
information hiding, inheritance, and variation points [42]. A method called the Variation
Point Model (VPM) allows application engineers to extend components at variation
points specified by domain engineers [42]. Currently, the industry-standard method for
variant modeling and management is a combination of PLP, FODA, and VPM called
Feature-Based Product Line Engineering (FBPLE) [43]. In this approach, system
engineers first build a reference architecture model which acts as a central starting point
for the development of a product line. The reference architecture formally defines the key
subsystems of the product line and maps the interactions between them [44]. The system
architect also works with stakeholders to decide which features the product line will
provide, and he maps these features onto a feature model [45]. Concurrently, domain
engineers further define the reference architecture into a 150% model which encompasses
the entire variability spectrum within the product line. In the 150% model, a superset of
all subsystems and components are defined such that any variant of the product line could
be built from a subset of the 150% model [46]. Variation points are used in this model to
distinguish which of the model’s elements are needed to provide each feature. These
variation points supply the connection between the feature model and the 150%
architecture model, and they include a logical expression that determines the behavior of
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the associated element in the superset model based on the state of one or more features
[47]. Variants of the product line are defined by selecting a state for each feature of the
product line, i.e., the inclusion, omission, or kind of each feature for a given variant [48].
Since a variant is defined by its features, and the variation points in the 150% model
distinguish which components are required for each feature, the 150% model can be
automatically sliced down to a variant model using a model transformation tool [49].
Finally, specification documents are generated from the variant model that guide the
programmers in the development of code for the system, or, in some instances, code is
automatically generated [50].
FBPLE has been used extensively to manage variants of architecture description
models. The majority of research has focused on the management of variations in the
structural aspect of the system model, but recent work has been investigating methods of
variant management of the behavioral side of these models. Proper organization and
abstractions of the system’s behaviors have been identified as the keys to recognizing
opportunities for reuse of behavioral elements of the model [51]. In particular, the use of
modeling patterns helps improve consistency and reduce the amount of effort needed to
create and maintain models. Two complimentary variant modeling patterns are the 150%
and Encapsulation patterns [52]. In the 150% pattern, all actions and parameter nodes for
all variants of a behavior are represented together in a single Activity. Variation points
are used to indicate which actions, pins, and parameter nodes are present for a given
variant of the Activity. In the Encapsulation pattern, each variant of an Activity is
modeled as its own Activity, then all variants of that Activity are gathered under an
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abstract wrapper Activity which contains a superset of the input and output parameter
nodes and uses an Element Property variation point to indicate the appropriate Activity
for each variant of the system. Selecting the better pattern for each modeling context
facilitates the modeling process by minimizing the overall cost of modeling variants. This
is done by reducing the total number of modeling elements used to define the 150%
model and separating parts of the model that are maintained by different modelers or
teams. Ultimately, this improves manageability of the variant model, increases
consistency throughout the model, and promotes reuse of assets across the product line
[52]. In the VSAF, these patterns have been extended to simulation models to realize
similar benefits.
Another approach is the Executable System Engineering Method (ESEM) which
takes advantage of modeling patterns that involve structural, behavioral, and parametric
diagrams to integrate requirements, executable behaviors, performance models for certain
system level analyses [53]. However, ESEM patterns and processes do not account for
variants within a product line as the 150% and Encapsulation patterns do, so ESEM is not
used in the VSAF.
Simulation Modeling
Simulation Kinds and Languages
Modelica [54], an object-oriented modeling language, is well-suited for
simulating continuous system dynamics based on energy transfer among system
components because it is an equation-based language that does not require the user to
assign causality. Modelica solves differential algebraic equations to perform physical
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interaction simulation, making it a good language for studying and analyzing the
continuous dynamics of a system. However, Modelica models do not represent the
system’s architecture or controls, so Modelica models are often linked to models in other
languages when simulating at the system level. Simulink [55], on the other hand, is a
causal, signal-flow modeling environment that is often used to model control algorithms.
While recent updates have allowed Simulink to model physical interaction simulations as
well, it is not uncommon to see a Simulink model of a system outsource the plant model
to a language like Modelica and represent the control models natively to execute a full
system-level simulation. However, SysML is rarely brought into this mix for either
architecture management or variant modeling.
Variant Management Approaches in Simulink
While Modelica is well-suited for physics-based simulations, Simulink is
currently the standard for signal flow simulations. Several approaches for handling
variability within Simulink models exist, each with their own strengths and weaknesses.
To facilitate the 150% modeling pattern, Simulink includes conditional elements such as
If blocks, Switch blocks, and logical operators. These can be used to make decisions
about which variant of a function to use, but this is not a good practice for variant
management because the decision is made at runtime instead of at compilation time.
Another method of 150% modeling in Simulink employs Variant Source and Variant
Sink blocks. These constructs denote alternative flows into or out of a block. However,
this is an inefficient way of doing variant modeling, and it does not support high-level
analyses of the model as FBPLE does. To support the Encapsulation modeling pattern,
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Simulink supplies Model Variant and Variant Subsystem blocks [56]. The Variant
Subsystem block manages which variant of the subsystem is used for a given variant of
the simulation model. However, these constructs do not promote reuse of common
components, and they provide no connection to the system architecture model in SysML.
As an alternative, a Simulink extension called Delta-Simulink has been developed
to enable variant modeling in Simulink based on the concept of delta modeling [57].
Delta-Simulink is a transformational approach which applies color-coded deltas to a base
model to indicate changes that are made to the model for different variants, similar to
variation points in FBPLE [58]. However, Delta-Simulink does not include a rigorous
method for relating the deltas in the Simulink model to a feature model as is done in
FBPLE with SysML. One way of making this connection is with an ontology-assisted
approach which uses the variant modeling capabilities within Simulink and the System
Entity Structure ontology to synchronize an external variant model with the dynamic
system models in Simulink [59]. Similarly, the VSAF uses a formal ontology to
document and search for simulation model components, and SysML is used to manage
the dynamic system models in a reference architecture.
Analyses in SysML
SysML is primarily intended for creating architecture description models with
structural decompositions, behavior models, requirements tracing, and parametric
relationships [27]. SysML can also be used to support basic analysis activities, such as
observing behavioral models by executing State Machine and Activity diagrams and
modular analyses based on constraints modeled in Parametric diagrams [60]. However,
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SysML does not support modeling continuous system dynamics using differential
algebraic equations.
It is possible to use SysML to support modeling system dynamics with an
extension called SysML4Modelica. This custom profile allows a modeler to use a
representation of the most common Modelica language constructs in SysML, then a
Triple Graph Grammar is used to link the SysML and Modelica meta-models [61]. Doing
this not only encourages consistency between the SysML and Modelica models, but it
also allows for an integration of simulation experiments with other SysML constructs to
support MBSE activities [62]. Another method for using SysML to analyze dynamic
system behavior is with a SysML extension developed by NIST called SysPhS [63].
More accurately, SysPhS and its accompanying translator are intended to enable both
physical interaction and signal flow simulation contexts in SysML [64]. The creators of
SysPhS identified the core simulation constructs common to most simulation tools, and
then they designed SysPhS to extend four SysML constructs to include the information
necessary for simulation modeling using only SysML [65]. To increase SysPhS’s
capabilities, the same authors developed a translator to transform a SysML model
extended with SysPhS into simulation files for Modelica or Simulink, and the translator
can go the other direction as well [66]. However, neither SysPhS nor SysML4Modelica
tackles the challenge of variant modeling. Additionally, both approaches hinge on the
ability to do simulation modeling in SysML, but the goal of this research is to do
architecture and variant management of simulation models, making SysPhS and
SysML4Modelica overkill for these purposes.
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Some research has been done in the area of using FBPLE to manage variants in
domain-specific simulations. One approach uses SysML as a central repository to
generate a source model where a trade study is defined and requirements are represented.
Then, through either automatic code generation, model transformation, or model
parameterization, the trade study is executed in a domain-specific simulation tool, and the
results are sent back to the SysML model [67]. However, since this approach focuses on
architecture trade studies, it only supports variations in selected components within the
architecture, not variations in the architecture itself. Alternatively, other research has
developed a framework for using a reference architecture model in SysML to manage the
block interfaces and signal flow in the Simulink model [68]. While this framework
effectively used SysML to manage variants—even architectural variants—in Simulink,
much of the modeling effort must still be accomplished manually. It did not employ
FBPLE methods such as feature models and variation points in SysML to automate much
of the process.
Architectures and Frameworks
Architecture Frameworks
The VSAF is an architecture framework that aims to standardize and streamline
the process for creating vehicle-level simulations. Other architecture frameworks have
already been shown to have numerous benefits when applied to complex systems. An
architecture framework defines a standard for organizing a system architecture into
complementary and consistent views [69]. An architecture framework defines the
structure and minimum required content for a system architecture model, and using an
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architecture framework helps a user adhere to industry standards and best practices of
systems engineering [70].
One of the first architecture frameworks was the Department of Defense
Architecture Framework (DoDAF). The DoDAF consists of four views: All View,
Operational View, Systems View, and Technical Standards View, each of which has
different purposes for different stakeholders, and between the views are cross-references
to ensure consistency [69]. The introduction and successful implementation of the
DoDAF led to its extension into several different versions, including MODAF (UK),
NAF (NATO), AGATE (France), DNDAF (Canada), MDAF (Italy), and AusDAF
(Australia). Each one modifies the DoDAF by adding, refining, or clarifying various
concepts and viewpoints to fit the specific context of each military [71].
As more architecture frameworks were developed, the need arose to be able to
develop models that are compatible with or can be translated into multiple frameworks.
Since the DoDAF and MODAF were the most widely used, the International Council on
Systems Engineering (INCOSE) and the Object Management Group (OMG) built the
Unified Profile for DoDAF and MODAF (UPDM) to be a standard UML profile for both
the United States’ Department of Defense and the United Kingdom’s Ministry of Defense
[69]. UPDM builds upon OMG’s Model Driven Architecture [72], and it provides a
standard profile that defines the necessary elements to model and capture the different
views of the DoDAF and MODAF [73]. The benefits of using UPDM include decreased
training requirements, a standard display format, improved communication, traceability
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to systems development, leveraging of commercial standards, and interoperability with
various architecture framework tools [69].
To be even more universal, OMG developed the Unified Architecture Framework
(UAF) to support both military and civil frameworks [74]. The UAF is meant to facilitate
interchange between various enterprise architecture frameworks to further enable MBSE
tools to effectively design complex systems of systems [71]. The UAF addressed multiple
challenges, including different expectations on the content and usage of an architecture
leading to constantly changing requirements and deliverables, no enforcement of an
architecture during implementation, usage of different architecture frameworks and tools,
and differences in architecture frameworks making it difficult to match the meta-models
one-to-one [71]. Just as these architecture frameworks provide standard architectures,
best practices, and interoperability between various development tools, the VSAF aims to
provide these same benefits in the simulation space for ground vehicles with the
possibility for extension into the domains of other distributed-processing mechatronic
systems such as robotics and aerospace.
Service-Oriented Architectures
To aid in the technology-abstract development of features and to facilitate the
simulation of the feature across a product line, the VSAF makes use of service-oriented
architectures (SOA). SOA was developed in response to ever-changing business priorities
and customer desires [75]. SOA offers a scalable solution for designing systems that
require interoperability to realize the value of the individual components [76]. An
architecture is a vocabulary of component and connector types with constraints on their
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assembly [77]. A service-oriented architecture is an architecture style where systems
consist of service users and service providers [78]. A service is a unit of functionality that
operates under a contract that sets expectations and has an interface that describes its
semantics, but it is by nature abstract from the components that implement it [79]. A
common misconception is that “service” is another term for “component” or “interface”
[79]. A service is an abstract function encapsulated behind an interface, which defines a
set of public method signatures but does not provide an implementation [75]. A published
interface is made available through a registry. A public interface is available to clients but
is not published, so clients must have some knowledge of the interface [75]. A dual
interface is one that depends on another [75].
A SOA is made up of service providers, or software entities that implement a
service specification, and service users or consumers, or software entities that call service
providers, which themselves can also be service providers in a hierarchical SOA [75].
Two specialized kinds of service provider are the service locator and service broker. A
locator acts as a registry and allows for the lookup of service provider interfaces and
locations. A broker passes services requests to other service providers [75]. Given this, a
SOA has three perspectives [80]. The Component perspective shows the various
environments and elements that support the implementations of the services. The Service
perspective bridges between the services’ implementing components and the consuming
applications, and it requires the management of a common interface [80]. The
Application perspective shows the consumers that invoke and integrate services into endto-end experiences for the customer [80].
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There are two approaches for service providers when it comes to developing their
services [80]. The first is the Negotiated approach, where the provider works with its
consumers to understand their needs and design a service that satisfies their requirements
when building a new service or updating an existing service. The other is the Instantiated
approach, where the provider takes complete ownership and responsibility for designing
and implementing a service; it is up to each consumer to peruse the available services and
determine which ones can provide the desired functionality [80]. A ground vehicle must
use the Negotiated approach since there are not multiple options for the implementation
of most services, so the subsystem developers must work with the feature developers to
ensure that requirements are being met. Since web services are the most common users of
SOAs, there is a bias in the SOA literature towards the details of web architectures [79].
But the modern passenger vehicle is evolving to resemble web services with their
distributed processing and connections to the infrastructure, so SOAs are becoming more
relevant to the design of ground vehicles.
Benefits of using a SOA include leveraging existing assets, managing complexity,
faster time-to-market for new features, a reduction in cost due to increased reuse, and
futureproofing [75]. A SOA also aids the collaboration between the business and
technology perspectives of a system [80]. The separation of the service provision from
the business usage aids in understanding the life cycle of a service and its role in the
business [80]. Abstracting the service from its implementation facilitates the
consideration of alternative implementation options [80]. The ability to assess the
supporting infrastructure of each service individually and in parallel with each other
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allows improvements to be made concurrently [79]. New features are defined by reusing
the stateless logic services and generic connectors [79]. Finally, using a SOA helps the
organization define the context metadata, agree on policy decisions, and identify which
architectural mechanisms to utilize [79]. OASIS defines a reference model for a SOA as
an abstract framework for understanding the entities and their relationships within a
service-oriented environment [76]. It provides common semantics without being tied to
any standards or specific technologies [76]. However, the authors are clear that their
specification is not intended to account for users outside of the software domain, so
additional considerations are needed to apply a SOA to ground vehicles.
Comparison of Modeling Patterns and Frameworks
Once modeling patterns or frameworks have been established, comparing them
can be a challenging task. The use of comparison criteria is an effective method for
comparing approaches. Gerdessen used the criteria of customizability and modifiability
to compare frameworks [81]. Jiao et al. quantify six metrics for comparing product
family designs [82]. Modularity can be measured using a component-to-component
connectivity matrix [83]. Commonality takes into account the number of different types
of components, geometric features of components, materials, and manufacturing
processes [84]. Variety in a product line often incurs additional cost which should be
measured and managed to maintain profitability [8]. Cost plays an obvious role in
product family design, where commonality may decrease production costs, but it may
also reduce desirability of each variant to the target market segment [85]. Profit is the
main driver for optimization of design and, itself, is a function of expected costs and
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revenue [86]. Platform-related metrics measure the performance of product families and
are often broken down into submetrics such as efficiency and effectiveness [87]. Several
of these metrics are used in some form in this dissertation to compare modeling patterns
and frameworks.
Formalizations and Standards
Ontologies
The VSAF uses a formal ontology to document simulation model components.
Ontological engineering is a research methodology for defining kernel conceptualization
of the world or a domain of interest [88]. An ontology is a system of fundamental
concepts that provides a foundation for building upon a knowledge base [88]. Properly
designed ontologies ensure consistency in the meaning of terms, which staves off
unintended consequences when updating a database or its management software [89]. A
domain-specific ontology must use a higher-level ontology to define a framework of
general classes and relationships [90]. The level of an ontology refers to the amount of
specificity or granularity of the types it represents [89]. An upper-level ontology defines
the most generic categories and relations of reality, and they serve as a common
foundation and framework for domain-specific ontologies that are built from them [90].
A mid-level ontology extends and specializes an upper-level ontology to represent
entities and relations for a range of related domains [89]. A lower-level ontology further
specializes a mid-level ontology into a single domain of interest [89].
Well-designed ontologies extend established and standardized upper-level and
mid-level ontologies. The Common Core Ontologies (CCO) comprise twelve mid-level
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ontologies that aim to represent and integrate taxonomies of classes and relations across a
broad range of domains [91]. An accompanying set of rules guides the extension of CCO
for specific domains and uses [91]. CCO inherits its semantic structure from the upperlevel Basic Formal Ontology (BFO) and Relation Ontology Core (RO Core) [91]. BFO
represents the most generic categories of entity, and RO Core defines the most generic
types of relationships [91]. The Physics-based Simulation Ontology (PSO) extends BFO
to capture the necessary and reusable information for physics-based simulation solvers
[92].
Ontologies are implemented with specific languages, one of the most popular of
which is the Web Ontology Language (OWL) developed by the World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C) [93]. OWL is designed for situations where the content will be
processed by applications instead of contexts where the information is only presented to
humans [94]. OWL has richer semantics and, therefore, better machine interpretability
than information represented by XML or RDF [94]. These characteristics make OWL
ideal for the VSAF’s context of documenting simulation model components in a way that
facilitates querying and searching for models by specific attributes. The primary way a
user queries an ontology is by writing logical statements that a query language evaluates.
One such query language is SPARQL, which is a recursive acronym for SPARQL
Protocol and RDF Query Language [95]. SQARQL’s evaluation mechanism is based on
subgraph matching, and it has been extended by W3C with entailment regimes that define
expressive semantics for its querying algorithm [95].
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The VSAF uses OWL to document simulation model components in a repository
and SysML to create a reference architecture for system-level simulations; therefore, the
interoperability between OWL and SysML is paramount. Since SysML and OWL both
incorporate the concepts of individuals, classes, and properties, Lockheed Martin
developed a process for transforming “suitably restricted BDDs” to OWL format [96].
Feldmann et al. used OWL and SPARQL to perform consistency and compatibility
checks of SysML models [97]. Finally, Query/Views/Transformation (QVT) is the OMG
standard for model transformations in model-driven architectures [98]. QVT has three
sublanguages: Operation Mappings, Relations, and Core [98]. QVT can be used to
transform between SysML and OWL [99]. The benefits of this include the ability to
reason about SysML using OWL reasoning engines and the ability to express
relationships between ontologies and SysML using OWL axioms [99]. However,
embedding OWL relationships in SysML relationships is not straightforward and would
require unique transformation rules [99].
Society of Automotive Engineer’s J3049 Standard
The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) publishes standards that are meant to
facilitate the process of creating and documenting simulations in the automotive domain.
These standards provide a good starting point for this research. The SAE standard J3049
[100] defines a simulation model architecture and interfaces, and best practices are
recommended. This standard does a good job of defining and organizing the high-level
subsystems of ground vehicles and showing and defining all the physical connections
among these subsystems and to the environment and driver. The goal of J3049 is to have
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all model components built with the standard’s predefined interfaces be modular and
interchangeable within the vehicle’s simulation structure. However, J3049 does fall short
in a few key areas.
First, its structural decomposition does not include any details about the control
aspect of the vehicle other than a single black box subsystem and bus for supervisory
control. Also, J3049’s main decomposition does not consider any powertrain
architectures other than the traditional internal combustion engine (ICE) and single
transmission; however, Appendix D does show how hybrid or all-electric powertrains
could be modeled with the standard. Unfortunately, this leads to the definition of nineteen
different powertrain architectures in which the definition of their components is not
consistent. For example, an electric motor providing motive force can be allocated to the
Propulsion Power, Transmission, or Driveline subsystem depending on the selected
variant, which is confusing since the motor’s primary function is to provide propulsion
power. Also, the Electrical subsystem changes meaning between ICE, hybrid, and BEV
architectures; it could be anything from a simple 12-volt battery and alternator to a
complex high-voltage system with or without DC-AC conversion. All these factors
change the definition and interfaces of the Powertrain’s subsystems, complicating their
reuse and variant management.
Finally, J3049 does not go into a low enough level of granularity to show where
variations can occur and be accounted for, which makes variant management of low-level
models difficult. Therefore, the main issue with any attempts to create a standardized
reference architecture for vehicle simulations has been the lack of proper abstractions of
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subsystems in a way that is scalable and large enough in scope to encompass all system
architectures and aspects of the simulation models. The VSAF intends to solve this
problem with its SysML Simulation Reference Architecture, as discussed in Chapter IV.
Society of Automotive Engineer’s J2998 Standard
The SAE standard J2998 [101] defines a recommended practice for model
description documentation of ground vehicle systems’ and subsystems’ simulations. All
model components documented using this standard can guarantee that the documentation
will be standardized and complete, but it does have a few drawbacks. First, some of the
classifications in the J2998 practice are not sufficiently expressive enough to describe all
the possible physical phenomena that may be considered in all simulation models of all
the vehicle’s subsystems. Models of certain components will have specific physical
phenomena that they consider that other models will not. J2998 gets around this by
having text-based classifications instead of formalized characteristics. However, textbased documentation is difficult to use for indexing and automatic searching. By not
formalizing the language of the descriptions, it leaves open the possibility for a single
model to be described in multiple ways, hindering the descriptiveness and searchability
of the model. Another issue is that the text-based nature of the practice makes it
cumbersome for modelers to document their models, making it less likely for them to do
so. Models without documentation are almost impossible to reuse. Therefore, any method
for characterizing model components must be formal, scalable, and expressive. Chapter
VII details the VSAF’s approach to model documentation with the goal of mitigating the
shortcomings of the J2998 standard.
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CHAPTER THREE
3. VEHICLE SIMULATION ARCHITECTURE FRAMEWORK

Introduction
This chapter details the core deliverable of this research, the Vehicle Simulation
Architecture Framework (VSAF). The VSAF aims to facilitate the documenting, reusing,
and assembling of ground vehicle system simulations. The framework comprises several
individual innovations that are described in Chapters IV, V, VI, and VII, but it is
important to first understand the framework as a whole before exploring the innovations
and their contributions. This chapter begins by recapping the challenges the VSAF
addresses, further detailed in Chapter I. Next, it shows a high-level look into how the
architecture incorporates multiple workflows, tools, and users to generate a simulation,
then it describes each step of the process for creating a simulation using the VSAF.
Finally, this chapter summarizes the innovations of the VSAF that are described in
subsequent chapters, and it discusses the primary focus and assumptions of the VSAF.
While there is no widely accepted standardized process for creating simulations
from reusable assets, there are common steps and practices in industry that can be used to
embody a typical workflow for generating a simulation. Figure 3.1 below shows this
typical workflow.
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Figure 3.1. Typical workflow for creating simulations

The main drawback from such a workflow is that much of the information stems
from static documents or directly from humans, so slow, unreliable, point-to-point
communication becomes common. Summarized below is a list of the challenges with
such a workflow. For more detail, this workflow is described and critiqued in Chapter I.
•

Static model documentation → informal, inaccurate, incomplete, non-existent

•

Conversations with subject matter experts or model authors → not always
possible, practical, or timely; does not provide full scope of available models

•

Simulation model repository → without a formal screening process, users may
end up digging into models’ contents to learn about them; time consuming and
unreliable

•

New model commissions → specifications come from end user; difficult to create
reusable models

•

Incorporating DBC files → iterative process, no single source of information
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Although the exact steps may be different for different organizations, any process
that does not center around a single source of information will have many of the
shortcomings listed here. The primary motivation behind the VSAF is to centralize the
information, formalize the documentation, and standardize the process.
Vehicle Simulation Architecture Framework
Figure 3.2 below shows a high-level look at the VSAF and all the users and tools
with which it interacts.

Figure 3.2. Visualization of the Vehicle Simulation Architecture Framework

Many of the same parts from the typical workflow shown in Figure 3.1 remain,
but instead of using point-to-point communication between two humans, the majority of
information flows through the SysML reference architecture. As has been demonstrated
in MBSE research many times, having a dynamic, single source of information improves
communication efficiency and reliability. Therefore, the VSAF formalizes and centralizes
information about simulation models to improve accessibility and accuracy.
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The VSAF starts in the upper left of Figure 3.2 with the initial idea for a
simulation. This can originate from a number of places for multiple reasons, such as a
developer testing out a new feature or an engineer estimating the performance of a
subsystem. Instead of seeking out documentation of existing simulation models, the user
inputs their desired analysis as a query to a formal ontology that is used to dynamically
document the simulation models in the organization’s repository. This model
documentation ontology, described in Chapter VII, contains information and metadata
about each simulation model component such that it can be queried to find all model
components relevant to a specific context. The ontology acts as a layer between the user
and the model repository and reference architecture to allow for searching for models
without intimate domain knowledge about each part of the system. The user can query
about any of the following subjects.
•

System Variant: models that are capable of representing a specific variant of a
system or subsystem. Does not require that a full system variant be specified as
subsystem or component variants can be queried individually, if desired

•

Simulation Analysis: the test to be run on the system, and the environmental
conditionals under which the test will be run

•

Desired Observables: values the user wants to monitor. These can include key
performance indicators, transient state variables, event occurrences, or software
signals

•

Model Metadata: author, date created, date last edited, simulation software or
tool, and version of software or tool
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In addition to these inputs from the user, the SysML reference architecture at the
center of the VSAF also provides the following inputs about the simulation context.
•

System Content: which subsystems, hardware, software, and/or ECUs are
required for the desired simulation analysis

•

Desired Behaviors: what behaviors or services each subsystem shall have, what
controls each ECU shall include, and the data flow among subsystems and/or
ECUs
With these inputs, the ontology’s search engine determines which simulation

models in the repository fit the desired context, or, if no models of a certain domain fit
the context, which models might be closest and easiest to modify for the desired context.
This information is both provided to the user and given as an input to the SysML
reference architecture where the simulation model components are represented as black
boxes, and their configurations are managed with Feature-Based Product Line
Engineering (FBPLE) techniques. The exact steps taken within the SysML reference
architecture are discussed later in this chapter, and the details of how the reference
architecture is built and used are given in Chapter IV.
The SysML reference architecture acts as the single source of information about
simulation model connectivity and usages. It is a formal and reusable simulation
architecture that is continually updated as system and simulation developments are done.
The reference architecture is split into two parts: the Logical System Architecture and the
Simulation Reference Architecture. The Logical System Architecture is a serviceoriented, implementation-abstract view of the system. This is where the system content
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and desired behaviors of the simulation are determined and given as inputs to the model
documentation ontology, as described above. The Simulation Reference Architecture is a
technology-dependent, reusable simulation architecture that contains black box
representations of the simulation model components in the repository. No simulation
model content is captured in SysML since its primary purpose is to create persistent and
reusable connections among the model components so that when the exact components
are selected by the ontology, SysML automatically determines how they are assembled.
Finally, the Simulation Reference Architecture can also inform the development of new
simulation model components with reuse in mind by providing the context in which
model components are used. Showing connections among component models and
common interfaces help ensure that new models fit together with existing models and are
more likely to be usable in future simulations.
The Benefits of SysML to the VSAF
Using SysML to create a reference architecture with black box representations of
simulation model components may seem redundant to having the components in a
repository, but there are several reasons the VSAF uses SysML to build a reference
architecture. First, SysML is already widely used in industries developing complex
systems for its many MBSE benefits; therefore, tying a SysML reference architecture for
simulations into existing SysML description models can help bridge the domain gap
between design and analysis and provide traceability of simulation results back into the
models used for system development. Next, building a black box representation of a
simulation in SysML allows the models’ interfaces and connections to be automatically
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validated before compiling the full simulation model. Also, SysML is customizable
through plugins and profiles that help tailor models to better serve a specific domain.
Several plugins and profiles are used as part of the VSAF which are discussed in
subsequent chapters. Additionally, most SysML modeling tools have built-in variant
management capabilities that enable the modeling of an entire product line. These
techniques are used in the VSAF to manage the multitude of simulation models of a
product line. Finally, SysML has vast interoperability with other languages and
environments which allows the SysML model to act as a mediator among different
domains and development tracks.
SysML-Tool Interoperability
One of the tools the SysML model interacts with is the simulation model
repository, often managed by a version control tool such as Git [13]. The VSAF requires
no new functionality of such tools, but it does interface with these tools to synchronize
black box representations of the repository’s contents into the reference architecture
along with their repository locations. Utilizing a version control tool like GitHub allows
each development domain to create and maintain their own models for external use.
When a such a repository is persistently linked with a reference architecture in SysML
and formally documented in an ontology, these models are more likely to be reused
instead of creating new simulation model components for every new simulation analysis.
Another domain the SysML reference architecture interacts with is the network
engineering team that manages CAN communication. One of the ways they do this is
through the creation of DBC files. These files define the network architecture and detail
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the data flow of the CAN bus. Every CAN message is defined with a name, ID, format,
attributes, transmitting node, and the CAN signals packed onto the message. Each CAN
signal is defined with a name, type, position within the CAN message, units, factor,
offset, minimum, maximum, and attributes. With this information, any node on the CAN
bus can interpret any message transmitted on the bus. In complex distributed-processing
systems such as ground vehicles, the communication network is often considered even in
early simulations because the network architecture and data flow can affect the results of
the simulation and guide downstream development. However, the interactions between
the simulation engineers and the network engineers can be repetitive as the full
simulation architecture is often not known until the full simulation model is near
completion. At this point, the generation of the DBC files becomes a bottleneck in the
process. Instead, having a reusable simulation architecture with simulation model black
boxes in SysML lets the simulation architecture and data flow be defined early in the
process of building a simulation. Additionally, using SysML allows for a compatibility
analysis to be run to validate the models’ interfaces and connections. By using a reusable
simulation architecture, the SysML model can inform the creation of the DBC files by
formally defining the network architecture and data flow for a simulation before the
individual model components are populated. This eliminates the repetitive nature of the
ECU network definition process, and it allows for parallel workflows as DBC files are
configured while the rest of the simulation is built.
The final step of the VSAF is the assembly of the full simulation model. The
SysML reference architecture identifies the simulation model components to be used in
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the simulation along with the connections between the model components, the model
repository supplies the simulation model components identified in the SysML reference
architecture, and the network engineers provide the DBC files to be used in the
simulation. With these inputs, a simulation assembly tool can build the full simulation in
a simulation environment like MATLAB Simulink [55], possibly using a domain
integration tool such as Phoenix Integration’s ModelCenter [102]. Some organizations
have developed their own simulation assembly tools, like the Ford Automated System
Simulation Toolchain [14]. Such tools take as an input the Bill of Models and
automatically assemble the simulation model components into a complete simulation
model. Since these tools are often proprietary and customized for the organization that
develops them, the VSAF assumes that such a tool exists, so it is included as part of the
architecture framework, but no new functionality is called for.
SysML Reference Architecture
This section discusses the heart of the VSAF, the SysML reference architecture
and the many functions it performs within the framework. Figure 3.3 below shows a
graphical overview of the SysML reference architecture.
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Figure 3.3. SysML reference architecture within the Vehicle Simulation Architecture Framework

Figure 3.4 below shows a formalization of the workflow through the VSAF as a
SysML Activity Diagram. Each Call Behavior Action is a step in the process, and the
pins show the inputs and outputs of each step. The swim lanes show which part of the
framework is responsible for each step and the resulting interactions among the various
people and tools. The rest of this chapter describes these steps in terms of their inputs,
outputs, and functionality, then the innovations that enable the VSAF workflow are
detailed in Chapters IV, V, VI, and VII, and a use case example of the framework is
presented in Chapter VIII.
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Figure 3.4. Formalized workflow through the Vehicle Simulation Architecture Framework
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The first step to creating a simulation is the development of the domain,
subsystem, or feature that is to be simulated. On the surface, it seems like this does not
belong as part of a simulation framework, but the way the system is developed and the
method of recording those developments greatly affects the cost of downstream
simulations. The VSAF works best with service-oriented architecture systems; however,
it is not required to completely refactor a system’s design to be service-oriented. The
approach VSAF takes is to create a Logical System Architecture in SysML, described
further in Chapter IV. The Logical System Architecture is a SysML representation of the
product line that is abstract of technology solutions, variant specifications, and
implementation details. Instead of organizing the SysML model by hardware, ECUs, and
software stacks, the system is divided into abstract subsystems that represent logical
groups within the system.
For example, a passenger vehicle may have logical subsystems such as driver
controls, powertrain, brakes, steering, and suspension. Each of these subsystems will be
included in any variant of a passenger vehicle, but their implementation details can vary
widely, even to the point of not sharing any common components among variants.
However, regardless of the system variant and implementation details, each subsystem
has a unique and primary function that persists across all variants. By decomposing the
system logically, the implementation details can be abstracted away without obfuscating
the purpose of each subsystem. This way, the subsystems can be considered by the
services they provide and not the exact hardware and software that will implement them.
As new features are added to the product line, they can be designed to interact with the
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other technology-abstract subsystems, ensuring new developments are not specific to
only a single variant.
Once the new feature is added to the product line’s Logical System Architecture
model, the next step is to make sure the new artifact is interfacing properly with the rest
of the architecture. Each subsystem should publish a standardized Application
Programming Interface (API) for requesting behaviors performed by the subsystem. In
this way, the context for a feature can be determined by the data it uses as inputs and the
requests it sends as outputs. Instead of requiring manual editing of variation points to
manage the context of each subsystem or feature, the context can be determined by the
element’s interface. This allows for automated slicing of the Logical System Architecture
model based on the desired context for a simulation. If a user wants to simulate a new
cruise control feature, the SysML modeling tool would look at the interface of the cruise
control application to see from where it receives data and to where it sends behavior
requests. This not only determines the relevant subsystems in the cruise control feature
context, but it also determines the desired behaviors of those subsystems. As discussed
earlier in this chapter, the relevant subsystems and their behaviors become inputs to the
model documentation ontology to search for simulation models of those subsystems with
those behaviors.
Since the Logical System Architecture is built in a technology-abstract manner,
the next step is to map the logical elements to their implementation details. This requires
three separate allocations: abstract subsystems to hardware, subsystem and feature
controls to ECUs, and logical variables to CAN signals. The first of these is handled by
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the ontology when the user defines the product line variant of interest for the simulation.
Next, the subsystem and feature controls are allocated to ECUs through a SysML
Allocation Matrix. An example of this is shown in Chapter VIII as part of the use case.
Essentially, each subsystem and software application is allocated to an ECU using the
SysML Allocation relationship, which is easily managed through an Allocation Matrix. If
a subsystem’s controls are split among multiple ECUs, then those parts are allocated
separately as necessary. It is possible that different variants of the system have different
ECU allocation schemes for their control algorithms, and that can be handled by defining
different allocation schemes for different variants and managing those with variation
points. In this way, a user can select the variant of interest to attain the ECU allocation
scheme, or the user can do a custom allocation if necessary.
Finally, the logical variables used in the Logical System Architecture need to be
mapped to CAN and hardware signals. This is done similarly to how software controls
are allocated to ECUs in that a dependency matrix is used to perform the mapping. A
custom SysML profile, described in Chapter VI, denotes custom stereotypes for logical
variables, CAN signals, and CAN messages, as well as a custom relationship to define
which logical variables are realized by which CAN signals. By maintaining
representations of CAN signals in the SysML reference architecture, the mappings
between the logical and physical layers can be formally recorded in SysML and reused
for multiple simulations of multiple variants.
With the allocation of controls to ECUs and the mapping of logical variables to
CAN signals, a skeleton ECU network can be automatically generated to show the ECU
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data flow and CAN bus traffic. Without the VSAF, this step can be a laborious and errorladen process, often requiring iterative corrections that slow progress towards a
simulation. With the VSAF’s SysML Logical System Architecture, allocation of controls
to ECUs, and mapping of logical variables to CAN signals, this step can be automated.
For each logical variable used in the Logical System Architecture, there is a source and
destination subsystem. Using the ECU allocation matrix, the source subsystem
determines the source ECU for the variable, and the destination subsystem determines the
destination ECU for the same variable. Finally, the mapping of logical variables to CAN
signals completes the CAN bus data flow among ECUs. This automated process is
exemplified in Chapter VIII. Since the process of building the skeleton ECU network is
automated, the user can try different ECU allocations of subsystem controls to easily and
quickly see the effects on CAN bus traffic.
Once the simulation context has been determined and the skeleton ECU model is
built, the next step is for the user to query the model documentation ontology for
simulation model components that fit the desired simulation analysis. As discussed earlier
in this chapter, the user can query the ontology by system variant, simulation analysis,
desired observables, and model metadata. The SysML Logical System Architecture
provides the system content and desired behaviors. Chapter VII discusses the benefits of
using an ontology for this step instead of traditional FBPLE feature models. The ontology
query’s output is a list of simulation model components that are relevant to the desired
simulation analysis and context.
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This list of simulation models is brought back into SysML to slice the other half
of the reference architecture, the Simulation Reference Architecture. Unlike the Logical
System Architecture, the Simulation Reference Architecture considers implementation
details. Both of these are described further in Chapter IV. The Simulation Reference
Architecture contains black box representations of the simulation model components in
the repository. Each black box is tagged with the custom stereotype «SimModel» defined
in Chapter VI. One of the attributes of this stereotype is the ontology Internationalized
Resource Identifier (IRI). The IRI is similar to a URI or URL in that it is a unique
identifier of an element within the ontology. The list of relevant models output by the
ontology query is a list of IRIs to elements that matched the search criteria. Since both
the ontology and the SysML Simulation Reference Architecture contain elements that
match one-to-one to models in the repository, they can easily be linked by their IRIs.
Therefore, the logic used to slice the Simulation Reference Architecture is simply to
include the «SimModel»s that match an IRI on the list of relevant models from the
ontology and delete any «SimModel»s that do not appear on the list. This approach to
variant management keeps the slicing logic simple so as to drastically reduce the
likelihood of an error occurring due to variation point logic.
After slicing the Simulation Reference Architecture in SysML, the user can
inspect the model and make any necessary edits before building the full simulation. For
example, the ontology may return that multiple engine models fit the desired context, so
the user must select one. However, this is a much simpler process than it would be
without the VSAF because the user can select from a narrowed list of models instead of
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the entire domain of engine models. Also, the ontology provides the user with
information about each model that can help the user make a decision without needing to
open each model and inspect them individually. With this information and by seeing how
the engine model would be used in the SysML reference architecture, the user should
have enough information to make an educated selection. It is also possible that no engine
model fits the desired context, and a new engine model must be commissioned. In this
case, the Simulation Reference Architecture provides information about how the new
engine model should be designed, including the interface that would allow the model to
easily connect with the other model components in the simulation as well as the
behaviors the model should exhibit based on the user’s inputs to the Logical System
Architecture and the ontology query. The SysML reference architecture can also perform
validation and compatibility checks to increase the likelihood the simulation will run
without error once compiled.
Once the simulation model has been fully defined in the Simulation Reference
Architecture, the last step is to send this information to the simulation assembly tool. As
discussed earlier in this chapter, the VSAF assumes there is a tool that inputs the Bill of
Models and DBC files and can fully assemble a complete simulation model out of the
specified simulation model components in the repository. At this point, the VSAF
workflow is finished, and the user is ready to run the simulation. Any errors or updates
found during execution should be recorded in the SysML reference architecture and
model documentation ontology accordingly to improve results in subsequent simulations
built using the VSAF.
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VSAF’s Innovations, Scope, and Assumptions
In summary, the core innovations of the VSAF are as follows, including a brief
description and in which chapter more information can be found.
•

SysML Logical System Architecture (Chapter IV): a variant- and implementationabstract view of the product line from a service-oriented perspective; allows for
technology-independent development of the system

•

SysML Simulation Reference Architecture (Chapter IV): a reference architecture
for a simulation of the system using black box representations of the simulation
model components in the repository; allows for reuse of models and perpetuates
knowledge about how they are used and connected to each other

•

Three Variant Management Patterns (Chapter V): patterns that aid in the building
of the SysML model while mitigating much of the inherent complexity
o Encapsulation Pattern: enables modeling variants of subsystems or
components that are functionally similar but have drastically different
implementation details; used extensively in the SysML Simulation
Reference Architecture
o Repeating Three-Tiered Decomposition Pattern: an organized application
of the Encapsulation pattern to decompose the system and select
simulation model components at any level of granularity
o Slicing a Product Line Model in Multiple Stages: enables a user to slice a
product line model to some subset of variants without requiring the
specification of only a single variant; allows the SysML reference
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architecture to be sliced once by the simulation context as determined by
the Logical System Architecture then sliced again by the relevant models
in the Simulation Reference Architecture as determined by the model
documentation ontology
•

Two Custom SysML Profiles (Chapter VI): enable some of the key functionality
of the VSAF
o CAN Communication Profile: custom stereotypes for SysML
representations of logical variables, CAN signals, and CAN messages;
facilitates the mapping of logical variables to CAN signals
o Simulation Block Profile: custom stereotypes for simulation model
components and abstract wrappers of simulation model components;
facilitates the Repeating Three-Tiered Decomposition pattern

•

Model Documentation Ontology (Chapter VII): a formal, expressive, and scalable
method for characterizing and documenting simulation model components to
enable a systematic search through a model repository to find which models are
applicable to a desired simulation context and analysis
Within the scope of this research, the VSAF is primarily focused on facilitating

vehicle-level simulations for validation of software developed for new vehicle features.
Many other simulations will be created during other product development cycles, such as
high-fidelity combustion simulations of IC engines, but these are not typically used in
vehicle-level drive cycle analyses; therefore, the VSAF does not currently support these
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types of simulations. Chapter X discusses future work for the VSAF that includes
extending it beyond the current scope.
The VSAF relies on several assumptions that are worth noting. First, the VSAF
requires a new engineering role of System Architect that is tasked with maintaining the
SysML reference architecture and simulation model documentation ontology. These are
key components of the VSAF that fall outside the boundaries of any single development
group, so a person or team external to all development teams would likely need to be
assigned the SysML and ontology models. Another requirement for VSAF is the
existence of a repository that stores simulation model components available to anyone at
an organization. This repository allows users to search for and employ simulation model
components built by other users in their own simulations.
The VSAF also assumes that an organization uses SysML in the development of
their vehicles. SysML is a commonly used language for design, validation, and
traceability throughout the development of a system, especially for complex embedded
and mechatronic systems like ground vehicles. The VSAF expands SysML’s capabilities
in these instances to support simulation for verification activities. In cases where an
organization does not already use SysML for the development of their system, the
VSAF’s benefits are drastically reduced due to the additional cost of adding SysML to
the organization’s toolchain.
Finally, the VSAF relies on two assumptions regarding the simulation models it
manages. First, the VSAF assumes simulations are composed of lumped parameter
models. Such models are considered relatively modular since their interfaces comprise
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ports that pass parameters describing elements or solutions of the different equations that
are used in the model. Models can connect to each other if ports are of the same type, i.e.,
same parameter and units. While this alone does not ensure that a simulation is
meaningful, it does ensure that a simulation will compile and run; the VSAF takes other
steps to build meaningful simulations, and composable models are key for its process.
Second, the VSAF assumes that an organization already has a method for assembling
simulation model components into a full simulation. The output of the VSAF is a bill of
models from the model repository that are used to build the simulation. From there, an
assembly tool, such as the Ford Automated System Simulation Toolchain [14] is used to
pull the necessary models from the repository and assemble them into a full simulation.
The VSAF does not include this capability since tools already exist for this step.
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CHAPTER FOUR
4. LOGICAL SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND
SIMULATION REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE

Introduction
The Vehicle Simulation Architecture Framework (VSAF) uses a SysML model as
the single source of knowledge for the simulation building process. The SysML model is
composed of two reference architectures: the Logical System Architecture and the
Simulation Reference Architecture. The primary distinction between these two
architectures is their consideration of the implementation details of specific variants. The
Logical System Architecture is designed to be abstract of technology solutions and
implementation details such that developments in this architecture are applicable to a
wide range of variants of the product line. The Simulation Reference Architecture, as a
reusable model for building simulations, must take implementation details into account.
The Logical System Architecture decomposes the system into abstract subsystems and
feature software applications, while the Simulation Reference Architecture decomposes
into electronic control unit (ECU) control models and system plant models. This chapter
describes each of these architectures in detail, including the relationships between the
two. How these architectures are used within the VSAF is discussed in Chapter III and
exemplified in Chapter VIII.
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Logical System Architecture
Service-Oriented Logical System Architecture
The Logical System Architecture is characterized by abstract subsystems and
feature software applications that request behaviors of these subsystems. The overall
approach closely follows that of a service-oriented architecture. It is important to note
that the system is not required to be designed as a service-oriented system, but the
simulation-focused technology-abstract view of the system will take on the architecture
of service requesters and service providers. The exact design of the Logical System
Architecture will depend on the system of interest and the structure and preferences of the
organization designing the system. This is a key point that can be modified and extended
to let the VSAF serve systems outside the automotive domain. In most cases, the
system’s logical decomposition will be based on what hardware and software each
development team is responsible for. For example, a passenger vehicle could be
organized into the following eleven subsystems:
•

Power Unit: engine, fuel system, electric motors, batteries

•

Drivetrain: transmission, differentials, transfer case, driveshafts

•

Brakes: disc/drum brakes, parking brake, wheel hubs

•

Steering: steering linkages, automated steering control

•

Suspension: springs, shocks, active suspension control

•

Driver Controls: pedals, steering wheel/column, cabin buttons/switches

•

Driver Displays: dashboard, center console displays, heads-up display

•

ADAS Sensors: cameras, ultrasonic, RADAR, LiDAR
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•

Climate Control: air conditioning, cabin heat, cabin ventilation

•

Cabin Exterior: doors, windows, mirrors, exterior lights

•

Cabin Interior: seats, audio, interior lights
To represent these in the Logical System Architecture SysML model, each

subsystem is given a Block whose ports represent the service or behavior requests each
subsystem can perform and the data each subsystem provides. For example, the Power
Unit subsystem may accept requests for a desired torque, vehicle speed, or acceleration,
and it may provide data such as engine speed, engine temperature, brake specific fuel
consumption, and available torque. Whatever the subsystems are, the interfaces each
subsystem provides should be standardized across the entire product line. That is not to
say that a subsystem must accept all the same requests and provide all the same data
across all variants of that subsystem. Instead, the abstract subsystem should have a
superset interface that every variant satisfies some subset of. However, the interfaces
should not overlap; if a subsystem accepts a certain request or provides some data, that
should be the only subsystem that ever accepts that request or provides that data. There
should be no variant of the system in which that request or data is allocated to a different
abstract subsystem.
The subsystems’ primary functions are to respond to and actuate incoming
requests and to provide information about the subsystem. A feature software application’s
function, on the other hand, is to interpret incoming data, determine the desired response
of the vehicle, and generate behavior requests for the subsystems. In this way, an
application is not directly responsible for any hardware of the system. An application
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may be owned and developed by the same team that develops a subsystem, but the
application is represented separately from the subsystem in the Logical System
Architecture.
Figure 4.1 below shows part of an IBD of a sample Logical System Architecture
for a passenger vehicle. The vehicle subsystems are on the left, and the vehicle feature
software applications are on the right. The rest of this example is described in the use
case in Chapter VIII. It is important to note that, to the author’s knowledge, this particular
logical architecture is not currently used by any company or organization, nor is it
planned to be used. This example is solely for the purpose of demonstrating the Logical
System Architecture and its use within the VSAF.

Figure 4.1. Partial example of a Logical System Architecture for a passenger vehicle

The architecture connects the subsystem blocks’ ports to the software application
blocks’ ports. In a large system with many subsystems and applications, the number of
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connections can grow exponentially to the point they are unmanageable. To mitigate this
issue, the system designers may need to implement additional logical elements such as
service brokers that help manage the communication among the subsystems and
applications. However, the decision of how to structure a logical architecture is
dependent on the system being designed as well as the structure of the organization
designing the system. Therefore, best practices for logical architecture design, other than
the ones described in this section, are domain-specific and outside the scope of this
dissertation.
Guidelines for Subsystem Development
To develop a subsystem with a service-oriented approach, it is important for the
subsystem developers and modelers to take the perspective of a service provider and
think about how feature software applications will use their subsystem. Therefore, all
services and behaviors of the subsystem should be formally documented. Additionally,
each service or behavior should have an Application Programming Interface (API)
associated with it that allows applications to request the behavior. This API includes the
name of the request signal, any required or optional parameters that are used to configure
the request, and any possible responses the subsystem may send back to the requester as
feedback. With a formal API, the subsystem becomes more usable by applications and
more reusable across variants of the product line.
The creation of a variant-independent API for a subsystem is not a trivial task. It
requires incoming requests and outgoing subsystem data to be as technology-agnostic as
possible, allowing for implementation details to be abstracted away at the top level of the
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subsystem, without obfuscating the purpose of the subsystem or the behaviors being
requested. The key to accomplishing this is to have the requests of a subsystem be more
closely related to the resulting behavior of the subsystem and not the actuation of the
subsystem that causes the behavior. For example, the abstract PowerUnit subsystem in
Figure 4.1 should accept a request for a desired torque. In an IC engine, this would be
done by changing the throttle angle, but in an electric motor, this would be done by
changing the supply voltage. By abstracting a throttle angle request and supply voltage
request into a single desired torque request, two benefits are realized. First, a single
abstract request can be reused for any variant of the subsystem, regardless of
implementation details. Second, the subsystem controller can choose the best actuation
approach to fulfill the request. In an IC engine, varying the throttle angle is the most
common method for changing the output torque, but this can also be done by varying the
spark timing and cam shaft phasing. Each of these actuation methods has a different
response time, range of achievable torque, and controllability of that torque. Leaving the
decision of which actuation method to use both simplifies the subsystem’s interface and
centralizes the subsystem’s control algorithms.
While using a technology-independent interface allows for improved reusability
of an abstract subsystem, doing this also causes a problem. Creating an abstraction that
shields external applications from low-level details also takes away their control of those
low-level details. Continuing with the engine example, while torque is the primary
function of an engine, the climate subsystem uses the engine to supply heat for cabin
comfort in cold temperatures. Therefore, a cabin comfort application needs to request
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heat from the engine, not torque, so a torque request is not sufficient for the application’s
desired behavior. In another instance, an application that gives the vehicle a sportier feel
and trades fuel efficiency for improved performance may want to make specific requests
of the engine. For example, during a deceleration maneuver, the application may want to
keep the turbocharger’s boost pressure up to allow for more rapid acceleration after the
deceleration maneuver. Simply providing a torque request does not fully convey the
desired behavior. Therefore, when designing the subsystem’s API, the development team
should work to balance hiding implementation details with restricting control.
This research uncovered four approaches for solving this problem. Ultimately,
only one controller makes the final decision about an actuator’s response, so the question
is how to provide that controller all the information it needs without undue complexity.
First, the subsystem could define a strict standardized interface for only the most
common subsystem behavior requests. However, as discussed above, this takes control
away from applications and leads to a diminished customer experience due to the lack of
possible features. Second, on the other end of the spectrum, the subsystem could define
an exhaustive interface that allows applications to make any requests of the subsystem
they want. This approach is fully expressive and allows for the greatest control of a
subsystem’s response. The issue with this approach is that it does not scale as the number
of potential request APIs grows uncontrollably as the number of subsystem variants
increases. Also, the technology-abstract nature of the subsystem’s interface breaks down
as implementation-specific requests are accepted. This leads to the Logical System
Architecture’s structure changing with different variants. Finally, the responsibility of
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coordinating the subsystem’s actuators moves to the applications instead of remaining
with the subsystem’s controls, which complicates functional safety analyses and
requirements satisfaction verification.
A third approach involves a subsystem allowing applications to provide their best
estimate of future requests along with their current request. This allows applications more
control over a subsystem’s behavior without losing either the technology-abstract nature
of the subsystem’s interface or its scalability. However, it does add complexity to the
subsystem’s control algorithms as they must respond to current requests as well as
prepare for expected future requests. A fourth approach allows applications to indirectly
influence the subsystem’s response by requesting a specific behavioral mode for the
subsystem. For example, the PowerUnit subsystem could have a mode corresponding to a
cold start warm-up phase, one for prioritizing fuel efficiency, and a third mode for
prioritizing performance. Similar to the third approach, this method allows applications to
provide more information with their requests to the subsystems while keeping their
interfaces standardized and scalable. However, this approach is slightly less expressive
than the third approach as applications can only request a mode and not something more
direct, but it also simplifies the subsystem’s control algorithms by letting them operate
based on predefined modes. It is unlikely that only one of these four approaches is
universally best. Instead, each subsystem development team must choose which approach
works best for the subsystem’s design based on the tradeoffs described above.
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Guidelines for Application Development
To develop a feature software application with a service-oriented approach, it is
important for the feature developers and modelers to take the perspective of a service
consumer and think about how to accomplish their overall desired system behavior using
the functionality provided by the subsystems. Therefore, it is imperative that the feature’s
model separate the behaviors that its core application will perform from the behaviors the
application will request of the subsystems. This enables the integration of the feature’s
model with the system-level architecture model.
In current practices, when modeling a feature without a system-level architecture
to guide development, the modeler often replicates other parts of the system in their own
model of the feature. This practice leads to several issues. First, having every feature
modeler recreate their perspective of the subsystems in their feature’s context is clearly
rework. Besides being a waste of resources, there is also an increased opportunity for
errors as it cannot be guaranteed that all feature modelers will create accurate and up-todate representations of the other subsystems in their own models. This can lead to bugs
and compatibility issues that are not found until the subsystems’ models are brought
together with the feature model for testing. Instead, designing the feature’s software
application with a focus of reusing functions and services provided by subsystems
reduces the duplication of modeling effort while improving the compatibility of the
application with the rest of the system’s architecture.
The key area of focus for the feature modeler will be the application’s top-level
state machine. Many software applications have a governing state machine that manages
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the transitions and behavior of the application. Most states have Do Behaviors that are
executed when the application is in that state. If the modeler is not taking the perspective
of a service consumer when designing this state machine, he may use the state machine to
represent the full feature’s behavior end-to-end, including both the application’s
algorithms and the subsystems’ functions as Do Behaviors. This does not cause an issue
during initial verification and validation activities, but it does complicate the process of
generating a system-level simulation. Such a simulation will use behavioral models
developed by the subsystems’ design teams, and those models will expect requests from
the feature’s application to know what functions to execute. If the feature’s state
machine’s Do Behaviors already include the subsystems’ functions, then they would need
to be separated out from the application’s algorithms, which may not be a straightforward
process depending on the amount of coupling among these behaviors.
As part of this research, the author attempted to create a standardized method for
separating a state machine’s Do Behaviors so that they can be allocated to different
computational nodes. The result was a complex and laborious process that involved
iterative steps for ensuring separated behaviors retained any synchronous communication
necessary. Instead, the research found that it is more efficient to guide feature modelers to
build their application’s governing state machine with only the application’s Do
Behaviors from the beginning. For any subsystem services the feature utilizes to carry out
its desired behavior, those services should be represented in the state machine as outgoing
requests from the application instead of integrated with the Do Behaviors. This practice
not only separates the software application’s behaviors from the subsystems’ behaviors,
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but it also prompts the feature developer to consider how the application will
communicate with the subsystems. In this way, the application’s governing state machine
shows both what requests are sent to subsystems during any given state of the feature as
well as how the application logic handles responses from the subsystems.
For example, a lane keeping assist feature for a passenger vehicle detects the
edges of a lane and directs the vehicle to stay within the lane. This could be accomplished
by using a camera to capture images of the road, performing image processing and
interpretation to determine the lane boundaries, calculating the desired steering wheel
angle to stay within the lane, and steering the vehicle accordingly. These could be four
different Do Behaviors of the feature, but two of them should already be the
responsibility of other subsystems. Using the eleven subsystems defined earlier in this
chapter, the ADAS Sensors subsystem would be responsible for capturing images with a
camera and processing those images to be ready for interpretation, and the Steering
subsystem would be responsible for actuating the vehicle’s steering linkages. This leaves
the lane keeping assist’s software application with only the responsibilities of interpreting
the preprocessed images from the ADAS Sensor subsystem, calculating the desired
steering wheel angle, and sending that steering wheel angle as a request to the Steering
subsystem. This much more clearly defines the interface and actions of the application
once it is integrated with the rest of the vehicle’s architecture.
The approach described above allows the feature’s core logic to be modeled as a
self-contained black box that receives state data and produces requests for subsystem
behaviors. This enables the feature’s software application to be seamlessly integrated into
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the Logical System Architecture and connected to the subsystems accordingly, as long as
the application’s requests follow the published API of each subsystem.
Benefits of Logical Architecture
Using a technology-abstract Logical System Architecture returns three key
benefits in the VSAF: standardization, centralization, and communication. First,
standardization is achieved by defining the logical architecture based on the services each
subsystem provides instead of the structural decomposition of the system. In this way, the
architecture becomes persistent for all variants of the system, even for simulations at
different levels of fidelity. Such an architecture abstracts away the technology and
implementation details of individual variants, which removes some of the roadblocks that
often arise during early development of a feature due to working within multiple
architectural constraints. It is the responsibility of each subsystem team to create their
logical abstraction such that all variation occurs underneath the subsystem’s
encapsulation with only minimal changes to the interface. Supplying this abstraction
allows feature developers to design their feature applications in a technology-independent
manner, which increases the likelihood that the feature can be applied across multiple
variants, reducing the rework and refactoring necessary to make feature applications
compatible across the product line.
Next, the Logical System Architecture helps centralize information for
developers. Every subsystem team builds and maintains their own subsystem’s black box
model in the Logical System Architecture, and all feature developers can reference that
model for the latest information about interfacing with subsystems. This makes the
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Logical System Architecture the single source of knowledge for application-subsystem
interactions. Additionally, centralizing this information and providing it to feature
developers means the feature models do not require recreated representations of the
subsystems within the feature’s context. This separation of concerns streamlines
development and ensures the integrity of the information by keeping its maintenance with
the appropriate development team.
Finally, the Logical System Architecture facilitates communication among the
various development teams. The centralization of information drastically reduces the
amount of point-to-point communication that occurs between feature and subsystem
teams. Additionally, the Logical System Architecture and the rest of the VSAF define
modeling patterns to be used for representing various components and perspectives of the
system. This not only guides modelers in building their models, but it also aids someone
who is reading the model to understand its content. Best practices and modeling patterns
help homogenize models built by different modelers. With predictable modeling
methods, the reader knows what to expect and can more quickly grasp the intent of the
modeler. Finally, by having every modeler use the same approach, the models themselves
are more likely to be able to communicate when brought together to create a larger view
of the system.
Simulation Reference Architecture
Reusable Simulation Architecture
Unlike the Logical System Architecture that takes a service-oriented, technologyabstract perspective of the system, the Simulation Reference Architecture does consider
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implementation details in its design. The VSAF has a couple mechanisms to bridge
between the two reference architectures by linking the technology-independent logical
elements to technology-specific simulation elements. These mechanisms are briefly
described in Chapter III, are further detailed in this Chapter below, and are exemplified in
Chapter VIII for clarification of the exact methods for going between these two
perspectives.
The purpose of this architecture model is to both aid the building of new
simulation model components and direct the assembly of full simulation models from
those components. It accomplishes this goal by defining a reusable simulation
architecture for the system of interest, which includes black box representations of the
simulation model components. These black boxes are defined with their interfaces and
are connected to each other in the reference architecture. In this way, the connections and
communications among model components can be validated quickly in SysML before
being compiled into a full simulation. The goal is to have the overall architecture be
retained for any simulation, at any level of fidelity, and for any variant of the product
line, which provides the benefit of reducing the amount of refactoring needed to build
new simulations. Figure 4.2 below shows the top level of the Simulation Reference
Architecture for a ground vehicle.
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Figure 4.2. Top level of the Simulation Reference Architecture for a passenger vehicle

Because the Simulation Reference Architecture is cognizant of the system’s
implementation details, it is necessarily domain-specific. This research developed a
sample architecture that could be used for ground vehicle simulations, but it would likely
require customization to be usable within a company that has already defined their
organizational structure and development teams. However, the methods and practices
presented in this dissertation should be transferable to any cyber-physical system with
distributed processing.
The top level of the Simulation Reference Architecture for the ground vehicle has
four main parts: the ECU network, the driver model, the environment model, and the
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vehicle model. More generically, the ECU network is the distributed onboard controller
model; the driver model is the offboard controller or user model; the environment model
is the system’s surroundings model; and the vehicle model is the system’s plant model.
These four main simulation model components will be included in any simulation of a
ground vehicle, and their connections to each other should remain the same for all
simulations. However, the data flow on those connections will change, but that is
managed within the definitions of the Interface Blocks that are used to type the ports,
described later.
In the Simulation Reference Architecture, there are three kinds of signals: CAN
signals, plant signals, and physical signals. CAN signals are the communications among
ECUs on the CAN bus, and they are discussed later in this section with the definition of
the ECU network model. Plant signals are any communications involving the plant model
that are not physical signals. These can include communications between driver and
vehicle, environment and vehicle, vehicle components, or ECU and vehicle, which would
be sensor signals and actuator commands. These are each described with their respective
sections below. Finally, physical signals represent mass and energy flows. These kinds of
connections are bidirectional and are used in acausal simulation models, whereas CAN
and plant signals are directional and are used in casual simulation models. Physical
signals may not be present in all simulations depending on the purpose of the simulation
and the kinds of component models selected. Figure 4.3 below shows the physical signals
used in this example Simulation Reference Architecture, which were defined using the
SAE J3049 standard [100].
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Figure 4.3. Definitions of physical signals

The rest of this chapter discusses the relationships between the Logical System
Architecture and the Simulation Reference Architecture, then it looks more deeply into
each of the four main parts of the Simulation Reference Architecture. Finally, it
concludes with a discussion on the benefits of using an implementation-focused reference
architecture alongside the technology-abstract reference architecture.
Mapping Between Reference Architectures
As mentioned in Chapter III, the VSAF uses two mechanisms to relate the Logical
System Architecture to the Simulation Reference Architecture: an allocation of logical
elements to ECUs, and a mapping of logical variables to CAN signals. The logical
elements of the Logical System Architecture are the subsystem and feature application
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black boxes as well as any other elements used to build the logical architecture. Once the
Logical System Architecture is sliced to the simulation’s context, the remaining logical
elements must be allocated to their physical counterparts. The plant models to be used in
the simulation are determined by the model documentation ontology as described in
Chapter VII. The behaviors of the subsystems and applications will correspond to
software on an ECU. The allocation of logical elements to ECUs is done using a SysML
Allocation Matrix, an example of which is shown in Chapter VIII as part of the use case.
With this matrix, a user can easily denote which ECU will be responsible for the
behaviors of each subsystem and software application in the simulation. Depending on
the way the Logical System Architecture is built, this could require two stages: mapping
subsystem and application behaviors to software, then allocating software to ECUs. If
this is preferable for an organization, then two SysML Allocation Matrices can be used
instead of one that maps logical elements directly to ECUs. This approach would likely
provide better traceability between levels of abstraction. In some instances, a subsystem’s
control algorithms may be large and numerous enough to be split among multiple ECUs.
For these cases, the abstract subsystem should have its top level decomposed into its
allocatable elements such that they can mapped to ECUs accordingly. In the same
manner, the ECU blocks in SysML can be decomposed into top-level subsystems if it is
desired to allocate the logical elements directly to ECU subsystems.
To prevent the user from performing a full allocation for every simulation being
built, the SysML model can have predefined allocation schemes for different variants of
the product line. An example of this would be if in one vehicle variant, the engine
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controls are allocated to the Engine Control Module (ECM) and the transmission controls
are allocated to the Transmission Control Module (TCM), but in another variant of the
vehicle, both the engine and transmission controls are allocated to the Powertrain Control
Module (PCM). These different allocation schemes can be defined and tied to product
line variants or simulation scenarios using variation points such that it is easy for a user to
reuse these predefined allocations in subsequent simulations.
With both the Logical System Architecture and the ECU allocation, the VSAF
uses a simple SysML plugin script to automatically determine which logical variables
used in the Logical System Architecture require CAN transmission. First, a list of all the
logical variables is made from all the flow properties used in the sliced simulation
context. The script then determines the source and destination logical elements by
considering how the Interface Blocks are applied to ports. Next, the script uses the ECU
allocation matrix to relate the source element to the source ECU and the destination
element to the destination ECU. From here, it is easy to determine which logical variables
require mapping to CAN signals by seeing which logical variables have source and
destination ECUs that are different. For example, if a vehicle’s engine controls are
allocated to the ECM, and the transmission controls are allocated to the TCM, then any
communications between the engine and transmission control algorithms will require
CAN transmission. But if both the engine and transmission control algorithms reside on
the PCM, then communication between these two control algorithms does not require
CAN transmissions. The VSAF makes this determination quickly and free from human
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error by using a plugin script to automatically analyze the information in the Logical
System Architecture and the ECU Allocation Matrix as described above.
With the logical elements allocated to ECUs and the logical variables that require
CAN transmission determined, those variables can now be mapped to CAN signals. The
Simulation Reference Architecture includes SysML representations of all the CAN
signals and messages used by any variant of the product line. How these are modeled in
SysML may be dependent on an organization’s preferences, but Chapter VI shows a
custom SysML profile that can be used to do this. In the use case in Chapter VIII, CAN
messages are represented as Interface Blocks whose flow properties are the CAN signals
packed onto each message. To map the logical variables to CAN signals, a SysML
Dependency Matrix is used with a custom «RealizedBy» relationship to denote which
CAN signals realize each logical variable. This is likely to be a one-to-many mapping as
it may require multiple CAN signals to realize a single logical variable once count,
quality factor, check sum, and other such quantities are considered. Similar to the ECU
allocation, the mapping of CAN signals can be predetermined and reused for multiple
simulations.
Electronic Control Unit Network
With the logical elements allocated to ECUs and logical variables mapped to
CAN signals, the ECU network can be sliced in the Simulation Reference Architecture to
show the controller architecture and data flow for the simulation. A 150% representation
of the product line’s ECU network is modeled, and then it is sliced, and the data flowed is
filled in using the results of the previous steps of the VSAF. Of course, the exact design
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of the CAN bus structure will depend on the system being modeled, but a sample 150%
vehicle control network with three CAN buses and a superset of their ECUs is shown
below in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4. Example of a 150% model of an ECU network for a passenger vehicle

The yellow group is the Powertrain CAN bus with its ECUs, the green group is
the Body and Chassis CAN bus with its ECUs, and the blue group is the Driver CAN bus
with its ECUs. The gray part at the top is the Central Gateway Module that allows for
communication among the different CAN buses. The red part is an aggregator that groups
all the ECUs’ plant model commands onto the appropriate signal bus. A more in-depth
description of this ECU network example is provided in Chapter VIII with the use case.
The key for the VSAF is that the 150% ECU network should be a superset representation
of the system’s controls such that any variant’s controller network architecture can be
realized from it. Each ECU has its CAN bus Rx and Tx and plant Rx and Tx ports
defined and connected accordingly. In this way, slicing to only the ECUs that are needed
for a certain simulation leaves a useable network model with existing connections so that
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the user does not have to wire the model manually. This kind of reusability lessens the
effort needed to configure a simulation and reduces the likelihood of errors by reusing
previously validated parts and connections.
The communications within the ECU network are CAN messages that pack
together CAN signals. The Simulation Reference Architecture has SysML representations
of all the CAN messages used in any variant of the product line. An example of one
ECU’s CAN messages is shown in Figure 4.5 below.

Figure 4.5. Example definition of CAN signals, CAN messages, and an ECU interface

The key is to define these CAN messages such that they can be used to type the
ports of the ECU blocks, by means of either nested ports or flow properties. In this way,
once the Logical System Architecture has been sliced to the desired simulation’s context,
the logical elements have been allocated to ECUs, and the logical variables have been
mapped to CAN signals, each ECU’s ports can be typed accordingly to show the data
flow in the simulation.
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Driver and Environment Models
The second and third parts of the Simulation Reference Architecture shown in
Figure 4.2 above are the driver and environment models. The driver model represents the
user that interacts with and controls the system, and the environment model represents
any of the system’s surroundings with which the system interacts. In the Simulation
Reference Architecture, both the driver and environment models are handled the same
way: by using the Encapsulation pattern that was developed as part of this research and is
described in Chapter V. Abstract wrappers are defined for the driver and environment
models at the top level of the reference architecture, and a superset of their interfaces are
defined on the wrapper. Encapsulated within the abstract wrapper are all the instances of
a driver or environment model. Figure 4.6 below shows an example of how the driver
models are represented in the SysML Simulation Reference Architecture.

Figure 4.6. Example definition of driver model black box variants

The DriverModel abstract wrapper block has two ports, vehRx and drvrTx, typed
by Interface Blocks that contain a superset of inputs and outputs that each of the
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individual driver models uses. The DriverCommandsIF Interface Block, shown in Figure
4.7 below, defines all the signals that a driver model could possibly use to control the
vehicle.

Figure 4.7. Example definition of the superset driver models' command bus

Each of the flow properties has a variation point applied that is used to manage
the contents of DriverCommandsIF so that the ports on the driver model are correct. This
is all done using the Encapsulation pattern described in Chapter V. An example of using
the Encapsulation pattern to manage the driver model is shown in Figure 4.8 below.
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Figure 4.8. Using the Encapsulation pattern to specify a variant

Using the Encapsulation pattern, a variant realization changes the types for the
drvrMdl and envMdl parts to one of the blocks that is a black box representation of a
simulation model component in the repository. Additionally, the connections to those
parts are preserved, minimizing both effort and likelihood of errors when configuring a
simulation. Shown in the bottom right corner of Figure 4.8 is the Interface Block for the
DriverCommandsIF bus as it would be for the selected driver model. By managing the
flow properties of a single Interface Block instead of defining separate ports for each
variable, the ports and connections at the higher levels of the Simulation Reference
Architecture are preserved while still being able to modify the data flows. The catch is
that less information is shown in the diagrams as all the variables are grouped into buses,
so it is key to define buses of meaningful groupings of variables so as not to obfuscate the
purpose of each connection. One example of a signal bus is shown in Figure 4.9 below.
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Figure 4.9. Example definition of the environment models’ superset signal bus

Figure 4.9 defines a hierarchical bus for the data passing between the environment
and plant models. This signal bus definition was inspired by and adapted from the SAE
J3049 standard [100]. The guidance for configuring such signal buses is two-fold. First,
the data is grouped logically, such as having all the variables describing atmospheric
conditions (temperature, wind speed, etc.) grouped together under the AtmosphereIF bus.
Second, the data is group by how it is likely to be used. For example, all the variables
describing the tire-road interaction are grouped under the TireRoadIF bus, but then four
usages of that bus are created under the VehicleRoadIF to describe the interaction of each
of the vehicle’s four tires with the road. In this way, a user would not need to pull each
individual variable that relates to a specific tire off a bus, but instead he can just pull the
sub-bus corresponding to that tire. Additionally, any changes to the bus’s definition will
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be reflected across the model automatically instead of the user having to edit which
variables are pulled from the higher-level bus.
Plant Model
The last part of the Simulation Reference Architecture is the plant model. This is
the representation of the physical elements of the system and their dynamics when
interacting with each other and their environment. The plant model in the Simulation
Reference Architecture should be a reusable superset architecture made from black box
representations of the plant model components in the repository for how the various
model components can be arranged and connected to build a full virtual vehicle for
different analyses. The plant model’s variant configuration is managed by variation
points that are triggered by the results of a query of the model documentation ontology,
as described in Chapter VII. The design of the reference architecture will be specific to
the domain of the system and the organization developing the system. The SAE J3049
standard provides a recommended practice for architecting simulation models of ground
vehicles [100]. The use case described in Chapter VIII uses J3049 as a starting point for
its reusable vehicle plant model. Unfortunately, there are some shortcomings in the J3049
standard that need to be addressed. For reference, Figure 4.10 below shows the Power
subsystem of the vehicle as defined by J3049.
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Figure 4.10. Power subsystem connectivity diagram for ICE powertrain architecture [100]

The J3049 standard decomposes a vehicle plant model into Power and Chassis
subsystems, then each of those are decomposed into their own subsystems. At this point,
however, the standard either stops its decomposition, or it diverges into multiple
architectures. Appendix D defines nineteen different powertrain architectures, five of
which are shown in Figure 4.11 below.
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Figure 4.11. Power subsystem connectivity diagrams for various hybrid powertrain architectures [100]

In many of these architectural variants, the components and interfaces of the
Propulsion Power, Transmission, and Driveline subsystems change. This hinders the
creation of reusable subsystems and architectural models. For example, in the Integrated
Starter Generator and Series Electric Hybrid variants, an electric motor is used as a
component of the Propulsion Power subsystem; in the Motor at Transmission Output
variant, the electric motor is part of the Transmission subsystem; and in the Parallel
Through the Road and Motor at Driveline Output variants, the electric motor is part of
the Driveline subsystem. Additionally, the Parallel Through the Road variant combines
the Transmission and Driveline subsystems together. Moving the location of the electric
motor and changing the definition of the subsystems invalidate the definition of the
higher-level subsystems. Also, in some powertrain variants, the Electrical subsystem is a
simple 12-volt battery and alternator as used in all ICE architectures. But in hybrids that
use an electric motor, the Electrical subsystem changes dramatically to include a high-
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voltage battery module and possibly a DC-AC converter. This can change the behavior
and interface of the Electrical subsystem across variants, reducing its reusability. Finally,
there is the remaining issue of being able to specify a plant model at any level of
granularity. The SAE J3049 standards leaves this task up to the user.
To address these challenges, the Repeating Three-Tiered Decomposition pattern
was developed and is further described in Chapter V. This new variant modeling pattern
helps mitigate the inherent complexity of representing plant models at multiple levels of
granularity, whether a model captures a complete powertrain, a transmission, or just a
planetary gear set. It also provides a mechanism for specifying different architectural
variants for subsystems without changing the definition of higher-level subsystems.
Figure 4.12 below shows the top-level decomposition of the vehicle plant model into its
two subsystems, Chassis and Power, as defined in J3049. The Power subsystem’s
decomposition is shown in Figure 4.13.

Figure 4.12. Example definition of the vehicle plant model in the Simulation Reference Architecture
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Figure 4.13. Example definition of the power subsystem in the Simulation Reference Architecture

When compared to SAE’s J3049 standard as shown in Figure 4.10 above, this is
where the VSAF’s Simulation Reference Architecture deviates. Here, the Propulsion
Power, Transmission, and Driveline subsystems are grouped under the Powertrain block,
and this block is an abstract wrapper for powertrain variants, as shown in Figure 4.14
below.
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Figure 4.14. Example definition of powertrain model black box variants

The structure of this BDD follows the Repeating Three-Tiered Decomposition
pattern as defined in Chapter V. The key here is that different architectural variants can
be defined before performing further decompositions. Figure 4.15 below shows an IBD
of one of the powertrain configurations, the PwrtrnICE&ParallelHyb block in the lower
left corner of Figure 4.14 above.

Figure 4.15. Example definition of a powertrain architecture in the Simulation Reference Architecture

This IBD can be configured to create any ICE or parallel hybrid powertrain
architecture. The variation points in the model are used to either keep or remove certain
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elements based on the selected powertrain architecture, which allows for much of the
model to be reused for multiple variants, reducing total modeling effort and likelihood of
human error. An example of this diagram being sliced into a specific variant and having
each element replaced with the black box of a simulation model component is shown in
Chapter VIII.
Benefits of the Simulation Reference Architecture
The VSAF’s Simulation Reference Architecture is a complex model, including
reusable architectures for a distributed-controller network and a configurable plant
model, as well as two mechanisms for mapping its elements to those in the Logical
System Architecture. While creating and maintaining such a SysML model requires a
considerable amount of time and effort, the benefits gained from it are substantial. While
the example used in this chapter and the rest of this dissertation is of the automotive
domain, the methods and practices presented in this dissertation should be applicable to
any distributed-processing, cyber-physical system to realize similar benefits.
First, the mechanisms for bridging the gap between the Logical System
Architecture and Simulation Reference Architecture provide a method for linking the
data from logical elements to their simulation counterparts. This allows for a technologyabstract approach to the development of new system features, increasing the likelihood
that a new development is applicable across all variants of the product line. This mapping
also allows for traceability of simulation results back to logical artifacts created during
development. Another benefit is that much of the process of relating the two reference
architectures is automated using plugin scripts, which reduces both overall effort and the
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likelihood of errors in the model. The reduction in effort allows a user to test out multiple
allocation schemes quickly and assess the effects on the system’s design, which would be
a laborious process without the sort of automation provided by the VSAF. Finally,
previous allocation schemes of logical elements and variables to simulation models and
signals can be saved for future use, further reducing the cost of subsequent simulations.
The purpose of the Simulation Reference Architecture itself is to facilitate the
configuration of a full system-level simulation model from model components while also
directing the development of new simulation model components such that they fit
seamlessly into the overall simulation architecture. This is accomplished by defining a
reusable simulation model architecture with black box representations of existing
simulation model components, which allows for the reuse of models and perpetuates
knowledge about how they are used and connected to each other. Having a configurable
architecture with persistent connections that works for any simulation analysis of any
variant in the product line eliminates the need for major refactoring of simulation models
or the building of models from the ground-up. The connections among model
components are built from logically arranged signal buses that allow for the contents of
the bus to be changed without rewiring a model while also simplifying the connections
within a simulation. This means much of the variability of a model can be hidden
underneath an abstract wrapper without obfuscating the purpose of that element.
Because the scope of this dissertation is ground vehicles with distributed
processing modules, the Simulation Reference Architecture contains a 150% ECU
network that can be sliced to realize any variant’s controller network architecture. This
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improves reusability of both the architecture and ECU simulation models, lessening the
effort for configuring a simulation and reducing the likelihood of errors by reusing
validated parts and connections. The plant model’s design and use of the Repeating
Three-Tiered Decomposition pattern solves several issues with SAE’s J3049 standard for
ground vehicle simulation models, and it also serves as a guide for development of plant
model reference architectures of other domains. The new variant management pattern,
described in Chapter V, helps mitigate the inherent complexity of representing plant
models at multiple levels of granularity while also providing a mechanism for specifying
different architectural variants for subsystems without changing the definition of higherlevel subsystems.
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CHAPTER FIVE
5. VARIANT MANAGEMENT PATTERNS

Introduction
This chapter describes three new variant management modeling patterns that were
created while developing the Vehicle Simulation Architecture Framework (VSAF). These
modeling patterns assist MBSE activities by mitigating some of the complexity of
managing variants and improving communication among modelers and stakeholders by
providing a standardized and predictable pattern for the model. The Encapsulation pattern
provides a simple method for modeling variants of elements that are functionally similar
but architecturally different without adding to the complexity of the system model. The
Repeating Three-Tiered Decomposition pattern allows for simulation models’ black
boxes to be represented alongside their structural counterparts at any level of granularity.
The Slicing in Multiple Stages process allows a 150% model to be incrementally
constrained as more knowledge becomes known about the system variant and simulation
context of interest. Within the VSAF, this is used to slice the SysML reference
architecture once by the context of the feature of interest, then it is sliced again after the
model documentation ontology has provided the list of simulation model components in
the repository that are relevant to the user’s desired analysis. These three patterns are
described in this chapter and exemplified in Chapter VIII.
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Encapsulation Pattern
This section has been adapted from my 2019 paper on variant modeling patterns
[52]. Since its publication, this work has been further developed by our team and picked
up by Dassault Systèmes as an upcoming update to their Cameo Systems Modeler tool
[30]. In addition, this work has been shown to members of the INCOSE group developing
SysML V2 [103], and they plan to incorporate much of this pattern’s functionality into
this long-awaited update to SysML.
Motivation
As shown in Chapter II, the prospect of modeling product lines instead of
individual products has led to the development of multiple variant management
techniques, collectively referred to as Product Line Engineering (PLE). Most of these
techniques focus on the structural perspective of the description model, or, more
specifically, the determination of whether a certain element should be included in a
variant’s definition or not. As PLE is more widely adapted, its functionality is being
applied to broader parts of the SysML model. In particular, researchers have recently
turned their focus to applying PLE to SysML connectivity diagrams in both the structural
and behavioral perspectives, Internal Block Diagrams (IBDs) and Activity diagrams
(ACTs). Here, a new challenge arises.
In IBDs and ACTs, the model shows how elements are connected to each other
and the role that these elements fill in the system. In the automotive domain, every
vehicle requires a power unit to provide motive force to the driveline that delivers this
force to the wheels. This power unit can take many forms, such as any number of internal
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combustion engines (ICE), whether they be spark-ignition or compression-ignition,
naturally aspirated or forced induction, and use overhead valves or a pushrod valvetrain
design. Alternatively, the power unit could be an electric motor, which has nearly no
structural similarities to an ICE. In a BDD, adding a new power unit definition or
selecting one for use in a variant is a simple matter and applying variation points to the
Blocks. In an IBD, the complexity increases as the desired part not only has to be selected
but also connected to the other parts of the system. Figure 5.1 below shows the challenge
of managing the various power unit options for the vehicle product line and their
connections to the rest of the model.

Figure 5.1. Example of modeling a vehicle with multiple engine variants

Using the above approach for variant management is acceptable when the number
of power unit variants is small. But as more engines and motors are added to the product
line, this approach to variant modeling does not scale. Each new power unit requires
creating a new part under Powertrain and connecting it to the rest of the Powertrain’s
parts, adding to the model’s complexity. Therefore, a new variant modeling approach is
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called for that can better handle a context where there may be multiple variants for a
specific role in a system, especially variants that share very little structurally.
Pattern Definition
Figure 5.1 above shows the already established 150% modeling pattern. In this
pattern, all the parts needed to represent the full scope of variability of a system or
subsystem are modeled at the same level and connected accordingly. For variant
management, Existence variation points are used to denote for which variants each model
element is used. This pattern works well in a context where there is a low number of total
variants or high commonality among the variants. However, a superset model with 150%
diagrams can grow uncontrollably as additional parts are added to make new variants.
The Encapsulation modeling pattern aims to alleviate this problem. The best context in
which to use this pattern and the benefits of this approach will be discussed after the
pattern is described.
To use the Encapsulation pattern, a modeler first identifies a part of a system that
could be implemented with many different alternatives. Using the vehicle powertrain
example from Figure 5.1, the part of power unit can be implemented with any number of
engines or motors. Critically, these power unit variants may not all share a common
interface, which makes using SysML Instances as a solution problematic. Instead, the
Encapsulation pattern is designed to simplify a superset model by more effectively
maintaining variants of parts and their differing interfaces. To use the Encapsulation
pattern in the above example, the modeler would define an abstract PowerUnit Block and
then encapsulate within it all variants of power units, as shown in Figure 5.2 below.
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Figure 5.2. Example definition of the Encapsulation pattern

Now, instead of Powertrain having four parts for the four different power units,
Powertrain now contains one part, PowerUnit, that represents the eventual power unit for
any vehicle variant. This greatly simplifies the connections in the Powertrain IBD as
shown in Figure 5.3 below.

Figure 5.3. Example usage of the Encapsulation pattern

Not only are the connections in the IBD simplified by using the Encapsulation
pattern, but the diagram is also scalable with regards to added power units. Adding
another engine or motor to the product line only requires creating a new Block
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encapsulated under the PowerUnit wrapper block, but no changes need to be made to the
IBD unless the new power unit variant requires new ports and connections that no
previous power unit variant used. In this case, the new ports are added to the PowerUnit
Block and the appropriate connections are made in the Powertrain IBD. At this point,
those ports and connections can be reused by subsequent power unit variants without
changing the PowerUnit Block’s definition or the Powertrain IBD.
The implementation of the Encapsulation pattern has undergone several changes
throughout its development. At first, a series of Existence variation points was used in
conjunction with a special Encapsulation diagram [52]. While this approach achieved the
desired functionality described above, its implementation was shown to still be laborintensive. Another approach using the Element Property variation point along with a new
Encapsulation relationship [104] will be described below. However, it is important to
note that, until the Encapsulation pattern becomes part of the SysML language, its
implementation will be tool specific. As of writing, Dassault Systèmes is developing an
implementation of the Encapsulation pattern that utilizes a new type of variation point.
Unfortunately, this development is not yet released and cannot be described in this
dissertation.
The current implementation of the Encapsulation pattern starts with the definition
of a Block that will be the wrapper for its own variants. In the above example, PowerUnit
is this wrapper Block. The wrapper Block is made abstract since it will always be
replaced during variant realization, so no Instances should ever be made of it. Next, all
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variants of the wrapper are defined as Blocks, and they are related to the abstract wrapper
Block using a new Encapsulation relationship, as shown in Figure 5.4 below.

Figure 5.4. Example definition of a wrapper and its encapsulations

In the above example, the Specialization relationship is used because its
functionality most closely matches that of the desired functionality of the Encapsulation
relationship, and this new relationship has yet to be formally defined in SysML or any
SysML modeling tool. The Encapsulation relationship not only indicates which Blocks
could replace the wrapper Block in a variant, but it also manages the ports for the
wrapper and its encapsulations. The wrapper Block will have a superset of all the ports
defined in its encapsulations. This contrasts with how Specialization works, in which
only the ports that are common to all specializations are defined on the generalized
Block, and any not common-to-all ports are defined individually on the specialized
Blocks. Figure 5.5 below shows how the ports are managed in the Encapsulation pattern.
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Figure 5.5. Interface management using the Encapsulation pattern

All the encapsulations in this example use the torque output port. All the ICE
variants use the ambAir and fuel input ports, but the fuel port is renamed to either
gasoline or diesel based on the encapsulation that is selected for a given variant. Finally,
only the gasoline engine variants use the sparkPlug input port, and only the electric
motor uses the elec input port. By defining the encapsulations’ interfaces in this manner,
connections to the PowerUnit Block’s ports can be retained during variant realization.
Also, adding a new encapsulation is simple as it only requires creating a new Block,
relating it to the wrapper Block using the Encapsulation relationship, then indicating
which of the wrapper Block’s ports will be used in the new encapsulation, renaming or
retyping if desired. If a new port needs to be added for the new encapsulation, it is also
added to the wrapper for potential reuse in the future.
Once the abstract wrapper Block and its encapsulations have been defined, the
wrapper can be used as the type for a part in the system model. As shown in Figure 5.2
above, PowerUnit is used as the type for Powertrain’s pwrUnit part, which is connected
to the rest of the Powertrain’s parts in the IBD in Figure 5.3. During a variant realization,
the pwrUnit part will have its type changed to one of the encapsulations, which is done
using the Element Property variation point. This type of variation point can change the
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type of a part based on the selection of features for a given variant. The variation logic is
defined to indicate in which variants each encapsulation is used. Thus, the realization of a
variant seamlessly replaces the wrapper with the appropriate encapsulation, and all
connections are retained, as shown for two different variants in Figure 5.6 below.

Figure 5.6. Example slicing of variants using the Encapsulation pattern

In the first variant, the 6-cylinder gasoline engine is used, so the type of pwrUnit
is changed from PowerUnit to EngineGasV6, the elec port is deleted, and the fuel port is
renamed to gasoline. In the second variant, the electric motor is used, so pwrUnit’s type
becomes MotorElectric, and the ambAir, fuel, and sparkplug ports are deleted. With the
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Encapsulation pattern, the IBD after a variant realization, looks exactly the same as it
would if the 150% pattern were used, but the IBD for the superset model is much simpler
and more easily managed.
Best Context and Benefits
While researching variant management approaches and developing the
Encapsulation pattern, it became apparent that no single pattern is superior for all
contexts. The Encapsulation pattern is not useful when a specific element may or may not
be included in any given variant; instead, it is designed to be most efficient when there is
a role, such as power unit, that will exist in most or all variants of a product line, and that
role may be fulfilled by numerous options, such as various engines and motors. This
context is most common when designing a reference architecture for a product line upon
which subsequent system models will be derived. It is important to note that the
Encapsulation pattern can also be used in the behavioral perspective of a SysML model
by using Activities, Call Behavior Actions, and Pins instead of Blocks, Parts, and Ports,
respectively. When used correctly, the Encapsulation pattern realizes several benefits.
First, the Encapsulation pattern can represent the same variability in a product line
model with fewer variation points as the 150% modeling pattern. A variation point is a
modeling element that takes time to create and is an opportunity for error or
inconsistency. Reducing the number of variation points can reduce the probability of a
modeler making a mistake when defining or editing the model. Next, the Encapsulation
pattern can improve the human readability of the product line model. Because this pattern
expresses the same variability as the 150% pattern but effectively hides some of the
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variability of a model within an abstract wrapper, IBDs and ACTs that include the
abstract wrapper will be simpler in terms of number of elements and connections among
elements. This reduced complexity makes it easier for other modelers to read and
understand the connectivity diagrams, further reducing the likelihood that errors are made
due to the complexity of variability. Finally, the Encapsulation pattern can improve
model maintainability. The abstract wrapper can act as a black box for a part or function
of a system, and that wrapper and its encapsulations can be imported into other models
without the modeler needing to know its implementation details. Another modeler
creating a model for a powertrain could use the PowerUnit wrapper with its
encapsulations in his own model, which would be less effort than importing each of the
four engines and motors, connecting them individually, and then updating the model
manually as new power unit variants are added to the product line.
Repeating Three-Tiered Decomposition Pattern
Motivation
As described in Chapter II, the SAE J3049 [100] standard is meant to provide a
reference architecture for ground vehicle simulation models. However, this standard falls
short in a few key areas, one of which is that the decomposition of the plant models does
not go deep enough to show where variations occur for different vehicle variants. One of
the tasks of this research was to extend the J3049 standard to a finer level of granularity
to account for architectural variations. The Encapsulation pattern defined in the previous
section helps mitigate the complexity of creating a reference architecture for ground
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vehicle simulation models, but additional challenges call for a decomposition pattern to
be used in conjunction with the Encapsulation pattern.
The main issue that this new decomposition pattern aims to solve is the varying
degree of granularity of simulation plant models. For instance, a transmission is made of
components like a torque converter, gearbox, and valve body. And each of these
components is made of lower-level components, such as the gearbox that comprises
individual planetary gear sets, which themselves comprise individual gears. Similarly,
simulation models can be composed of lower-level models. It is possible to have a selfcontained model of a particular transmission that cannot be broken down into smaller
models, and it is also possible to design a modular transmission model that, when filled in
with models of the different components, will simulate a particular transmission. The
variant of transmission being simulated can change by swapping out the different
component models. Therefore, because simulation models exist at different levels of
granularity, a vehicle Simulation Reference Architecture would benefit from a
decomposition pattern that takes this into account. Additionally, transmissions can have
several different architectures (manual, automatic, continuously variable) and many
variants within each architecture (6-speed automatic, 8-speed automatic, 10-speed
automatic), so this should be considered as well.
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Pattern Definition

Figure 5.7. The different tiers of the Repeating Three-Tiered Decomposition pattern

Figure 5.7 above presents the new Repeating Three-Tiered Decomposition
pattern. This is a multi-layered pattern, in which each layer comprises three tiers. The
layers follow the structural decomposition of the system of interest, from system to
subsystems to components. In the example above, the top layer is the powertrain. The
next layer is for the powertrain’s components, such as its engine, transmission, and
driveline. The following layer is for the components of the powertrain’s components,
such as the gearbox, torque converter, and radiator for a transmission. The number of
layers in the pattern depends on the number of structural decomposition levels of the
system.
Within each layer are three tiers: Abstract, Model, and Skeleton. The Abstract tier
is for the structural element being represented, such as a powertrain, transmission, or
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torque converter. Elements of this tier do not represent specific variants of the structural
elements, such as an 8-speed automatic transmission, but rather the generic transmission
part. The Model tier is for self-contained models of the element in the corresponding
Abstract tier. For example, the second row in Figure 5.7 shows two self-contained
powertrain models that do not require lower-level components to be filled in. These are
complete models that only require parameterization to be ready for use in a simulation.
The Skeleton tier is for modular models of the element in the corresponding Abstract tier.
Multiple skeleton models can exist in this tier to represent different architectural
configurations of the abstract element. For example, the second-from-bottom row in
Figure 5.7 shows that there are different skeleton models for the three transmission
architectures: manual, automatic, and continuously variable. As in the Model tier,
elements of the Skeleton tier are also simulation model components, but these models
only define the architecture and connections of the subsystem being simulated. The
skeleton model must be filled in using simulation model components of lower-level
elements. The link symbol in Figure 5.7 shows which model elements would link
directly, one-to-one, to simulation model components in the model repository.
The Encapsulation pattern is used twice in each layer. First, the Blocks at the
Abstract tier are wrappers for their encapsulations of self-contained simulation models at
the Model tier. Second, the Component Models Block at the Model tier is a wrapper for
its encapsulations of skeleton models at the Skeleton tier.
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Pattern Example

Figure 5.8. Using the Repeating Three-Tiered Decomposition pattern at the system level

Figure 5.8 above shows how the Repeating Three-Tiered Decomposition pattern
is used in SysML. The pattern is composed of Blocks that are either black boxes of
simulation models or wrappers for these black boxes. These are denoted using the custom
«SimModel» and «SimEncap» stereotypes, which are defined in Chapter VI. The
Powertrain Block is a wrapper that can be used in any system model that requires a
powertrain. There are four self-contained powertrain models related to the Powertrain
Block through the Encapsulation relationship. There is also the
ModularPowertrainModel Block which is a wrapper for skeleton models of powertrains.
There are three of these models, one of which is PwrtrnICE&ParallelHyb. This skeleton
model is itself a 150% model of a powertrain that can represent any ICE or parallel
hybrid architecture. Parts of the PwrtrnICE&ParallelHyb model include Engine,
Transmission, DisconnectClutch, ElectricMotor, and Driveline, each of which are
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abstract wrappers for self-contained models of each component. Each of these wrappers
can be reused in the other powertrain skeleton models that use one of these components.

Figure 5.9. Using the Repeating Three-Tiered Decomposition pattern at the subsystem level

Figure 5.9 shows three self-contained models for a transmission, as well as three
modular models at the next tier. There is a modular model for each major transmission
architecture, each of which is composed of parts. At this point, the hierarchical nature of
the pattern becomes apparent, and the pattern can continue as far down as necessary to
represent all available simulation model components at any level of granularity. The
variation points and their underlying logic are managed by an external ontology, which is
described in Chapter VII.
Benefits of Pattern
The Repeating Three-Tiered Decomposition pattern lets plant models to be
integrated with the structural decomposition of the system within a single reference
architecture. This allows for the selection of a simulation model component at any level
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of granularity. If there is a self-contained model that fits the desired context, it can be
selected, and the rest of the decomposition underneath is ignored. But if none of the selfcontained models fit the desired context, then a modular model can be specified and built
from lower-level component models. For example, if a prebuilt, self-contained model of a
powertrain fits a user’s desired simulation, then there is no need to build a powertrain out
of engine, transmission, and driveline models. With the Repeating Three-Tiered
Decomposition pattern, the option for modularly building higher-level models out of
lower-level models remains without eliminating the option of selecting a self-contained
high-level model.
Using the Encapsulation pattern in conjunction with the Repeating Three-Tiered
Decomposition pattern helps organize the reference architecture into a predictable pattern
that will improve communication among modelers as they know what to expect when
using the pattern. Using Encapsulation at the Abstract tier helps simplify the IBDs at each
layer by using fewer parts and connections than would be possible if all simulation
models of a given layer needed to be shown and connected individually in each layer.
Using Encapsulation at the Model tier allows for multiple skeleton models to be used to
build variants of component models that are functionally similar but architecturally
different, as described in another paper that arose from this research [104].
Overall, the Repeating Three-Tiered Decomposition pattern greatly increases the
reuse of simulation model components by not only cataloging them, but also showing
usability information about them, such as what their interfaces are and how they connect
to the rest of the vehicle model. The pattern also defines standardized interfaces for each
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component through the use of the Encapsulation pattern, which further simplifies the
model and reduces the likelihood of errors. Finally, this pattern can help with the
development of new plant models by providing the context in which those models will be
used. If someone is tasked with building a new engine model, he can go to the reference
architecture, look at the interfaces of similar models, and reference the other models that
the engine models’ wrapper connects to. By building the new plant model with its usage
context in mind, the model is not only more likely to be correct, but it is also more likely
to be reusable since it was built within the bounds of the reference architecture.
Slicing a Product Line Model in Multiple Stages
Motivation
The standard use case for FBPLE is the creation of a superset model of a product
line and then the slicing of that model down to a specific variant of the product line.
There are numerous methods [36] [39] [40] [87] [105] [106] [107] [108] and software
tools [11] [12] [30] that enable this functionality. However, a use case that is missing
from the published variant management approaches is one where a user desires to
constrain the scope of a superset model into a subset of variants without slicing down to
only a single variant. An example of this is if one were responsible for the development
of a specific transmission and wanted to remove any parts from the reference architecture
that are never used when that transmission is selected. The transmission could be used in
conjunction with multiple engines or within multiple platforms, so slicing the model to
only a single variant would remove much of the development context for the
transmission. Therefore, it is desirable to do a partial model slicing to simplify the
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development context and provide the user with a more accurate representation of the
parts and interfaces within the scope of all variants that use a specific transmission.
There are two main reasons a user may want to constrain a model without
narrowing to a single variant. First, a user may only be concerned with a subset of
variants, such as only vehicles that use a certain platform or only variants that use sparkignition engines. Second, a user may only be concerned with a specific part of the system,
such as a transmission controls engineer or a thermal engineer responsible for engine
cooling. In both of these cases, the user could benefit from partially slicing a superset
model to only their desired context which itself is still a model of multiple variants.
Functionality
The desired functionality is achieved through two changes to traditional FBPLE
variant realization. First, instead of forcing the user to make a selection for all features in
a feature model, the user should be able to make selections for some features and not
others. This would allow the user to specify any constraints that are known and ignore
anything not yet known. Second, instead of users selecting only a single literal for
enumeration type features, the user should have the option to select multiple literals or to
select literals to not include in the sliced model. For example, if there is a feature for
TransmissionKind with three literals (automatic, manual, continuously variable), then
instead of the user selecting one, he should be able to deselect one, which, in effect,
selects the other two. This kind of functionality calls for the definition of new terms.
•

150% model: a superset model that captures the entire variability spectrum for a
product line. From this model, any variant of the product line can be specified.
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•

125% model: a superset model that has been constrained to only include some
subset of variants of a product line, but not only a single variant.

•

100% model: a model of a single variant of a product line, created by slicing a
superset model to the point that a variant is defined, and no more variability
remains.

•

Unresolved feature: a feature in which no selections or deselections have been
made. A 150% model contains only unresolved features.

•

Narrowed feature: a feature that has been constrained by having some of its
feature literals deselected, but the remaining number literals are greater than the
feature’s multiplicity.

•

Resolved feature: a feature whose literals have been narrowed down to the
multiplicity of the feature. For a feature with a ranged multiplicity, either the
literals will need to be narrowed to the minimum multiplicity, or the feature will
need to be flagged as resolved once the number of remaining literals is within the
multiplicity range and no more narrowing will occur to generate the variant.
To exemplify these definitions, Figure 5.10 shows an example 150% vehicle

powertrain decomposition with an associated feature model, and Figure 5.11 shows one
possible 125% model of the product line.
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Figure 5.10. Example 150% model with feature model

Figure 5.11. Example 125% model with narrowed feature model

Tool Behavior
The first bit of new tool functionality needed to implement the ability to slice a
product line model in multiple stages is the ability to narrow a feature without resolving
it. This is accomplished by allowing the user to select feature literals to not include in the
125% model. This is shown in Figure 5.11 above in the EngineSizeKind feature where the
I4 literal has been deselected, but V6 and V8 are still available literals, so that feature is
not resolved yet. Once the user has made his desired selections for the 125% model
realization, the tool should evaluate each variation point to determine if it can be
evaluated to True or False or if its logic cannot be resolved based on the user’s feature
selections.
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For any elements whose variation points are evaluated as False, those elements
should be deleted from the 125% model, as has been done for GasI4 and AutoTrans in
Figure 5.11. For any elements whose variation points are evaluated to True, those
elements should be kept in the 125% model, and there should be some indication that the
variation logic for that element has been resolved, such as coloring the variation point
green, as has been done for ManualTrans. For any elements whose variation points
cannot be evaluated based on the user’s feature selections, i.e., could still be evaluated as
True or False depending on further feature selections, those elements should be left alone
with their variation points still intact.
Migrating Edits
Once a 150% model has been constrained to a 125% model, a modeler will likely
make edits to the model to reflect whatever development they are working on. For the
sake of reusability and consistency, these edits should be migrated back to the 150%
model using the following rules. Any elements that are created in the 125% model should
be added to the 150% model as well. Then, those elements should have an Existence
variation point applied to them with variation logic that matches the user’s feature
selections that created the 125% model. Of course, this logic should be made available to
the modeler so that he can make any edits to it to better reflect his modeling intentions for
the added elements. Similarly, the tool should take note of any elements that are deleted
from the 125% model, and those elements should have Existence variation points added
to them with the opposite logic that was used to create the 125% model. It is important
that the tool not simply overwrite any existing variation points with new ones. Again, the
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tool should provide a wizard to the user for edits to ensure that any new variation points
will not cause issues with the rest of the model or other variants of the product line.
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CHAPTER SIX
6. CUSTOM SYSML PROFILES

Introduction
The Vehicle Simulation Architecture Framework (VSAF) uses two custom
SysML profiles to support the functionality of the framework. In addition to the two
profiles that will be described in this chapter, the framework also uses the MBPLE
Profile [49] published by Dassault Systèmes as part of their Cameo Systems Modeler tool
[30]. Since this profile was not created as part of this research, it is described in Chapter
II as related work. The profiles described in this chapter include one to denote logical or
engineering variables and relate them to CAN signals and messages, and another profile
to denote encapsulations and simulation models as part of the Repeating Three-Tiered
Decomposition pattern described in Chapter V. These profiles are relatively simple
compared to the MBPLE profile, but they play a key role in the VSAF, nonetheless.
CAN Communication Profile
The purpose of the CAN Communication profile is to denote logical variables
used in the Logical System Architecture (Chapter IV) that need to be mapped to CAN
signals and messages in the Simulation Reference Architecture (Chapter IV). Figure 6.1
below shows the definition of this profile in SysML.
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Figure 6.1. Definition of CAN Communication SysML profile

Description of Stereotypes
This profile contains four custom stereotypes. «LogVar» is the stereotype used for
logical or engineering variables used to communicate among the different feature
software applications and subsystem controls in the Logical System Architecture. These
variables can be state data, such as what state a subsystem is in at a certain point in time;
continuous data, such as a component’s speed or temperature; or service requests, such as
an application requesting the HMI subsystem to display a message to the user. «LogVar»
is applied to flow properties in the Logical System Architecture, and this stereotype
denotes these flow properties as ones that might require CAN transmission and need to be
mapped to CAN signals.
«CANSig» is the stereotype used for CAN signals that are being represented in
SysML. Similar to «LogVar», this stereotype is applied to flow properties, but unlike
«LogVar», it is applied to flow properties in the Simulation Reference Architecture. More
specifically, «CANSig» refers to communications among ECUs on the CAN bus, which
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means the «CANSig» stereotype is used on the flow properties of Interface Blocks typed
by the «CANMsg» stereotype, since CAN messages are the actual elements being
transmitted on a CAN bus, not the individual CAN signals. Every «CANSig» flow
property must be related to a «LogVar» flow property using the «RealizedBy»
relationship. In addition, a «CANSig» element has the CANUnit attribute that denotes the
units used by the CAN signal. This is a value managed by the DBC files that define the
CAN bus traffic at implementation. The CANUnit attribute is used here to ensure that
proper unit conversions are in place when using a specific CAN signal.
«CANMsg» is the stereotype for CAN messages that are being represented in
SysML. This stereotype is applied to Interface Blocks that are used to type the ports of
ECUs in the Simulation Reference Architecture. A CAN message is a group of CAN
signals that are passed as a single message on a CAN bus. Network engineers use DBC
files to define these CAN messages, including which node on the bus transmits each
message, which signals are packed onto each message, the units of each signal, the
minimum, maximum, factor, and offset for the signals’ values, as well as the meanings of
each value if a signal is an enumeration. The «CANMsg» stereotype defines the DBCFile
attribute to link a CAN message to one or more DBC files. This linking is meant to
ensure consistency between the DBC files and their SysML representations. The CAN
attribute assigns a CAN channel to each CAN message for routing purposes when
multiple CAN channels are used, which has become common in the automotive domain.
Finally, «CANMsg» has a TxNode attribute to denote which ECU is responsible for
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transmitting a CAN message. Similar to CANUnit for a «CANSig», TxNode is managed
directly by the DBC files.
«RealizedBy» is a relationship that crosses the boundary between the Logical
System Architecture and Simulation Reference Architecture by letting the user define
which «CANSig» flow properties will be used in the simulation model to realize the
«LogVar» flow properties defined in the logical representation of the system. This
mapping can easily be performed in either a Dependency or Allocation Matrix, and
because this mapping is done in a reference architecture model instead of individually in
each subsystem or application’s model, the «RealizedBy» relationship can be reused in
subsequent simulations to reduce the amount of effort needed to build each simulation.
Benefits of the CAN Communication Profile
The purpose of the CAN Communication profile is two-fold. First, because the
profile allows CAN signals and messages to be formally represented in SysML, it enables
consistency checks to be performed among DBC files, the SysML reference architecture,
and its derived simulation models. One of the challenges of building simulations using an
ECU network is the routing of signals. This task is often an iterative process between the
simulation engineers and network engineers to specify the CAN architecture and data
flow. Using this profile in the reference architecture, the CAN architecture and data flow
can be specified in SysML as the simulation model is built, and this information can be
passed along to network engineers for their part of the process. Maintaining consistency
between the SysML model and DBC files should reduce the time and effort needed to
build a simulation of an ECU network.
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Second, because the profile enables the mapping of logical variables to CAN
signals, it allows for the development of subsystems and applications to be agnostic of
implementation details. This should ease the burden in the early development stages by
letting developers work with logical variables and not worry about CAN signals or which
ECU will implement a function or provide data. Allocating controls to ECUs and
mapping logical variables to CAN signals is done later. Another benefit of this approach
has to do with variant management. Many logical variables are common among multiple
variants, but the exact CAN signal that represents the variable, or the ECU that
broadcasts the CAN signal, is often variant-specific. Trying to keep these
implementation-based variations in mind during the development of an application can
hinder the work or, in a worse case, force the development to be variant-specific, leading
to multiple versions of a single logical function. Instead, the CAN Communication profile
allows functions to be developed in an implementation-independent manner, and the
derivation of variant-specific functions is simply a matter of changing the mapping of
logical variables to the CAN signals used in a specific variant.
Simulation Block Profile
The purpose of the Simulation Block profile is to assist the Repeating ThreeTiered Decomposition pattern described in Chapter V. This pattern uses abstract blocks
to represent different hardware components of the system, and these abstract blocks act as
wrappers for specific simulation model components that can fill the role of the abstract
block. Figure 6.2 below shows the definition of this profile in SysML.
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Figure 6.2. Definition of Simulation Block SysML profile

This profile contains two custom stereotypes. «SimEncap» is the stereotype used
for the abstract wrapper blocks in the Repeating Three-Tiered Decomposition pattern.
These can appear in either the Abstract tier or the Model tier. In the Abstract tier, the
«SimEncap» represents a generic hardware component of the system, such as a
powertrain or an engine. To be clear, it does not represent a specific engine like a 5.7-liter
V8 engine, but instead the generic role of the engine within the simulation model. These
«SimEncap» blocks are wrappers for self-contained simulation model components. In the
Model tier, the «SimEncap» block is the wrapper for the skeleton simulation models at
the Skeleton tier. These are models that define the architecture and connections of the
subsystem being simulated, but the architecture must be modularly composed using
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lower-level simulation model components. Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 in Chapter V show
more detail about the Repeating Three-Tiered Decomposition pattern.
«SimModel» is the stereotype used for SysML black box representations of
simulation model components in the Simulation Reference Architecture. A «SimModel»
is an encapsulation under a «SimEncap» wrapper, which denotes what role the simulation
model component fills in the overall simulation architecture. «SimModel» blocks relate
one-to-one to simulation model components stored in the repository, the location of
which is recorded using the modelURL attribute. This attribute ensures that when a
specific model component is selected to be used in a simulation, it is easily found in the
repository. Additionally, any updates to the model component, such as changes to its
interface, can be reflected in its SysML «SimModel» black box representation by linking
it directly to the model. Also, since each model component will also have a representation
in the ontology that is used to document the models (Chapter VII), the ontology
Individual and SysML Block are linked using the «SimModel» ontologyIRI attribute.
This attribute is used in conjunction with variation points to slice the reference
architecture to a desired simulation context, as described in Chapter III.
The «SimModel» stereotype is used in both the Model tier and Skeleton tier of the
Repeating Three-Tiered Decomposition pattern. «SimModel» elements in the Model tier
are self-contained simulation model components that are ready to be used in a simulation,
as in, the model has been completely defined and would only require parameterization
and connections to other models to be executed. «SimModel» blocks in the Skeleton tier
are also simulation model components, but these require lower-level model components
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to be plugged in for them to be ready to execute. Therefore, they are the link between the
layers of the decomposition pattern.
Figure 6.3 below shows how the «SimEncap» and «SimModel» stereotypes are
used within the Repeating Three-Tiered Decomposition pattern in the Simulation
Reference Architecture.

Figure 6.3. Example of using the Simulation Block profile’s stereotypes
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CHAPTER SEVEN
7. MODEL DOCUMENTATION AND SEARCHING

Introduction and Motivation
This chapter discusses a critical factor in promoting reuse of simulation models
and reducing rework of recreating models that already exist: model documentation.
Regardless of how well a model is designed and built, if only the author knows the model
exists or how to use it, there is nearly no chance the model will be reused, even if it fits
another context perfectly. One of the most difficult tasks in a large organization that
develops complex systems is the efficient transfer of information among the various
departments and people. As described in Chapter II, static document-based
documentation has traditionally been the primary form of knowledge transfer. Model
Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) has taken great strides in representing and
communicating information in a manner that is dynamic and efficient. Therefore, a
model-based approached to simulation model documentation is likely to provide benefits
over static document-based approaches.
SAE’s J2998 standard [101], described and critiqued in Chapter II, is the current
standard for documenting ground vehicle simulation models. Using this standard ensures
that documentation of simulation models will be complete and standardized, but there are
some issues with J2998 that make it impractical to use. The key issue is that the formal
classifications used in J2998 are not expressive enough to include all possible contexts
and all potential physical phenomena that a simulation model component may cover.
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J2998 gets around this by using text-based classifications. Text-based documentation is
sufficient for one who’s goal is to learn about a certain simulation model, but it is
difficult to use when searching through a repository of models for ones that fit a certain
context. Searches are either laborious due to the necessity of having someone read
through a plethora of documents, or searches are incomplete as the user performing the
search may use different keywords to describe his context than the various authors of
simulation models and their documentation. Additionally, text-based documentation can
be cumbersome for modelers, which often means they skip the documentation step
altogether, which eliminates any possibility of reusing a model they built. A better
approach to simulation model documentation must be formal, scalable, and expressive.
Formal documentation methods allow for models to be described in a way that is
machine-readable and easy to search. When describing a model of an engine, one person
may characterize it as being a thermodynamic model, and another person may say that
the model includes heat transfer. While these two people may be referring to the same
phenomenon, it is difficult to know for sure, and searching through such documentation
becomes burdensome. Formalized characterization of models alleviates this concern. A
scalable method of documentation ensures that the method is lightweight enough for
modelers to actually use while still being applicable to a wide range of models.
Standardized classifications and indexed description terms are often the approach to
improve scalability. However, this must be balanced with expressiveness. A standardized
documentation method is of little use if it is not expressive enough to distinguish one
model from another. For example, a model of an engine may or may not include
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combustion dynamics, so this is a phenomenon that must be captured in the
documentation. A transmission model will never consider combustion dynamics, but it
may use one of several friction models to describe the interaction of clutch packs.
Therefore, a successful documentation method should allow for engine models to be
described by a different set of phenomena than transmission models. However, the
descriptions cannot become so vague as to lose their formality and expressiveness, nor
can the descriptions become so precise as to overburden the modeler and lose scalability.
How Model Documentation is Used
The two primary reasons for documenting simulation models are (1) to enable
searching of existing models to find ones that fit a desired simulation context and (2) to
inform users of how to use a simulation model once it has been selected. In the Vehicle
Simulation Architecture Framework (VSAF), a formal ontology is used to search through
simulation models, then the ontology collaborates with the SysML Simulation Reference
Architecture to provide information about using the selected simulation models. To do
this, information about the simulation models is captured in the ontology. This
information can include metadata, interfaces, characteristics, dependencies, and
compatibilities. A user with a desired simulation analysis in mind would query the
ontology for simulation model components that could be used to perform the desired
analysis. Once queried, the output of the ontology is a list of relevant simulation model
components, and this list is used in the SysML reference architecture to slice the SysML
model down to only the relevant components. At that point, the reference architecture is
responsible for showing the user how to connect the model components to each other to
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form a full simulation model. Between the model biography information provided by the
ontology and the model connectivity information provided by the SysML reference
architecture, the user will have all the information necessary to build a simulation. Figure
7.1 below shows where the various information about a simulation model originates and
which other tools use that information.

Figure 7.1. Sources of information in the Vehicle Simulation Architecture Framework

In this research, the Web Ontology Language (OWL) [93] was used, and Protégé
[109] was the tool used to model with OWL. No formal comparison of ontology
languages or tools was performed, but OWL is one of the most popular ontology
languages [94]; however, any language capable of representing a hierarchical structure
and interdependencies of elements should be acceptable. Concretely determining a best
ontology language or tool for the VSAF is possible future work.
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Information Captured in the Ontology
As used in the VSAF, the ontological documentation must capture a wide range of
information about each simulation model. First, the ontology records metadata about each
model. This can include the author of the model, when the model was first created and
last edited, and the version of the simulation tool that was used to create the model. This
metadata is useful, for example, for searching for models created by a specific person or
after a certain date when some fundamental change may have been made to the system’s
design. Next, the ontology records which component of the system a simulation model
component represents, e.g., an engine model or a transmission model. This can also
include details about which variants of the component a model can be used to represent,
such as an engine model that can be configured to represent any naturally aspirated Vblock engine but would not be acceptable for forced-induction or I-block engines.
The ontology also captures the level of fidelity of a simulation model component.
In this research, the level of fidelity of a model is determined by the physical phenomena
that it considers as well as the idealizations that are made in the model. As discussed
above, an engine model may include or ignore things like heat transfer, combustion
dynamics, and valve flow dynamics, or a transmission model may consider fluid
dynamics for the torque converter, friction for the clutch packs, or may instead provide
idealized gear ratio changes without any shifting dynamics. These model characteristics
can be a useful aspect for searching through simulation model components for a specific
context. For example, a simulation whose purpose is to monitor an engine’s temperature
during a drive cycle would require component models that include thermal dynamics.
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Therefore, the model documentation ontology must also capture relationships between
desired simulation analyses and model fidelity. When a user specifies a desired analysis,
there are certain aspects inherently of interest to the user. For example, a 0-60 mph
acceleration simulation is meant to estimate a vehicle’s acceleration performance, so
physical phenomena that affect acceleration performance should be included in the
selected simulation model components. The tire model should include tire slip, the
transmission model should account for shift time, and the platform model should account
for longitudinal load transfer. Of course, the user should be able to specify in the query if
some of these are not of concern in the desired simulation. Capturing these relationships
allows a query to find models that are suitable for a desired analysis without defaulting to
unnecessarily high-fidelity models that include characteristics not needed for the analysis.
In addition to metadata and behavioral information, the ontology also captures
compatibility information. One kind of compatibility is based on variant configuration. If
the user specifies a particular vehicle variant as the subject of the simulation, this implies
a specific set of components, such as the engine, transmission, and platform variants used
in that vehicle variant. From this, the ontology can narrow down which engine models,
transmission models, and platform models can be used in the simulation based on which
ones can represent the desired variants of these components. There may also be
compatibility constraints between plant models and controller models. It is likely that not
all powertrain control models can work with any engine model, so once the selection of
engine models is narrowed, the selection of powertrain control models can also be
narrowed. In addition to plant-controller compatibility, plant-plant compatibility can be
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used to narrow the selection of relevant models. For example, even if a certain engine and
transmission are used together in a vehicle, that does not guarantee that every model of
that engine can connect to every model of that transmission. In instances of interface
incompatibilities, some models can be excluded from the final list of relevant models.
Another kind of compatibility is based on simulation configuration. If the purpose
of a simulation is to estimate the fuel economy of a vehicle, then one of the models,
likely the engine model, should calculate fuel consumption, or there needs to be an
external conversation from energy to fuel. Another example of this would be that most
hard acceleration or deceleration analyses require tire slip to be considered, so any
idealized tire models that do not consider the dynamics of the tire under slippage
conditions should not be used in these simulations. These types of compatibilities can be
more difficult for a user to know when designing a simulation, but having them formally
represented in an ontology can help avoid many compatibility errors.
Degrees of Simulation Model Variance
One of the challenges with simulation model documentation is the wide range of
variance that models can exhibit. This research uncovered three degrees of variance that
must be managed with regards to characteristics that the ontology must capture. The first
degree of variance is granularity, which has to do with how much of the system a
simulation model represents. For example, there could be a single model that represents
the behavior of the entire powertrain of a vehicle, or there could be individual models for
the engine, transmission, and driveline that need to be connected to build a virtual
powertrain, or there could even be components of each of these models, such as separate
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models for the intake plenum, cylinders, and exhaust manifold of an engine. The
granularity of these models determines what other kinds of models are needed to build a
full virtual vehicle. It is important to note that granularity also applies to controller
models. There could be a model of an ECU with all its controls, or there could be a standalone battery control strategy model for an electric vehicle that needs to be allocated to an
ECU, or there could be a model to estimate the battery state of charge that must be
combined with other control algorithms to build a complete battery control strategy
model.
The second degree of variance is scope, which has to do with the number of
variants a simulation model can represent. For example, a transmission model could be
highly specialized to represent only a specific 8-speed automatic transmission, or a
transmission model could be built in a more generic manner that allows it to be
configured to represent any automatic transmission with any number of speeds and gear
ratios. Each of these models has their purpose. In most cases, the specialized transmission
model is at a high level of fidelity and calculates many states and variables of the
transmission, while the generic model is designed to be easily applicable in many
simulations but likely abstracts away and idealizes many of the physical phenomena that
the specialized model considers.
The third degree of variance is fidelity, which has to do with the physical
phenomena considered and idealizations taken by each simulation model component. For
example, an IC engine model could be logic-based, using simple transfer functions and
quasi-steady state lookup tables to represent the engine’s behavior. Or the model could be
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physics-based, being a mean-value model that uses differential equations to estimate the
transient behavior of the engine. Each of these kinds of models has tradeoffs, such as
computation speed and accuracy. Ideally, an ontology query would find the models that
include only the physical phenomena and quantities that the user is interested in
considering in the simulation. Again, fidelity is not limited to only plant models. An
engine control algorithm may consider or ignore the engine’s temperature as an input, or
the CAN bus portion of the vehicle model may have idealized signal passing or include
network physics such as signal collisions. Fidelity also affects the compatibility of
models. If a high-fidelity engine model takes a camshaft phasing command as an input,
then it must be paired with a controller that provides a camshaft phasing command. Or if
an engine model uses a pair of thermal liquid ports to represent coolant flow instead of a
simpler thermal port to represent engine cooling, then it must be paired with a radiator
model that uses the same kinds of ports.
Attempted Solution with an FBPLE Feature Model
Before settling on using a formal ontology for model documentation, this research
included an investigation of Feature-Based Product Line Engineering (FBPLE) feature
models as the method for model documentation. This section will summarize approaches
explored and the findings from this research. The conclusions drawn from this effort
became the deciding factors for using a formal ontology. Figure 7.2 below shows a
sample FBPLE feature model that was used to document simulation models and create
variation logic to slice the Simulation Reference Architecture.
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Figure 7.2. Example FBPLE feature model for managing simulation model variants

Since Ford Motor Company was the main supporter of this research, many of the
features in the above feature model are tailored for Ford vehicles. All the vehicle
information shown in Figure 7.2, as well as the rest of this dissertation, are available in
the public domain. In the FBPLE approach, the feature model is split into three main
Feature Groups. The VehArchFG determines the vehicle variant of interest, including the
suspension platform and powertrain architecture. The VehCtrlFG designates the customer
features to be included in the simulation, which mostly affects the sensor suite and
control algorithms in the model. These first two Feature Groups are not new to this
research; they are commonly used in vehicle description models to specify variants. The
third Feature Group, SimFG, was developed as part of this research to manage the level
of fidelity of the simulation models. The SimFG underwent three iterations representing
three unique approaches to documenting and managing simulation model fidelity. Figure
7.3 below demonstrates these three approaches.
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Figure 7.3. Three approaches for representing simulation model characteristics in a feature model

The first approach, shown in the upper right corner of Figure 7.3, describes each
simulation model component by the physical phenomena it considers. The SimFG
follows a similar decomposition as the Simulation Reference Architecture, and each
model element would have a corresponding feature that lists the possible physical
phenomena that could be considered in a simulation model of that component. This
approach was found to be sufficiently expressive but not scalable because the feature
model would be nearly as large as the reference architecture it manages due to each
model element having its own feature.
The other extreme to this approach is shown in the lower right corner of Figure
7.3, which defines standardized levels of fidelity for each major subsystem of the vehicle.
Each level of fidelity would have a formal definition of the physical phenomena
considered and idealizations taken in a simulation model of a specific subsystem. This
approach was found to be scalable, but not sufficiently expressive. A simulation model
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could easily straddle the line between the formal definition of two levels of fidelity, and
by not including lower-level components of the vehicle, many simulation model
components were left out. This approach could, at best, generalize a simulation model
and narrow down the repository, but it would be unlikely to be able to select a single
simulation model that fits the desired context based on standardized levels of fidelity.
The third approach for the SimFG, shown in the lower left corner of Figure 7.3, is
a hybrid of the previous two approaches and can be thought of as following the Repeating
Three-Tiered Decomposition pattern. In this approach, standardized levels of fidelity are
defined for the top-level subsystems of the vehicle, but one of the feature selections is
component. This selection states that none of the standardized levels of fidelity
sufficiently describe a given simulation model component, so it activates the next level of
granularity with their own standardized levels of fidelity. This way, a more expressive
selection can be made if desired. However, this approach was found to cause extremely
complicated variation logic within the variation points in the Simulation Reference
Architecture, increasing the likelihood of errors in the model.
In the end, none of these approaches were found to be satisfactory for
documenting and searching simulation models. An FBPLE feature model is not able to
balance scalability and expressiveness when so many degrees of variance exist in the
domain, as discussed in the previous section. Also, an FBPLE feature model is
hierarchical in nature, which forces variant specifications to be done in a hierarchical
manner. This can be difficult to do when a user is unsure of their exact simulation context
and wishes to search the space for relevant models. Due to these drawbacks, focused
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turned to finding an approach outside of FBPLE feature models that is formal, scalable,
expressive, easy to search, and does not cause complex variation logic.
Advantages of Ontologies and Future Work
Using a formal ontology provides several advantages over an FBPLE feature
model. First, the ontology model is not inherently hierarchical. Nearly all ontologies use
hierarchical relationships like class-subclass, but these relationships are typically used for
the inheritance of properties and other relationships, not for ordering the model itself.
Because of this, searching the model and specifying a variant can be done in any order,
unlike with FBPLE where variants are specified by the Feature Group hierarchy defined
in the feature model. Next, a formal ontology is more expressive than a feature model. A
feature model’s primary purpose is to define implementation-independent features of the
system that are then used as the logic for slicing the 150% model. By contrast, an
ontological model defines both characteristics and relationships of the model
components. The ontology uses classes to define elements and to allow for the
inheritance of properties, it uses data properties to define characteristics of the elements,
and it uses object properties to define relationships, dependencies, and constraints among
the elements.
Ontologies employ sophisticated reasoning engines and query languages like
SPARQL [95] which allows them to be queried from nearly any perspective. A user can
ask to see models that represent a specific part, models that are compatible with a specific
system variant or another model, or models that were created by a specific author. This
freedom allows users to search for models by what they care about and not only by the
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features of the model. In addition, the combination of the sophisticated search engine and
expressiveness of the ontology allows for advanced reasoning. The selection of one
model could constrain the range of other models which could subsequently narrow the
selections of other models. This chain-reaction style searching means it takes less effort
from the user to query the ontology. In addition, the search engine can provide results
that are similar to the user’s desired context when exact matches are not available. When
a particular model does not exist, the ontology can provide a model that is close to what
the user wants, which provides a good starting model for developing the new model.
Finally, because of the expressiveness of the ontology and the advanced nature of the
search engine, the variation logic for slicing the SysML Simulation Reference
Architecture becomes simple. The heavy lifting of querying and searching the model
repository is done by the ontology, so the SysML model is sliced by removing any
elements in the reference architecture that were eliminated during the ontology query. An
example of this is shown in Chapter VIII.
Summary
This chapter has described the motivation and purpose of simulation model
documentation, as well as some characteristics that should be focused on, such as
formality, expressiveness, scalability, and ease of searching. This research attempted
three approaches using an FBPLE feature model, but those methods all proved
insufficient. A comparison with formal ontologies shows the ontology to be a better
choice based on the criteria above. However, while this dissertation has defined what the
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model documentation ontology should do within the VSAF, it has not resulted in what
the best way to do this would be.
Determining best practices for structuring, organizing, and maintaining an
ontology for a specific purpose is a large task requiring extensive research and testing;
therefore, it is outside the scope of this dissertation. Future work could go about
developing and testing approaches for simulation model documentation using a formal
ontology such that the benefits described in this chapter are realized. For the sake of the
VSAF, the assumption is made that the ontology is able to input the desired simulation
context from the user and the desired model behavior from the SysML Logical System
Architecture, and its output is a list of the relevant simulation models in the repository,
which is used to slice the SysML Simulation Reference Architecture. This functionality is
described in more detail in Chapter III and exemplified in Chapter VIII.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
8. FRAMEWORK USE CASE

Chapter III has presented the novel Vehicle Simulation Architecture Framework
(VSAF), and Chapters IV-VII have detailed the various innovations that enable the
framework. This chapter’s purpose is to employ a use case to exemplify the VSAF and
show how the innovations come together to streamline the simulation creation process
and lower the overall cost of simulations. The use case presented in this chapter is of the
development and simulation of an adaptive cruise control (aCC) feature for a product line
of passenger vehicles. It is important to note that everything shown in this chapter is for
the purpose of demonstrating the VSAF only. While this research was funded in part by
Ford Motor Company, none of this use case’s contents come from them or any other
organization. All subsystems, abstractions, signals, structures, behaviors, and models,
while meant to be realistic, were created solely for this dissertation. Additionally, this use
case is purposefully a simplified version of a passenger vehicle feature; a full-scale
feature, including all its intricacies, redundancies, and fault management would be
outside the scope of a dissertation while also clouding the purpose of this chapter.
Logical System Architecture
As stated, the use case is an aCC feature. This feature includes the functionalities
of maintaining a desired speed set by the driver, maintaining a desired distance to a lead
vehicle set by the driver, providing minor steering to keep the vehicle within its lane, and
providing emergency braking for accident avoidance. The passenger vehicle product line
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that this feature is being developed for is broken down into the following eleven abstract
subsystems:
•

Power Unit: engine, fuel system, electric motors, batteries

•

Drivetrain: transmission, differentials, transfer case, driveshafts

•

Brakes: disc/drum brakes, parking brake, wheel hubs

•

Steering: steering linkages, automated steering control

•

Suspension: springs, shocks, active suspension control

•

Driver Controls: pedals, steering wheel/column, cabin buttons/switches

•

Driver Displays: dashboard, center console displays, heads-up display

•

ADAS Sensors: cameras, ultrasonic, RADAR, LiDAR

•

Climate Control: air conditioning, cabin heat, cabin ventilation

•

Cabin Exterior: doors, windows, mirrors, exterior lights

•

Cabin Interior: seats, audio, interior lights
In general, the aCC feature software application needs to receive data from the

Driver Controls, ADAS Sensors, Drivetrain, and Steering subsystems, and it sends
requests to the Power Unit, Brakes, Steering, and Driver Displays subsystems. With this,
the first step in using the VSAF is to create a black box representation of the feature’s
software application. This includes encapsulating the aCC’s feature logic under an
abstract wrapper that defines the inputs and outputs of the application with the other
subsystems, as shown in Figure 8.1 below.
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Figure 8.1. Adaptive cruise control's software application's interface definition

The aCC application’s black box was created using the guidelines defined in
Chapter IV. Figure 8.1 shows that the aCC control logic intakes the driver’s inputs
regarding the speed and distance set points as well as other driver inputs that affect the
feature, information from the ADAS sensors regarding the vehicle’s distance to other
vehicles and it position within its lane, and information from powertrain and steering
regarding the vehicle’s speed and yaw rate. Its outputs include acceleration requests to
the powertrain, deceleration requests to the brakes, steering angle requests to the steering,
and display requests to the HMI. Once the aCC black box is created, it is added to the
VSAF’s SysML reference architecture and connected to the appropriate subsystems as
shown in Figure 8.2 below.
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Figure 8.2. Logical System Architecture for a passenger vehicle product line
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The Logical System Architecture already contains the black boxes of the
subsystems (left side of Figure 8.2) and other applications (right side of Figure 8.2) as
maintained by their respective development teams. The aCC application’s black box
(upper-right corner of Figure 8.2) is connected to the subsystems’ black boxes based on
the interface of the application as defined in Figure 8.1. The subsystems’ interfaces,
created and maintained by each subsystem’s development team, is shown in Figure 8.3
below. The aCC development team selected a subset of these flow properties to be used
in the aCC’s software application as shown in Figure 8.1, which determines the aCC
feature’s overall context within the system.

Figure 8.3. Subsystems' logical interface definitions
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Once the aCC black box has been added to the Logical System Architecture, the
vehicle model can be sliced to only show the context of the aCC feature. This is done by
using a plugin script that reads the interface of the aCC black box to determine which
subsystems and which behaviors of those subsystems are required for the execution of the
feature end-to-end. This automatic slicing is only possible if each subsystem has its
interface well-defined, including which requests it accepts, what behaviors can be
expected from each request, and what data each subsystem provides. In this way, the
feature developers do not need to worry about the implementation details of the
subsystems; they need only take advantage of the interfaces that provide the behavior
they require as part of their feature. Therefore, the aCC feature application’s interface is
read by the plugin to determine which subsystems and behaviors to slice away from the
feature’s context model. Figure 8.4 below shows the Logical System Architecture after it
has been sliced to only the aCC feature’s context. The remaining subsystems are the ones
that will need to be included in a vehicle-level simulation of the aCC feature.
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Figure 8.4. Logical System Architecture sliced to adaptive cruise control feature's context

Mapping from Logical to Simulation Perspectives
The next step is for the user to begin bridging the gap between the Logical System
Architecture and the Simulation Reference Architecture by mapping the logical elements
to their simulation counterparts. For the application and subsystems, this is done with a
SysML Allocation Matrix. These logical elements are listed on the side of the matrix, and
the ECUs of the system are listed across the top. Here, the user can denote which ECUs
will implement the controls for the application and each subsystem. As discussed in
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Chapter IV, this could also be done in two steps: one matrix for mapping subsystem and
application controls to software and another matrix for allocating software to ECUs. A
two-stage mapping of logical elements to ECUs may provide better traceability for
organizations that use several levels of abstraction in their description models. These
allocation matrices are only concerned with controls; the plant side of the model is
handled in a later step. If a subsystem’s controls are complex enough that they are
allocated to multiple ECUs, this can be accomplished by decomposing the subsystem’s
controls into top-level subsystems that are allocated separately. Additionally, predefined
allocation schemes that correspond to different variants of the system can be set such that
the user can select one instead of allocating each logical element manually for each
simulation, as described in Chapter IV. Figure 8.5 below shows the ECU allocation for
the aCC feature.

Figure 8.5. Logical element-to-ECU allocation matrix
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With the logical elements allocated, the next step is to map the logical variables
from the Logical System Architecture to the CAN signals that will realize them in the
Simulation Reference Architecture. Like allocating logical elements to ECUs, the CAN
signal mapping is performed using a Dependency Matrix with a new «RealizedBy»
relationship as defined in the CAN Communication custom SysML profile introduced in
Chapter VI. Also defined in the profile are the stereotypes «LogVar», «CANSig», and
«CANMsg» for logical variables, CAN signals, and CAN messages, respectively. The
«LogVar» stereotype is applied to the flow properties used in the Logical System
Architecture, like vehAccCmd and otherVehsLocation in Figure 8.1. In the Simulation
Reference Architecture, CAN messages are defined as Interface Blocks, and CAN signals
are their flow properties. The CAN signal and CAN message definitions in the
Simulation Reference Architecture are maintained independently from any feature
application or subsystem development so that they can be reused for any simulation. A
dependency matrix is used to apply the «RealizedBy» relationship from «LogVar»s to
«CANSig»s, which in turn determines which «CANMsg»s are needed for the simulation.
It is possible that multiple CAN signals are needed to realize a logical variable once
count, quality factor, check sum, and other such quantities are considered. The CAN
signal mapping for the aCC feature is shown in Figure 8.6 below.
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Figure 8.6. Logical variable-to-CAN signal dependency matrix
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This dependency matrix determines which «CANMsg» Interface Blocks will be
used in the Simulation Reference Architecture for the aCC feature simulation, and the
previous ECU allocation matrix determines which ECUs are used and what behaviors and
functions they perform. With these two pieces of information, a plugin can automatically
build each ECU’s CAN interface based on which subsystems intake and produce each
logical variable, which ECUs implement each subsystem’s controls, which CAN signals
realize each logical variable, and which CAN messages contain each CAN signal. By
walking through this progression, the plugin generates a table showing the data flow of
the simulation, as can be seen for the aCC feature in Table 8.1 below.
Table 8.1. Simulation CAN message flow

ECU Network
Next, the allocations from the logical perspective to the simulation perspective are
used to build each ECU’s CAN interface in the Simulation Reference Architecture. An
example superset interface definition for the HMI control module is shown in Figure 8.7
below. Each ECU would similarly have its superset interface previously defined in the
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Simulation Reference Architecture to be sliced by the logical-to-simulation perspective
allocations.

Figure 8.7. Definition of CAN signals, CAN messages, and the HMI ECU interface

The Simulation Reference Architecture defines the superset ECU network for the
product line. This includes all ECUs that could be included in any variant and the CAN
bus each ECU would be connected to. With the information from the allocation matrices
from the previous section, the VSAF slices away any ECUs or any CAN messages from
the ECUs’ interfaces that are not needed for the desired simulation, and it builds a
skeleton ECU network with the CAN data flow for a simulation of the aCC feature.
Figure 8.8 below shows the transformation from the 150% ECU network (top) to the
sliced aCC ECU network (bottom). The connections between each ECUs and its CAN
bus are retained, and the data flow is managed by slicing the ECUs’ Interface Blocks as
shown in Figure 8.7 above.
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Figure 8.8. 150% ECU network sliced to adaptive cruise control’s context ECU network

The information from this part of the model, including the ECUs and data flow
needed for the simulation, is sent to the network engineers so they can configure the
appropriate DBC files for the simulation. These DBC files will then be used in the final
step of the VSAF to assemble the full simulation.
Model Documentation Ontology
At this point, the VSAF turns to the model documentation ontology described in
Chapter VII. The purpose of the ontology is to characterize the simulation model
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components that are available in the organization’s model repository. This allows the user
to query the ontology for simulation model components that fit the desired simulation.
One of the ways the user can query the ontology is by the system variant the user wants
to run the analysis on. The ontology defines the variants of the system by denoting which
subsystem variants and component variants are used in each system variant. Figure 8.9
below shows an example of how a passenger vehicle variant could be defined. In this use
case, the ontology defines variants of Ford vehicles, but it is important to note that all the
information shown in the ontology is available in the public domain.

Figure 8.9. Ontology definition of a product line class and variant instances

Figure 8.9 shows the P702 product line, including attributes of the product line
such as the platform, engine, and transmission options available for the product line.
Variants of the product line are defined as Instances, then Object Properties denote
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exactly which subsystems and components are used in each variant, as can be seen in the
lower right corner of Figure 8.9. Once the user selects the desired variant, the next step is
to relate the selection to simulation model components that could be used to represent the
selected variant. The ontology does this by defining Classes for the system’s components
and also defining Classes for the simulation models of these components, as shown in
Figure 8.10 below.

Figure 8.10. Ontology definition of an Engine class instance and an EngineModel class instance

The upper left of Figure 8.10 shows the Instance for an engine variant, including
some information defined via Object Properties. The lower left shows the Instance for an
engine simulation model component, and one of its Object Properties asserts that this
engine model can represent the selected engine variant. Using the reasoner included with
the ontology, symmetric and inverse Object Properties can be extended as shown on the
right side of Figure 8.10. In this case, the EngMdl_Advanced_Turbo Instance has the
Object Property representsEngine with the target 3.5L_V6_EcoBoost. Since the
representsEngine Object Property is a SubProperty of representsPart, and representsPart
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has an Inverse Object Property isRepresentedBy, 3.5L_V6_EcoBoost automatically
receives the isRepresentedBy Object Property with EngMdl_Advanced_Turbo as the
target. This allows the ontology’s search engine to search for models that are compatible
with a component or components that can be represented by a model. In addition to
searching for and finding compatible model components, the ontology also helps
parameterize the models, as shown in Figure 8.11 below.

Figure 8.11. Ontology definition of Platform class and PlatformModel class

On the left side of Figure 8.11 is the Platform Class that has some Data Properties
applied to it. These Data Properties are instantiated for each Instance of Platform, and
these values can then be used as parameters to initialize the selected PlatformModel on
the right side of Figure 8.11.
Besides the system variant, other information that the user can query the ontology
by includes the following:
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•

Simulation analysis: the test to be run on the system, and the environmental
conditionals under which the test will be run

•

Desired observables: values the user wants to monitor. These can include key
performance indicators, transient state variables, event occurrences, or software
signals

•

Model metadata: author, date created or last edited, simulation software or tool
and version of software or tool
All this information is useful for the search engine to narrow down the selection

of relevant models, including models not directly related to the system of interest, such as
road models and drive cycle schedules for a vehicle simulation, as shown in Figure 8.12
below.

Figure 8.12. Ontology instances of RoadModel and DriveCycleSchedule classes

In addition to the user’s inputs, information from the sliced Logical System
Architecture is used to query the ontology. This information includes the necessary
system content (which subsystems, hardware, software, and ECUs are required for the
desired simulation analysis) and desired behaviors (what behaviors or services each
subsystem shall have, what controls each ECU shall include, and the data flow among
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subsystems and/or ECUs). This information is combined with the user’s inputs and the
ontology’s reasoner to determine which ECU models are compatible with the desired
system and subsystem’s variants and contain the controls and behaviors necessary for the
desired analysis. A breakdown of the various Classes for this use case’s subsystems and
ECU models is shown in Figure 8.13 below.

Figure 8.13. Passenger vehicle simulation ontology class hierarchy

The ontology query results in a list of simulation model components that are
relevant to the user’s desired analysis and context. This list is in the form of ontology
IRIs that correspond to simulation model components in the repository. The list is used as
the input to the SysML Simulation Reference Architecture to slice it down to the
simulation’s context. The list of the relevant simulation model components’ IRIs for this
use case is shown in Table 8.2 below.
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Table 8.2. Ontology query results of relevant simulation model components

Simulation Reference Architecture
With the adaptive cruise control feature added to the Logical System Architecture,
the logical elements mapped to their simulation-perspective counterparts, and the model
documentation ontology queried for relevant simulation model components, the next step
is to use the SysML Simulation Reference Architecture to build and configure the full
simulation model. Like the Logical System Architecture, the Simulation Reference
Architecture is built and maintained by a dedicated team instead of adding to the
workload of the subsystem and feature developers. For the passenger vehicle in this use
case, the Simulation Reference Architecture has four top-level parts, as shown in Figure
8.14 below.
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Figure 8.14. Top level of the Simulation Reference Architecture for a passenger vehicle

Starting in the upper left of Figure 8.14 and moving clockwise, the ECUNetwork
contains all the ECUs and CAN buses to model the controls and associated data flow of
the system. The DriverModel represents the external controller of the system, which is a
human driver in the case of a passenger vehicle. In a simulation, the external controller
can take many forms, from a trace following algorithm to a user interface that allows the
simulation user to manually apply inputs. The VehicleModel is the plant model of the
system, and the EnvironmentModel represents the boundary conditions in which the plant
model operates. Most distributed-processing mechatronic systems can take a similar toplevel architecture for their own simulation models. In this use case, the DriverModel and
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EnvironmentModel are instantiated using the Encapsulation pattern described in Chapter
V, an example of which is shown in Figure 8.15 below.

Figure 8.15. Definition of driver model black box variants using the Encapsulation pattern

Figure 8.15 shows the abstract DriverModel block that is used to type the drvrMdl
part in Figure 8.14, and underneath are four options for a driver model. These differ by
which kinds of vehicles they can control (automatic or manual transmission vehicles) and
how they are controlled (trace following or external inputs from the user). As
encapsulations under an abstract wrapper, these Blocks are applied with the «SimModel»
stereotype, defined in Chapter VI. This stereotype has a modelURL attribute that denotes
the location of the associated simulation model component in the organization’s model
repository. It also has an ontologyIRI attribute that directs the slicing of the Simulation
Reference Architecture. Each «SimModel»’s ontologyIRI is compared to the list of IRIs
from the ontology query in Table 8.2 to determine if that element is within the scope of
the desired simulation context. In this use case, the only driver model that has an
ontologyIRI that matches any of the IRIs in the list from the ontology query is the
DriverExternalAutoTrans; therefore, this is the Block that is used to type the drvrMdl
part once the Simulation Reference Architecture is sliced, as shown in Figure 8.16 below.
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Figure 8.16. Using the Encapsulation pattern to specify the driver and environment models

Using the Encapsulation pattern, the types of the parts can be changed without
requiring a refactoring of the model itself. Additionally, connections among model
elements are retained, but the data flow across these connections are managed using
superset Interface Blocks with Existence variation points on the flow properties to denote
which ones are present for each encapsulation. This approach is used to select and apply
both the driver and environment models, and the same approach is used for the ECU
models, as shown in Figure 8.17 below.

Figure 8.17. ECU network for the adaptive cruise control feature
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Figure 8.8 earlier in this chapter shows how the superset ECU network is sliced to
only the ECUs that are relevant to the aCC simulation, but at that point, the ECUs are still
skeleton models with only their interfaces defined. With the ontology query results, this
skeleton architecture can be filled in with the exact ECU models that will be used in the
aCC simulation. Again, the types for each of the parts in Figure 8.17 have been changed
to those that represent the ECU simulation models deemed relevant by the ontology
query, their interfaces are managed using the Encapsulation pattern, and the model’s
architecture does not need to be refactored. Now, the only part of the simulation that has
yet to be defined is the plant model, a decomposition of which is shown in Figure 8.18
below.

Figure 8.18. Vehicle plant model decomposition

The vehicle plant model decomposition is heavily influenced by the SAE J3049
standard [100] with a few adaptations. VehicleModel is decomposed into two main
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subsystems, Chassis and Power, the connections between which are shown in Figure 8.19
below.

Figure 8.19. Connections between the Power and Chassis subsystems

The connections between Chassis and Power, like connections in the other parts
of the Simulation Reference Architecture, are meant to be persistent for all simulations,
including any variant of the product line being put through any analysis. The gray ports
represent unidirectional data flow for casual simulation models. Many of these ports are
typed by Interface Blocks that are structured as nested buses to allow for the
simplification of connections at higher levels of decomposition while still allowing for
variance in the exact data flow among the individual simulation model components. The
colored ports represent bidirectional physical interfaces among acausal simulation model
components. The definitions of these Interface Blocks are shown in Figure 8.20 below.
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These physical interface definitions come from the SAE J3049 standard and represent the
various mass and energy flows.

Figure 8.20. Definitions of physical signals

To show how the vehicle plant model is decomposed and instantiated into a
simulation model, the Power subsystem is broken down into its four parts in Figure 8.21
below, with their ports and connections defined.
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Figure 8.21. Connections among the Power's subsystems

At this point, the Simulation Reference Architecture diverges from the SAE J3049
decomposition. From here, the model uses the Repeating Three-Tiered Decomposition
pattern defined in Chapter V. This pattern mitigates the complexity of architectural
variations within the system simulation model while still allowing for the allocation of
simulation model components at any level of decomposition. The Powertrain subsystem
decomposition using the Repeating Three-Tiered pattern is shown in Figure 8.22 below.
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Figure 8.22. Powertrain subsystem models using the Repeating Three-Tiered Decomposition pattern

At this level of decomposition, the Powertrain wrapper block is the abstract
component; the «SimModel»s grouped under it using the new «Encapsulation»
relationship are self-contained simulation models that cannot be decomposed further; and
the «SimModels» under the ModularPowertrainModel wrapper are the skeleton
powertrain models that are built from lower-level components. Chapter V contains more
information about the roles of each of the three tiers in the decomposition pattern. Each
skeleton model defines a set of powertrain architectures that can be configured using
FBPLE into a single variant of a powertrain. The PwrtrnICE&ParallelHyb skeleton
model before and after slicing is shown in Figure 8.23 below.
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Figure 8.23. Variant realization of a Powertrain skeleton model

From the 150% powertrain model at the top of Figure 8.23, any ICE or parallel
hybrid powertrain can be configured. In this use case, the ICE powertrain architecture is
used, so the hybMtr and discnctClu parts have been removed from the model after slicing.
The remaining parts have their types changed using the Encapsulation pattern and results
from the ontology query from Table 8.2. To show that the Repeating Three-Tiered
Decomposition pattern can be used at any level of decomposition, Figure 8.24 below
shows the decomposition for the Transmission Block into its self-contained and skeleton
models.
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Figure 8.24. Using the Repeating Three-Tiered Decomposition pattern with Transmission models

The middle row of Figure 8.24 shows the self-contained simulation model
components for a transmission that are available in the model repository. If none of these
models fit the desired context, then one of the three skeleton models at the bottom of
Figure 8.24 is selected and configured using lower-level component models. In this use
case, the 10SpdAutoLookupTable_Simulink model fits, so that Block is used to type the
trans part in Figure 8.23. Additionally, the eng and drvln parts have been typed with their
own encapsulations for simulation model components. These selections are all made
using the ontology query results that showed which simulation model components are
applicable to the user’s desired simulation context.
The automatic execution of the Encapsulation pattern to retype abstract parts is
only possible if one and only one simulation model component for the associated abstract
is in the ontology query results. For example, if the list of ontology IRIs in Table 8.2
showed that two transmission simulation models could work with the user’s desired
simulation, then the Simulation Reference Architecture would not be able to
automatically retype the trans part. In this case, the Simulation Reference Architecture
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would remove any «SimModel» elements whose ontologyIRI attributes do not match any
on the list from the ontology query results. After that, it is up to the user to select from
the remaining transmission «SimModel»s which one to use in the simulation. Ideally, the
user would use information available in the SysML reference architecture and the model
documentation ontology to make this decision.
It is also possible that none of the transmission simulation models fit the desired
simulation context, so the list of relevant IRIs from the ontology query would not list any
transmission models. In this case, the Simulation Reference Architecture would alert the
user that a new transmission model needs to be built. The ontology may be able to
provide a starting transmission model that is close to what the user wants, and the sliced
Simulation Reference Architecture provides the context in which the model will be used
as well as the connections the transmission model will make to other model components.
By already having the rest of the simulation model configured, the user knows what
interface and functions the new transmission model component will need to have, which
reduces the cost of building a new model component and increases the likelihood that the
new model component will work with the other model components. Additionally, by
building the new model component to fit the Simulation Reference Architecture and
adding it back into the reference architecture and model documentation ontology, there is
also a greater chance that the new model component will work in future simulations,
further reducing the cost of assembling simulations.
Once the SysML Simulation Reference Architecture is sliced using the ontology
query results, and once the user fills in any remaining gaps due to multiple or no
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simulation model components for a given subsystem fitting the desired context, the final
step is to generate the Bill of Models to send to the simulation assembly tool. A plugin
for the Simulation Reference Architecture goes through the SysML model and pulls all
the modelURL attributes from the «SimModel»s that remain after slicing and user edits.
These URLs provide the locations in the repository for all the simulation model
components that are needed for the simulation. As discussed in Chapter III, the VSAF
assumes there is a tool that inputs the Bill of Models and DBC files and can fully
assemble a complete simulation model out of the specified simulation model components
in the repository, such as the Ford Automated System Simulation Toolchain [14]. The
model assembly tool builds the full simulation model, the user runs the simulation, and
any results, bugs, or edits can be traced back to the SysML Logical System Architecture
and Simulation Reference Architecture for use in future simulation generation. The same
process exemplified in this chapter is used to build other simulations of the passenger
vehicle product line, reusing much of the knowledge, models, and connections,
minimizing the cost of assembling each new simulation.
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CHAPTER NINE
9. VALIDATION OF WORK

The research context and questions have been presented (Chapter I), the
background upon which this research builds has been laid out (Chapter II), the novel
Vehicle Simulation Architecture Framework (VSAF) has been discussed (Chapter III),
the VSAF’s innovations have been detailed (Chapters IV, V, VI, and VII), and a use case
of the VSAF has been described (Chapter VIII). This chapter presents the validation of
the work within this dissertation in terms of an implicit comparison with current
approaches to simulation model management.
Justification for Lack of Formal Validation
The glaring missing component from this dissertation is a formal validation of the
VSAF. Unfortunately, due to the nature of the research and the application domain for the
VSAF, a formal validation is not within the scope of a Ph.D. dissertation. The purpose of
the VSAF is to manage a large number of simulation model components for the assembly
of complex simulations; its benefits are minimal when applied to simpler domains.
Therefore, a proper test of the VSAF would necessarily be on the scale of a production
passenger vehicle, which is too complex of an experiment to be performed as part of
Ph.D. research. The development and simulation of an adaptive cruise control feature,
like the one in the use case of Chapter VIII, would require on the order of ten thousand
man-hours, ten ECUs, a thousand CAN signals, and a million lines of code once all the
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other parts of the vehicle needed to test such a feature are included. This would likely be
around a two- or three-year process, and it would still only result in a single data point.
Because of the author’s close collaboration with and funding from Ford Motor
Company throughout this project, the VSAF is likely to be adopted in some form, so time
will tell if its practices prove to be more efficient than current approaches. Another
benefit of the collaboration with Ford was the constant feedback from various industry
experts throughout the development of the VSAF. The project sponsor and industry
experts helped direct the innovations and ensure the feasibility and viability of the ideas
and approaches. As part of the project sponsorship, parts of the VSAF have been tested
on more complex examples directly from the automotive industry. Unfortunately, the
results of these tests cannot be reported here due to intellectual property concerns and the
proprietary nature of the content. However, the results of these tests are reflected in the
use case presented in Chapter VIII even though none of the content from that use case
came directly from industry.
Possible Formal Validation Methods
Ideally, as stated above, the ideas and innovations of the VSAF would have been
tested in their entirety on a use case on the scale of that of industry, and results would
have been compared with current industry practices to perform a formal validation of the
VSAF. The steps for such a validation process are as follows. First, the researcher would
have to work with a company to modify the Logical System Architecture and Simulation
Reference Architecture to reflect a product line the company produces. During this
process, the total cost of initially developing these reference architectures would need to
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be recorded in terms of time and financial investments. Additionally, the researcher
would have to set up a model documentation ontology for the company’s simulation
model repository while recording the total cost of this step as well. Calculating the cost of
the initial setup of the VSAF is crucial for comparing the initial investment and
incremental costs to those of current industry practices.
Once the SysML reference architectures and model documentation ontology are
set up, the next step is for the researcher to select a new feature’s development to follow
that is still in its infancy. The researcher would be required to have unfettered access to
the full development process. As the developers designed the feature, the researcher
would mirror any developments into the SysML reference architecture and record the
effort of doing so while also recording the effort of the other developers. As the feature is
ready to be analyzed at various points in development, the researcher would assemble
vehicle-level simulations using the VSAF while the developers would analyze their
feature using traditional methods. The researcher would use these junctures to compare
the incremental cost required to simulate the feature using the VSAF as opposed to
traditional approaches. The researcher could also note if the results of the VSAF’s
simulation were different, namely, if it caught any issues or bugs that the developers’
traditional assessment did not catch. These actions would be repeated throughout the
development of the feature. At the end of development, the researcher would gather all
data comparing the VSAF with the traditional development approaches regarding
differences in cost, time, effort, errors made, and errors caught. This data would be the
basis for the formal validation of the VSAF.
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Another method for testing the VSAF could include implicit validation by means
of formal interviews with various industry experts. While several experts from Ford
provided guidance during the development of the VSAF, no formal interviews were
conducted. To do this, the researcher would put together a presentation of how the VSAF
works along with an example. He would also determine questions that he could ask to
help evaluate the VSAF. The researcher would then contact several different companies
to arrange times to present the VSAF to modeling and simulation experts and receive
their feedback through both open-ended and survey-style questions. The researcher
would then gather the results and analyze them to determine if the VSAF offers the
opportunity for a measurable economic advantage. However, a challenge to this
evaluation method would be the differing current simulation approaches at each
company. Since each organization has their own development process and tools, the
results of the interviews would likely be quite different for each company, making it
difficult to compare results across the industry.
VSAF Benefits and Cost Tradeoffs
Below is a table summarizing the key benefits of the VSAF in terms of new
capabilities enabled or facilitated by the VSAF over the current practices discussed in
Chapter I. Table 9.1 below shows each use case, how it is handled using current
practices, and how the VSAF supports the use case.
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Table 9.1. VSAF Benefits: New and Supported Use Cases

Use Case

Current Practice

VSAF

Verify and validate
new features or
software at the
system-level before
it is mature enough
to integrate with the
rest of the system

Early validation activities
use mockups of the rest of
the system created by the
feature development team.
Self-created mockups may
be inaccurate, compromising
validation results, potentially
leading to downstream errors
that must be fixed later.

Discover gaps in
the simulation
model repository

Simulation model
components are created on
an as-needed basis, often
intended for a single use.
Model repositories are not
maintained with modular
component models for quick
assembly of new
simulations. Decentralized,
static documentation
complicates or prevents an
analysis of the entire
repository.
Model compatibility is
assessed after the full
simulation is built and
configured. At this point,
incompatibilities force
backtracking to fix model
components or create new
ones.

VSAF uses a standardized and
constantly maintained variantindependent representation of the
system in which each subsystem
development team provides a
technology-abstract black box
view of their subsystem. This
allows for earlier integration with
the system's overall design and
validation with up-to-date
representations of subsystems
instead of self-created mockups.
VSAF employs a reference
architecture for simulations that
documents the role each
simulation model component in
the repository fills in the
simulation. An analysis of the
reference architecture can reveal
plant or controller models for
certain system variants or
simulation contexts that are
under-represented and should be
further developed.

Identify potentially
problematic
incompatibilities
between models
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VSAF implements a formalized
documentation of simulation
model components using an
ontology language. This
documentation includes
information on required and
provided interfaces, differential
equations, and interactions with
connected model components
that determine which models can
be used together in a simulation.
Compatibility analyses are
performed during the model

searching step instead of after the
simulation is assembled.
Inform how to
Simulation model
VSAF's reference architecture
request and develop components are requested
provides a standardized model
new simulation
and informed by the end user within which simulation model
model components of a simulation, relying
components are used. This
for the repository
heavily on the user's
informs a new model
knowledge and familiarity of component's role, scope, and
the simulation. Model
interface to increase reusability.
components are often
Formal documentation and
developed for a specific
searching prevent recreating
simulation instead of
existing models.
modularly for use in a wide
range of simulations.
Determine if an
Knowledge of an existing
VSAF's simulation model
existing simulation simulation model component documentation ontology formally
model component
is dependent on static
characterizes and indexes
can be used in a
documentation or
simulation model components
specific simulation availability of the model's
available in a repository. The
context or use case author. No formalized or
ontology's query tool reasons
automated process exists for through a user's search criteria to
programmatically searching programmatically determine
for model components by
which model components fit the
applicability in use case.
user's desired system variant and
simulation analysis.
Inform
Software developers and
VSAF allows software
configuration of
network engineers work
developers to work in a variantDBC files for
together to divide software
independent environment.
different vehicle
among ECUs and determine Logical functions are mapped to
variants
the CAN traffic. Each
software which is allocated to
variant is handled separately. ECUs. These allocations,
managed using PLE techniques,
automatically determine the ECU
interfaces, which are sent to
network engineers for DBC file
configuration.
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Build more
efficient models at
correct level of
fidelity to balance
accuracy and
computation cost

Users employ simulation
model components that they
are most familiar with or that
have the most information
available, regardless of their
suitability for the simulation
context. Therefore,
simulations are not at the
optimal fidelity for achieving
the desired accuracy without
unnecessary complexity that
increases the computational
cost.

VSAF's query tool interprets the
user's desired simulation analysis
to determine what characteristics,
namely, physical phenomena and
observable quantities, that the
simulation must have. It then
searches the simulation model
documentation ontology to find
the model components that best
match the desired context,
optimizing the simulation's
computational cost without
sacrificing the accuracy of the
results.

Throughout the development and testing of the VSAF, several trends were
observed. The primary observation was the difference in the initial investment and
incremental costs of assembling simulations using the VSAF as compared to traditional
methods. A typical workflow for generating a simulation is described in Chapter I. The
typical workflow has little initial costs associated with it. The more an organization
builds simulations on an as-needed basis, the more the cost skews from initial to
incremental. If an organization puts more emphasis and effort into documenting their
models, then those models are more like to be reused. In this case, the additional effort of
documenting the models is offset by the effort saved of creating a new simulation model
component that already exists. And the more that model is reused, the higher the total
cost savings. The VSAF aims to streamline documentation by using a formal ontology to
document the models as described in Chapter VII. Setting up the ontology does have
some initial costs involved, but it standardizes the documentation process. Instead of
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requiring users to fill out a documentation form manually, the ontology allows the user to
assign formal characteristics and relationships to the model. With a proper user interface,
the documentation cost can be reduced. Additionally, by using a formal method of
documentation, some parts of the documentation process can be automated, particularly
recording the metadata of each model. This not only reduces the total cost of
documentation, but it also eliminates human errors from this part of the process.
With formal documentation, cost savings are also realized during the model
searching step. Instead of a user poring through a myriad of documents, searches are
performed through a query of the ontology that indexes and searches for models that fit
the user’s criteria. This allows users to quickly sort through existing models using any
desired search criteria. If a search returns no results, the criteria can be broadened, and if
a search returns many models, then the criteria can be narrowed. Additionally, a
sophisticated search engine could return results that are close to the user’s desired context
to provide a starting model for the creation of a new one. Compared to manually writing
and reading static documentation of model, this approach greatly reduces the cost of
finding models and increases the occurrences of reusing models.
The VSAF not only helps document and find existing models, but it also
facilitates how new models are built. The Simulation Reference Architecture in SysML
provides an overall architecture for system-level simulations, so when a new simulation
model component is being built, the simulation engineer can use the reference
architecture to understand the context in which the model will be applied. This contrasts
with the traditional method of having the initial end user set specifications for the new
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model component. This approach in no way promotes the reuse of the new model
component in subsequent simulations. Designing new components to the reference
architecture instead of only the first simulation it will be used in increases the modularity
and reusability of the model component.
The VSAF also helps with the design of new system features by providing a
Logical System Architecture and guidelines for both subsystem and application
development and representation in the reference architecture. This contrasts with having
each development team design their portion of the system in their own model without
well-defined interfaces with the rest of the system. The VSAF saves time and effort when
configuring a simulation by having the interactions of the logical system elements already
defined. Also, the VSAF provides mechanisms for linking the elements in the Logical
System Architecture to model components and CAN signals in the Simulation Reference
Architecture. This reduces the manual effort of these steps and prevents associated
human error.
Overall, the VSAF facilitates the simulation process of a ground vehicle by
automating several of the steps, improving the efficiency and effectiveness of other steps,
and providing a reusable architecture upon which to build simulations. The initial
investment of implementing the VSAF is rather high, but it greatly reduces the
incremental cost of generating each subsequent simulation. As more simulations are
created using the VSAF, the higher the cost savings, eventually offsetting and surpassing
the initial and administrative costs. Finally, by making it easier to build system-level
simulations, the VSAF makes it more likely for new developments to be tested in the
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context of the entire system, helping to catch system-level design issues early while they
are inexpensive to fix, further adding to the value of the VSAF.
Incremental Adoption of the VSAF
A high initial investment can be a barrier to adopting a new practice, especially
one that has yet to be formally proven. In the case of the VSAF, a better approach than an
all-or-nothing adoption would be an incremental adoption of the various innovations
within the framework. Adopting the VSAF’s components in an order of highest benefitto-cost ratio, as described below, can allow an organization to see if the VSAF is right for
them while also reaping some benefits before the entire framework is initialized. Doing
this removes some of the uncertainty and risk involved in adopting new practices. In
total, the VSAF has seven innovations, listed below in the order that they should be
adopted to realize the most benefits at the smallest cost.
1) Encapsulation variant management pattern (Chapter V)
2) Slicing 150% models in multiple stages (Chapter V)
3) Model documentation ontology (Chapter VII)
4) Simulation Reference Architecture with the Repeating Three-Tiered
Decomposition pattern (Chapter IV)
5) Logical System Architecture with subsystem and application development
guidelines (Chapter IV)
6) Logical element-to-ECU allocation matrix with Simulation Block SysML profile
(Chapters IV & VI)
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7) Logical variable-to-CAN signal allocation matrix with CAN Communication
SysML profile (Chapters IV & VI)
The Encapsulation variant management pattern is the least costly innovation to
adopt for any organization that already uses SysML with variant management tools like
the Dassault Systèmes Cameo Systems Modeler MBPLE Profile [49], Pure-Systems
Pure::Variants [11], or BigLever Gears [12]. To add the capabilities of the Encapsulation
pattern requires modifications to the variant management tool to add both the new
«Encapsulation» relationship and the variation point maintenance table. Dassault
Systèmes is working on including the Encapsulation pattern in an upcoming update to
Cameo Systems Modeler, and the INCOSE group developing SysML V2 plans to
incorporate much of the pattern’s functionality into this long-awaited update to SysML.
The user can expect to see improvements in the modeling of variants that are functionally
similar but architecturally different, even if not used in the larger context of the VSAF
[52] [104].
The next innovation to adopt would be the capability of slicing 150% models in
multiple stages. Much like the Encapsulation pattern, adding in this capability would
require some modifications to the variant management tool that an organization uses. The
new functionality is the ability to narrow the selections of an FBPLE feature without fully
resolving the feature and then slicing the model based on the incomplete variant
specification. Additionally, edits made in a sliced model would need to be reflected in the
150% model. A more detailed description of this functionality is provided in Chapter V.
The benefit of slicing a 150% model in multiple stages is the ability to narrow a model’s
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context to a subset of variants that a modeler may be interested in without requiring the
specification of a single variant. This capability is useful in the VSAF for slicing the
Logical System Architecture first and the Simulation Reference Architecture later, but
some benefits can be realized without the rest of the VSAF as well.
The third innovation to adopt is the model documentation ontology. This
dissertation provided justification for using a formal ontology instead of the traditional
FBPLE feature model due to improved scalability, expressiveness, easy of searching, and
simplification of variation point logic. However, further research is needed to determine
best practices for structuring, organizing, and maintaining an ontology for the
documentation of simulation model components. Therefore, a significant amount of effort
is still required to implement a model documentation ontology. But even without the rest
of the VSAF, a formal, scalable, expressive, and searchable documentation method for
simulation model components would still improve reusability of existing models,
reducing the overall effort of generating new simulations.
With the model documentation ontology in place, the next innovation to adopt
would be the Simulation Reference Architecture using the Repeating Three-Tiered
Decomposition pattern. This again calls for a sizable amount of effort because creating
and maintaining a reference architecture is not a trivial task. It would require designing
the architecture based on the guidelines provided in Chapter IV and modeling patterns in
Chapter V, adding in black boxes of existing simulation model components, and linking
these black boxes to the individuals in the ontology. However, once the initial setup has
been done, the Simulation Reference Architecture provides several benefits like showing
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how simulation model components connect to each other to facilitate the assembly of a
full simulation, allowing for interface validation to be performed in SysML before
configuring the simulation, and guiding the development of new simulation model
components by showing the context in which they will be applied. The Simulation
Reference Architecture realizes its full benefits when combined with the model
documentation ontology, which is why it is listed after the ontology.
The Logical System Architecture is next on the list for adoption. As with the
Simulation Reference Architecture, the Logical System Architecture requires a large
investment to prepare. First, a new logical, service-oriented representation of the system
must be designed. If an organization already has done this as part of their development
process, then implementing the Logical System Architecture could happen before the
Simulation Reference Architecture and possibly even before the model documentation
ontology. It is likely that a service-oriented view of the system will require the inclusion
of new elements such as service brokers, which adds to the overall cost. Finally, the
subsystem and application designers would be asked to develop black boxes of their
elements using the guidelines provided in Chapter IV. Once all this is done, the Logical
System Architecture facilitates the technology-abstract development of new system
features, which ensures these features will be compatible across the full product line. It
also improves functional safety analyses by properly assigning requirements to each
development team and clearly showing how each logical element communicates.
The last two innovations to be adopted are the two allocation matrices: logical
element-to-ECU and logical variable-to-CAN signal. Both of these require the
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implementation of both the Logical System Architecture and the Simulation Reference
Architecture since their purpose is to link the elements of the two architectures. Also, the
CAN signal allocation matrix relies on the ECU allocation matrix to realize its benefits,
so it should be implemented last. Each of these matrices needs very little effort to create
and maintain, but they provide no benefits without the previous innovations, so they are
last for adoption. However, with these implemented, the VSAF’s full functionality is
complete, and the organization can start designing features in a technology-abstract
manner without worrying about implementation details, and simulations can more easily
be designed, searched for, and assembled to facilitate system-level testing at any point in
the development process.
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CHAPTER TEN
10. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Answers to Research Questions
Chapter I laid out the motivation for this research as the increasing complexity of
ground vehicle systems causing higher numbers of system interaction issues leading to
more recalls over recent years [3] [4]. Previous work from Ford [5] and NASA [6] have
found that many of these issues would be prevented through system-level simulations
earlier in the design process. Therefore, the objective of this research was to critically
evaluate the merits of different modeling approaches for cataloging, contextualizing, and
assembling simulation model components in a way that is most valuable for configuring
full virtual vehicle simulations. The focus of this dissertation is the automotive domain,
but the scope of the innovations ultimately reaches beyond this to any distributedprocessing mechatronic system with the appropriate edits to the reference architectures.
Four research questions were presented in Chapter I, and the answers to these
questions resulting from this dissertation’s research are given below in this section.
Chapter II provided the related work upon which this dissertation was built. Chapter III
detailed the novel Vehicle Simulation Architecture Framework (VSAF) that was
developed in response to the driving research questions. Chapter IV explained the SysML
model at the heart of the VSAF, both the Logical System Architecture and Simulation
Reference Architecture, the purpose and benefits of each of these, and guidelines for how
to implement them. Chapter V described the three variant management patterns that were
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developed to improve upon current variant management techniques and enable much of
the VSAF’s functionality. Chapter VI defined two custom SysML profiles that are used
as part of the VSAF. Chapter VII detailed three attempts at using an FBPLE feature
model to characterize and document simulation model components, and then it provided
justification for how a formal ontology would result in a more scalable, expressive, and
searchable method of model documentation. Chapter VIII showed a use case for the
VSAF to exemplify the process for using it and the benefits that can be realized. Finally,
Chapter IX presented the validation for the VSAF and proposed an incremental adoption
strategy to help realize the most benefits with the lowest cost when setting up the VSAF.
This chapter recaps how each of the four research questions were answered in this
dissertation, next it details the intellectual contributions and broader impacts of this
research, and finally it discusses future work that could stem from this dissertation.
1. Feature-Based Product Line Engineering (FBPLE) has been shown to be valuable for
managing variants in description models. How can the same benefits of FBPLE be
realized in the simulation domain in a way that lowers the overall cost of creating
simulations and enables system-level simulations earlier in the development process?
This dissertation argues that the VSAF is a good method for applying FPBLE
techniques to the simulation domain to realize benefits such as scalability and increased
model reuse. Because the simulation domain has orders of magnitude more models and
elements than the description domain, current FBPLE practices could not be directly
applied. During the development of the VSAF, these shortcomings were identified and
overcome with the various innovations built into the VSAF, such as reference
architectures, new variant modeling patterns, and specialized processes. These
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innovations help catalog, contextualize, search for, build, and assemble simulation model
components into full simulations. The result is the drastically reduced effort required to
create a simulation.
One of the key innovations that empower the VSAF is the Simulation Reference
Architecture, described in Chapter IV. By using FBPLE practices to build a reference
architecture for simulation models, existing model components are more likely to be
reused, and simulations are more easily configured. Chapter V introduces the Repeating
Three-Tiered Decomposition pattern used in the Simulation Reference Architecture to
allow for simulation model components to be allocated at any level of decomposition
while still allowing for architectural variations. As with any modeling pattern, the model
becomes more predictable and readable, facilitating both making edits and reading
information from the model. Chapter V also describes a new variant modeling
functionality of slicing a superset model in multiple stages to improve the usability of the
reference architecture.
Another key innovation within the VSAF is the improvement of model
documentation by means of a formal ontology. This dissertation proved that an FBPLE
feature model is not sufficient for characterizing and cataloging simulation model
components, but a formal ontology provides a more scalable and expressive approach to
model documentation. A possible future direction for research is to determine best
practices for building a model documentation ontology that is lightweight enough that
modelers are likely to use it while still being expressive enough to sufficiently search
through a repository of models to find the ones that fit a desired context.
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2. How can parts of a product line that are functionally similar but have drastically
different implementations be modeled in a way that is more scalable than the current
150% approach?
This question was raised when it was realized that two simulation model
components representing the same physical element can take significantly different
approaches. For example, a model of an engine can be causal or acausal, include or
ignore certain physical phenomena, or can be structured differently like a mean value
model compared to a look-up table. However, each of these models has the same
function: to represent an engine. Chapter V introduced a novel variant modeling pattern
called the Encapsulation pattern that provides a mechanism for representing variants that
are functionally similar but architecturally different in the same reference architecture.
This pattern contrasts with the traditional 150% modeling pattern used in FBPLE to
represent variants that share an architecture and several common components. The
Encapsulation pattern provides an alternative that, in the right context, reduces overall
modeling effort by simplifying both variation logic and connections in IBDs and ACTs.
3. How can the development of new features be directed such that they are seamlessly
integrated with the rest of the system and facilitate system-level simulations?
One of the challenges of system-level simulations of complex systems is that the
components of the systems are often developed by different teams. The compatibility of
models of these components is heavily dependent on the communication among the
teams and the information they provide. To facilitate the creation of system-level
simulations, the VSAF has new features be developed with the rest of the system in mind.
This is by no means a novel concept, but actually accomplishing this proves to be
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difficult. The approach the VSAF takes is to create a technology-independent perspective
of the system. By abstracting away implementation details, the various features and
subsystems are made into black boxes that exchange state data and requests. The SysML
Logical System Architecture enacts this view of the system. Chapter IV details both this
and guidelines for developing subsystems and applications and representing them in the
Logical System Architecture. The goal of this approach is to inform the development of
the system without increasing the complexity of the system or the development process
by having the developers work in an environment that considers communication and
interfacing with other parts of the system without worrying about exact technology
solutions until later in the design process.
4. How can artifacts in the description model be linked to simulation models for variant
configuration in a way that is reusable for any simulation of any variant in a product
line?
By developing artifacts in a technology-abstract environment but having
implementation-specific simulations, a need arises for bridging the gap between these
two levels of abstraction by mapping the logical elements to their simulation
counterparts. The VSAF accomplishes this by employing a SysML Allocation Matrix to
map the subsystems and applications in the Logical System Architecture to the ECUs in
the Simulation Reference Architecture, and it uses a SysML Dependency Matrix to map
the logical variables to CAN signals. The CAN signal mapping uses the «RealizedBy»
relationship defined in the CAN Communication custom SysML profile from Chapter VI.
By defining these reusable matrices, the allocation of logical elements to simulation
model components can be formalized and reused for subsequent simulations. This
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approach allows upstream development efforts to feed downstream simulations without
requiring the logical models to be refactored for each variant of the product line.
Intellectual Contributions
The main intellectual pursuit of this dissertation was to develop and validate a
novel framework for the creation, maintenance, and testing of control algorithms and
plant models for a distributed-processing mechatronic system such as a ground vehicle.
In response, this research resulted in a characterization of the attributes of the VSAF.
Chapter IX described the novel framework in terms of scalability and applicability and
compared it to current practices for generating simulations. Additionally, Table 9.1 in
Chapter IX describes the VSAF in terms of use cases that are enabled or facilitated by the
VSAF, which include the following:
•

Verification and validation of new features at any level of development

•

Discover gaps in the simulation model repository

•

Identify potentially problematic incompatibilities between models

•

Inform how to request and develop new simulation model components

•

Determine if an existing model component can be used in a simulation

•

Inform configuration of DBC files for different vehicle variants

•

Build more efficient models that balance accuracy and computation cost
To create and characterize the VSAF, several novel innovations had to be

developed and studied. First, this research showed how and quantified the benefits of
using a service-oriented architecture (SOA) to model a ground vehicle in a variantindependent manner as a method for determining a simulation’s context. Using a service-
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oriented approach for modeling a cyber-physical system is by no means a novel concept,
but this research took the unique approach of using SOA to abstract away the
implementation details of different variants of a vehicle product line. Doing this allows
new features and simulations of these features to be built in a variant-independent
manner, letting implementation details be pushed to later stages of development when
these details are better defined. This research also determined best practices for
subsystem and feature application development and representation using SOA. Since
technology-abstract interfaces are key to SOA, this research defined four approaches for
designing reusable APIs for subsystems. These four approaches as well as comparison
criteria for selecting the best approach for a given context are given in Chapter IV.
Finally, the SOA representation of the vehicle designed as part of this research includes
mechanisms for mapping the logical SOA elements to implementation details in a
technology-dependent SysML reference architecture.
Next, this research produced best practices for and an example of a reusable
reference architecture for simulations of ground vehicles. Again, this was not a new
concept, but previous attempts have had shortcomings, reported in Chapter II, that this
research aimed to alleviate. This research built upon the SAE J3049 [100] standard to
design a reference architecture that guides how to build simulations of different vehicle
variants in different simulation analyses using a single reusable architecture. It also
guides how to reuse existing simulation model components in new simulations, reducing
rework associated with building new model components.
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As part of the simulation reference architecture, this research also produced three
new variant management patterns to provide a scalable approach for modeling variants of
vehicles and vehicle simulations. The new Encapsulation pattern provides an alternative
to the traditional 150% modeling pattern that allows for representing functionally similar
but architecturally different variants in a manner that does not add to the overall
complexity of the model. The Repeating Three-Tiered Decomposition pattern uses the
Encapsulation pattern in a hierarchical manner to design a method for representing
simulation plant models alongside their structural counterparts, allowing for the building
of different architectural variants out of similar simulation model components. Finally,
this research developed a new tool functionality for slicing a superset model in multiple
stages, which allows the SysML simulation reference architecture to be sliced to a
narrowed context for further development before being sliced again to a single
simulation.
The last innovation from this research was a determination that the FBPLE feature
model is inadequate for the purpose of simulation model documentation. This research
attempted three approaches for using a feature model to characterize simulation model
components, but no solution that balanced scalability and expressiveness was found, as
reported in Chapter VII. Chapter II elaborates on the limitations of the SAE J2998 [101]
standard for simulation model documentation, namely, its reliance on text-based
characterizations. Chapter VII describes the benefits of using a formal documentation
method for easier indexing and searching, increasing the reuse of existing model
components. This research also determined what should be captured for documentation of
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simulation model components by defining the three degrees of simulation model
variance: granularity, scope, and fidelity. Finally, after determining that FBPLE feature
models do not provide a scalable and expressive method for formal simulation model
documentation, this research found that an ontology language like OWL [93] provides
many benefits over FBPLE feature models for this purpose. OWL already has the
language and tooling in place to create custom properties and relationships that can be
queried using sophisticated querying tools like SPARQL [95] to search for model
components that fit a desired simulation context.
Next, this research produced a characterization of the initial investment vs.
incremental cost tradeoff of the VSAF. Traditional approaches to simulation creation and
configuration focus on the quickest and least expensive path towards a full simulation
with little regard for future simulations and reusability of simulation model components.
The VSAF diverges from this in three key aspects, which will affect the overall cost of
building simulations, as described in Chapter IX. First, the framework guides the
development of new simulation model components by providing the context in which
they will run, helping to determine a new simulation model component’s interface and
desired functionality. Next, the VSAF also provides dynamic and formal documentation
of existing model components to facilitate the process of finding existing models that will
work in the desired simulation context. Finally, the VSAF assists in the configuration of
model components into full simulations. These three benefits significantly lower the
incremental cost of building each individual simulation; however, these benefits cannot
be realized without some upfront effort to set up the framework. The initial cost of
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developing the SysML reference architectures, establishing the model documentation
ontology, and creating black box representations of existing simulation model
components is large. But this research determined the incremental cost savings involved
in creating each simulation sufficiently offsets the initial cost of setting up the VSAF.
Finally, this dissertation includes a demonstration of the VSAF through a use case
of developing and testing an adaptive cruise control feature for a passenger vehicle
product line. Applying the VSAF to a test case is an important part of validating the
approach and acquiring information about the benefits and drawbacks of the approach.
The results of the case study are compared to information about current best practices to
gain additional insight into the effects of the framework. This research advances
understanding of how variant management techniques can be applied to the simulation
space and the benefits of doing so compared to traditional approaches to simulation
management and configuration.
Broader Impacts on Society
The results of this research are expected to have benefits in systems engineering
research and practice. In terms of research, results have been disseminated through
leading peer-reviewed conferences and journals of relevance to both systems engineering
and simulation modeling communities. This research also led to a paradigm shift in
comparing MBSE approaches within the simulation space in terms of initial investment
vs. incremental cost tradeoffs considering the wider context of an entire product line at all
stages of development. Additionally, the approach to simulation model cataloging and
configuration can have an impact on scientific discovery in general by guiding the
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development of new models that span multiple contexts, possibly leading to more
effective abstractions in the simulation space that encourage modularity of simulation
model components.
With regards to impacts on systems engineering practice, the VSAF leads to
improvements in the process of simulation modeling with an overall cost reduction for
creating virtual prototypes of systems. A reduction in cost leads to further benefits. Rapid
and inexpensive simulation allows for simulating earlier in the design process. With this,
engineers can uncover more hardware and software issues earlier while they are less
costly to fix. Earlier simulation also allows for a broader exploration of system
architectures, so engineers can design more optimized systems. All these benefits
translate into economic competitive advantages for industry. Another expected societal
impact is the improved well-being of individuals in society due to the improvement of
products available on the market. Reuse of verified control algorithms and increased
testing within an organization will lead to safer, more reliable systems for the consumer.
Future Work
Model Documentation Ontology
The most notable gap in this dissertation that should be the primary focus for
future work is the development of a model documentation ontology. Chapter VII detailed
ultimately futile attempts at using an FBPLE feature model to characterize and document
simulation model components, and it provided reasoning for how a formal ontology is
likely to provide a more scalable and expressive approach. Additionally, this dissertation
discusses the role of the ontology within the VSAF and how it uses inputs from the user
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and the Logical System Architecture to slice the Simulation Reference Architecture. With
this, it is known what the ontology should be able to do, so the next step is to determine
how. Future work should go about developing and testing approaches for structuring,
organizing, and maintaining simulation model documentation using a formal ontology.
Areas of focus should include determining best practices for the architecture of
the ontology, how it should extend an upper-level ontology framework such as the
Common Core Ontologies [91] and the Basic Formal Ontology [110], which classes,
object properties, and data properties best characterize and differentiate simulation model
components, and how best to allow users who are unfamiliar with formal ontologies to
query the model repository based on aspects they care about. The querying approach
should use efficient and reliable searching algorithms that not only return exact matches
to the user’s desired context but also provide simulation model components that are close
to what the user is looking for that could be used as starting models for newly developed
models. Determining best practices for a model documentation ontology is the main
roadblock to having the VSAF ready to implement, and the results of such research could
have profound effects on the overall cost and effectiveness of the framework.
Expand VSAF Domain
Within this research, the VSAF was limited to vehicle-level simulations using
lumped parameter models assembled using model integration. Chapter III discuss the
limitations and assumptions of the VSAF, but future work should attempt to alleviate
these limitations and broaden the effectiveness of the VSAF outside this research’s
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context. There are several situations in which the VSAF has yet to be tested that could
further improve its impact in the simulation space.
For one, future work could investigate how the VSAF should be expanded to
support extremely high-fidelity simulations. Typically, vehicle-level drive cycle
simulations focus on the vehicle’s performance and behavior as a whole system;
however, other analyses at the subsystem-level will be concerned with the dynamics of a
specific part of the vehicle, such as a combustion and flow dynamics analysis of an IC
engine or an analysis of tire-ground interactions. These kinds of simulations often employ
finite element models, which raises concerns not currently covered by the VSAF. Finite
element models are usually integrated using co-simulation rather than model integration
techniques like the ones used in the VSAF. How the VSAF’s model documentation
ontology is queried for compatible model components may have to be modified to
account for co-simulation.
Additionally, many finite element models are PDE-based instead of ODE-based
or DAE-based like the ones the VSAF currently supports. PDE-based models are ideal
for representing distributed interactions, like those between a deformable tire model and a
deformable ground model, but the interfaces between such models are quite complex.
Instead of a set of ports that capture lumped structural interactions, these models have
mesh-style interfaces, so checking for compatibility and coupling models requires
checking agreement of mesh types and aligning the meshes. While there are tools that
assist with these kinds of model couplings, it is not certain whether the underlying
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models and assembly processes are modular enough for the VSAF. Future work should
investigate how to modify the VSAF to support PDE-based models and co-simulation.
Finally, the VSAF was created and tested primarily for the automotive domain,
and the use cases and SysML models in this dissertation reflect this. However, the
underlying principles and practices of the VSAF are not specific to the automotive
domain. The innovations from this research are intended to be applicable for any cyberphysical system, but future work should investigate best practices for building the SysML
reference architecture and model documentation ontology so the VSAF can be applied to
other domain like aerospace, marine, and robotics.
Additional Automation
Another area ripe for continued research is the expansion of automation within the
VSAF. While many labor-intensive processes have been facilitated or automated in the
VSAF, there are always more bottlenecks and pain points that can be addressed. One of
these is the conversion of description models to simulation models. Currently, a sizeable
amount of MBSE development of a system is performed in description languages such as
SysML. Systems engineers can define both the system’s structure and its behavior, and
some elementary analyses and validations can be performed on the model. Many of the
Activities and State Machines used to define the system’s behavior are also used as the
basis for downstream simulation models. Automating this transformation could lower the
incremental cost of developing simulations even further than the VSAF already does.
However, this is not merely a tool-bridging or model-translation problem.
Description models and simulation models are often built at different levels of
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abstraction, so the conversion of description behavioral elements to executable analysis
models will need to include some traceability so the results of the simulation can be used
to modify the description model. Another task that could be automated is the generation
of simulation documents. The VSAF focuses on the configuration of the simulation itself,
but there is often documentation about the simulation that describes the purpose, test
cases, expected behaviors, and desired outcomes of the simulation. If the VSAF can be
used to supply these documents along with the newly assembled simulation, additional
cost savings could be realized.
VSAF Plugins
The final bit of future work is the development of plugins needed to implement
several of the VSAF’s capabilities. In total, five plugins need to be developed to support
the VSAF. The purpose of this research was to develop and characterize the VSAF to
validate its benefits over current practices. The writing and testing of plugin scripts was
beyond the scope of this dissertation. The specification for these plugins has been
determined and presented in this dissertation, mostly in Chapters IV and VIII, but the
actual plugin implementation is specific to each industry and company based on the tools
and languages that are used.
First, there is a need to relate a logical feature application’s interface to the
subsystems in the Logical System Architecture. A feature’s application outputs requests
for specific behaviors from subsystems. The interfaces of the subsystems should be well
defined, and the applications should be using these interfaces. Therefore, the presence of
a request on an application’s output implies the necessity of a specific behavior from a
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specific subsystem to be part of the feature’s overall context. The desired functionality of
the plugin is to use an application’s interface to automatically slice the SysML Logical
System Architecture to only the context of the associated feature.
The second plugin should automatically generate the CAN data flow of a
simulation based on the two logical-to-technology allocations in the VSAF. To relate the
Logical System Architecture to the Simulation Reference Architecture, the VSAF uses an
allocation matrix to map the subsystems and applications to ECUs and a dependency
matrix to map logical variables to CAN signals. The Logical System Architecture defines
which logical variables are used in a feature’s context and what the source and
destination elements of those variables are. The ECU allocation matrix can be used to
determine the source and destination ECUs for each logical variable. Then the CAN
signal dependency matrix can be used to map these variables to their realizing CAN
signals. This determines the source and destination ECU for each CAN signal. The
desired functionality of this plugin is to follow this line of logic to automatically generate
each ECU’s Interface Blocks in SysML to show its data flow for a given simulation.
The third plugin integrates the model documentation ontology to the SysML
reference architectures. The Logical System Architecture defines the context of the
simulation, and this information is used as a query to search the ontology, so the plugin
should be able to provide the elements and behaviors of the sliced Logical System
Architecture as inputs to the search engine. Additionally, the results of the ontology
query are used as inputs to the Simulation Reference Architecture to slice it to only
relevant models. The query outputs a list of the ontology’s individual’s IRIs that matched
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the search criteria, and the black box representations in SysML are each tagged with an
IRI. The plugin should be able to scan through the Simulation Reference Architecture’s
black boxes and remove any whose IRIs are not on the list from the query results. This in
effect acts as the variation points in FBPLE.
The fourth plugin is actually a modification to the variant management tool to
allow for slicing a 150% model in multiple stages, as described in Chapter V. The tool
allows for the narrowing of a feature’s selections without requiring it to be fully resolved.
This would be accomplished by allowing the user to select feature literals to not include
in the 125% model. Then the tool should evaluate each variation point to determine if it
can be resolved to True or False. Any elements whose variation points resolve to False
should be removed during model transformation. Elements whose variation points
resolve to True should be kept for the 125% model and marked as resolved. Elements
whose variation point logic could not be evaluated based on the user’s feature selections
should remain with their variation points intact and able to be sliced at a later stage.
Additionally, the tool should be able to prompt the migration of edits in the 125% model
back to the 150% model. Any additions to the 125% model should be added to the 150%
model with the same variation logic that was used to slice the model. Any deletions from
the 125% should be reflected in the 150% model with the opposite logic that was used to
slice the model. To avoid errors in the model, the tool should provide a wizard to the user
for edits to ensure that any variation points will not cause issues with the rest of the
model or other variants of the product line.
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The fifth plugin integrates the SysML Simulation Reference Architecture with the
simulation model assembly tool. As stated in Chapter III, the VSAF assumes that an
organization uses a model integration tool such as Phoenix Integration’s ModelCenter
[102] or has already developed their own tool such as the Ford Automated System
Simulation Toolchain [14]. Such tools take as an input the Bill of Models and DBC files
and automatically assemble the simulation model components into a complete simulation
model. The plugin should be able to export the simulation skeleton from the Simulation
Reference Architecture to the simulation configuration tool so that it can pull the
necessary model components from the repository and assemble them into a full
simulation.
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